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V/ith th9 availability of high energy accelerating 
>Ti?chines such as Van de Graaff accelerator and cyclotron, 
the high energy charged particles like oroton, a-particles 
etc. have become available tc produce nuclear reactions in 
almost all slemants of the periodic table. The cross-sections 
and angular distribution of the disintegration products are 
associated "dth various theoretical developments '-hich led to 
r. better understanding of the nature of nucleus and nuclear 
forces. 
Alpha particle vas used in the earlier studies of 
nuclear size and it is still r.^ garded as one of the most useful 
orobes for learning the shape of the nucleus. It is a conolex 
oarticle consisting ti^ o protois and two neutrons. It interacts 
' ith matter in a more complicated manner than nucleons do. It 
is also regarded as one of the important projectiles for nuclear 
studies at higher energies b^cause it can impact on the target 
nucleus ' ith considerably higher angular noraentum resu'' ting in 
the oooulation of higher angular momentum states. 
3xcitation functions have alv.'ays been a tool for the 
study Q-f reactions, rurthor, it serves as a test for -^ odel of 
nuclear re-'^ ctions. Information about nuclear level density can 
(ii) 
be obtained from the excitation functions. This study of 
excitation function is important from the nucleosynthesis 
point of view. 
The neutrons of hijher energy may be obtained from 
nuclear reactions using the charged particles. The excitation 
function of neutron induced reactions are i'nportant in the 
design of fission an' fusion reactors, steller nucleosynth'^sis 
and caoture mechanism. These are also used in furnishing 
important information about nuclear structure. 
The present thesis entitled 'Study of alpha particle and 
neutron reaction cross-sections' deals vdth the investigation of 
alpha and neutron induced nuclear reactions. It has been divided 
i-'to six Chapters. 
Chapter I deals "lith intro'^ 'uction about the nuclear reaction 
different theories of nuclear reaction alon") "dth nuclear models. 
It also deals "dth a brief review of the oresent "/ork. 
Chapter II deals '"ith the study of radiative caoture 
cross-sections for fast neutrons in the energy region 480 keV to 
3430 ke'/. This ' ork vas performed at 5.5 MeV Van de Graaff 
acceler'"tor laboratory of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, 
Jombay (I.-^_^1A). These cross-S'^'ctions v/ere calculated f'-.eoretically 
usi'ig thi v/ell kno''n nuclear model code 'FISPRO II' which is based 
on the statistical theory of nuclear reactions. In evaluating the 
cross-sections theoretically, the contributions from the direct, 
(iii) 
serrii-direct capture processes have also been taken into account. 
This study 'jives valuable information about the caoture mechanism 
rna contributions from higher rngular momentum of neutrons. 
Chapter III comprises o"'^  aloha inc'uced nuclear reaction. 
These axoeriments ware eonducted at Variable Energy Cyclotron 
J9ntre, Calcutta (I'JJIA) using a-particle beam. Measured cross-
sections \"ere calculated theoretically using another '"ell kno""n 
computer code 'ALICH/LIV-ir-i..";C?ri-82' which 's based on compound and 
pre-compound theories of nuclear reactions. The comouter f-'^ cility 
of Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh was availed to run these t"'o 
computer codes we h?ve got some information about the validity of 
the nuclear reaction mechanism by comoaring computed and measured 
excitation functions. 
Chapter lY deals • ith the details of various theories of 
nuclear reactions, 'vhich are used in calculating the theoretical 
excitation functions. 
The computer codes 'ALICJ/LIVEPJ.'.a-^ H' and 'FI3PRC II', which 
are used for theoretical calculations, are described in Chapter V 
of the thesis. 
The last Chapter VI comprises of result and discussion on 
the present work. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
At the beginning of the 19th centurv John Dalton and 
his contemporaries propounded atomic theory of matter. Three 
years later", Avogadro distinguished betv/een atoms and molecules. 
In 1815 Prout suggested that atoms' of all elements vere made up 
of hydrogen atoms. Later this hypothesis was discarded by the 
accurate measurements of atomic weight. After the discovery of 
isotopes during the early 20th century Prout hypothesis vas 
presented in a modified form. 
Thomson had sho'vn that all atoms contained electrons and 
3arkla experiment on X-ray scattering showed that the nu'^ ber of 
electron in each atom (exceot hydrogen atom) is roughly half the 
atomic weight. Following the experiment on scattering of alpha_ 
particles by thin foil of mica, Rutherford proposed that the 
charge of the atom, beside from electron, was concentrated into 
-12 
a very small region of diameter less than 10 cm. Rutherford's 
theory could not oredict the sign of nuclear charge. The elect-
ronic mass and X-ray and spectral data indicated that it must be 
positive, with negative electrons distributed around it in order 
to form the neutral atom. The existance of isotopes was suggested 
by Soddy in 1910. J.J. Thomson succeeded in getting nositive ion 
bean of liiht elements. 
A nucleus may be regarded as the heart of the atom. 
The study of nuclear reaction reveals several facts about 
the nucleus. A nuclear reaction, in general, expresses a 
nuclear change brought about either in the number of nucleons, 
arrangement of sub-nuclear particles or even in the physical 
state of the nucleus, by bombarding with nuclear particles, 
nuclei o'r gamma rays. The construction of the Van de Graaff 
generator by Van de Graaff et.al., Cockcroft Walton accelerator 
by Cockcroft and Vi/alton and cyclotron by Lawrence and Livingston 
have opened new dimensions in the field of Nuclear Physics. 
Cockcroft and Walton were the first to report accelerator induced 
disintegration. The availability of high energy particles like 
neutron, proton, alpha particle etc., enables us fo'r experimental 
study of nuclear reaction in nuclei covering almost whole periodic 
table. 
The nuclear transmutation experiments of Rutherford , of 
2 3 4 
Cockcroft and Walton , of I. Curie and Joliot , and of Fermi 
opened a vast field of investigation and suggested some new 
experimental attacks on the basic problem of nuclear structure 
and forces. The nuclear researches are continuously going on 
and valuable informations are coming up. These Informations are 
proving of utmost importance in better understanding of nuclear 
forces which bind nucleons inside the nucleus. 
In the annals of development of nuclear physics, the 
period 1930-1936 is most important and may be termed as golden era, 
: 3 
During this period the experimental discovery of excited levels 
in light nuclei, the discovery of neutron, positorn and artif IclaJ 
radioactivity took place. Rutherford's epoch making discovery 
in 1919 that alpha particle bombardment of nitrogen produced long 
range protons opened the field of man made nuclear reaction. 
From the study of nuclear reaction, we can improve theore-
tical knowledge of reaction mechanism. The reaction mechanism 
may be different for different type of nuclear reaction depending 
upon the projectile and its energy. The situation of reaction 
mechanism is not satisfactory over a wide range of periodical 
table and energy of projectiles even for a particular reaction. 
There are large discrepancies in the experimental data reported 
by different groups of workers. It does not enable us to verify 
a particular reaction mechanism. In order to have a more accurate 
knowledge of reaction mechanism, precise measurements of cross-
sections are necessary. 
5 6 
The discovery of neutron by Curie-Joliot and Chadwick 
opened a new direction for exploring the inner properties of 
the neucleus more precisely. Since prootn and electron are chargec 
particles, and moreover, electrons are not the constituent of 
nucleus, only proton can not give more information about the 
interior of central part of the atom. Proton needs high energy 
to penetrate the nucleus as it has to overcome repulsive electo-
static force. It can easily be said about neutron that, being 
neutral in charge, it sees the nucleus from the nearest distance. 
: 4 : 
Therefore, it can provide v/ith finer details the inner properties 
of the nucleus. 
Neutron is now regarded as the most useful particle to 
combine v^ dth nucleus. The earliest neutron sources were radioactive 
one. They comprised of an radioactive alpha emitter in immediate 
contact with beryllium. Particle accelerators may also be used to 
produce neutrons of desired energies and flux. Neutrons of desired 
energies are obtained from particle accelerators using an appro-
priate neutron producing nuclear reaction. The most important 
contribution of neutrons to Nuclear Physics is the measurement of 
capture cross-section for various elements over a wide range of 
periodical table. These measurements provide striking evidence 
in support of magic number of neutrons which is one of the importan 
7 
contribution of shell model of nuclear structure . In the present 
work charged particles of appropriate energy were used to obtain 
o o n n 
high energy neutrons through H(p,n) He and Li(p,n) Be nuclear 
reactions. 
The large deviation in experimental measurement by different 
groups working in the field of experimental Nuclear Physics make 
it very difficult to understand a particular reaction mechanism. 
On account of it, still more and more precise measurements are need 
in order to achieve actual reaction mechanism. In spite of the 
fact that a bulk of experimental data like total, partial and 
differential cross-sections are available in wide energy region 
even then the energy region from a fev^/ hundred keV to few MeV is 
: 5 : 
Q 
far from saturation , 
The measurement of fast neutron capture cross-sections 
is important because these are needed in the design of fission 
9-13 9 14-15 
and fusion reactors , steller nucleosynthesis ' and 
capture mechanism. These are also useful in furnishing important 
information regarding nuclear structure 
In the present work we have explored the energy region 
from few hundred keV to 3.5 MeV. Radiative capture cross-sections 
55 115 for Mn and In isotopes have been measured. The samples were 
specpure. The neutrons for this work were produced using Li(p,n) 
and H(p,n) nuclear reactions. The protons of desired energies 
were obtained from Van de Graaff accelerator at Bhabha Atomic 
Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay. The comparative activation 
technique was used. The characteristic gamma rays were picked up 
using a 100 c.c. Ge(Li) detector. Measurements are relative to 
127 
l(n,Y) reaction. Theoretical calculations of these corss-
sections were done using computer code FISPRO-II with appropriate 
values of parameters. The details of this code are given in 
Chapter V subsection 5,2. The details of experimental measurements 
are given in Chapter II, and comparison with other available 
cross-sections and theory in Chapter VI subsection 6.1. The 
comparison of results vdth theory gives some information regarding 
the capture-mechanism in the energy region of the present work. 
These measurements are needed for reactor designing and elemental 
6 : 
formation in stars. The important use of these cross-section 
measurements is in the formation of shielding material for 
neutrons emitted from radioactive substances or nuclear reactio 
These neutrons are the most hazardous particle for the life of 
human being. 
The measurements for capture corss-section at high energ 
are of great importance as it provides a confirmative check to 
various proposed and existing reaction mechanism. The low energl 
region of sharp resonances appears to be perfectly understandabli 
18 
in terms of Breit-VJigner s i n g l e l e v e l formula 
^ 19 31-33 • ~ 
In the keV energy region statistical theory '^  gives 
34-37 fairly good agreement with experimental datg . In the regiorl 
of 1 to 5 MeV statistical theory accounts successfully for the 
observed values of capture cross-section. At higher energy this 
theory fails to reproduce these cross-sections ~ . 
Above 5 MeV energy the statistical theory fails to account 
the experimental results. In this energy region the compound 
nucleus is formed at high excitation. The individual resonances 
merge into each other so that it become impossible to deal with 
each resonance separately. The average of the cross-sections 
at these resonances is smoother function of energy. As the 
energy increases the width of the resonance also increases. It 
results in the situation where the width of resonance becomes of 
the order of MeV energy and more than the seperation of the resona-
nces. These resonances are termed as Giant Resonances and this 
: 7 : 
situation is treated seperately to account the measurements 
in this energy region. Direct and semi-direct processes are 
more dominant in this region. The details of these reaction 
are given in Chapter IV. 
In the semi-direct or collective capture processes the 
capture of incoming projectile takes place through intermediate 
states. The target nucleus is assumed to have shape oscillation' 
and the incident projectile experiences a slightly deformed 
potential. The interaction of the target and projectile may thu" 
excite collective modes of the target. Neutron is scattered intcl 
an empty particle bound state and the nucleus is excited into 
giant dipole state. This state then decays by gamma ray emission! 
Theories have been developed to incorporate these three modes of 
particle capture in order to explain experimental radiative captuj 
cross-sections. The details of these theories have been giyen in 
Chapter IV. 
In the absence of a successful explanation of nuclear 
reaction, only two extreme theoretical models have been incorporat| 
to explain the reaction mechanism. These two extremes may conve-
niently be seperated from each other on the basis of time scale on 
29 
which the reaction proceeds. There is a compound nucleus picture' 
2? 
on one hand and fast or direct reaction on the other. The 
compound nucleus is formed by the capture os the projectile and 
exists as a seperate entity for a period of about 10~ sec. v/hich 
-22 
is very high as compared to the t r a n s i t time 10 . s ec . of the 
: 8 : 
nucleus. The compound nucleus mechanism is more aporooriate 
at relatively lover energies, v/hile the direct reaction mech-'nB 
is more probable at higher energies of excitation. ^ccordinc "• 
the compound nucleus theory, the incoming particle is captured'• 
the target nucleus and forms a compound nucleus in --^n excited s 
-16 
The compound nucleus decays -dthin a time of the order of 10 
to ground state through gamma emission. The docav c^  t^ ^ comooi 
nucleus may be considered as a statistical process an"' ^ence the 
cross-sections together, "'ith gamma rays soectrum, may he calcul 
statistically. 
In case of direct reaction, the incoming oarticle goes 
directly into an empty particle orbit of the target nucleus. Th^ 
excess energy of the oarticle is emitted in the form O"^  gamma 
radiations. Neutron may be considered as moving in the mean nuc]" 
potential of the target nucleus. All contituent nucleons occuoy 
the shell m.odel orbits. 
At moderate excitation energy both models and the results 
of experiments indicate the inadequacy of pure comoound nucleus 
model and direct reaction mechanism. This may be exolained with 
the help of the figure 4.2 where the general nature of the energy 
spectrum of the emitted particles at a given angle in a nuclear 
reaction at m^ oderate energy is shown. This soectrum consists of a 
broad peak in its lov/er energy part while there are sharp peaks at 
the end of high energy tail of the soectrum. The broad oeak of 
spectrum may be associated to the compound nuclear reaction 
: 9 : 
mechanism, while the sharp peaks at the end of spectrum corres-
ponding to low lying state in the residual nucleus can be explai^J 
on the basis of direct reaction mechanism. The smooth distribute 
in between these two well defined region has no suitable explanaH 
in these two pictures. It is quite natural, therefore, to attriH 
this portion of the spectrum to some other process called hereafB 
as 'Pre-equilibrium' or 'Precompound process' ~ . In these da\H 
there is a increasing interest to look into nuclear reaction 
mechanism via pre-equilibrium emission of particles followed by 
equilibrium decay. 
In the compound nucleus model , the decay of the compound! 
nucleus is assumed independent of the particular mode of its 
formation and is treated statistically. This statistical tre-atneij 
results in isotropic distribution of the emitting particles about" 
90 to the projectile direction in the centre of mass system. 
This mechanism has often been usec/to obtain the order of magnitude, 
for reaction cross-sections. On the other hand the excitation of 
particular level of the residual nucleus and the diffraction 
structure of the angular distribution usually appears forward 
23 
peaked. These are the important features of the direct reaction ^ 
The pre-equilibrium orocess may be assumed as a bridge 
between these two extreme aspects of nuclear reaction. In this 
process the decay of the compount nucleus occurs before it attains 
statistical equilibrium. Let us see what happens when a projectile 
reaches a nucleus and starts the process of exciting the nucleus 
: 10 : 
to a compound state. The first interaction takes place with one 
nucleon in the target. The energy exchange between nucleon and 
target raises the nucleon to a higher bound state, leaving a 
vacancy in one of the lower levels. This is a state of two 
particles and one hole (2plh). The next stage of excitation leacj 
to the formation of a (3p2h) state. This process continues till 
the energy of the projectile is shared statistically among all 
nucleons of the compound nucleus. These intermediate states 
involving the excitation of only a few nucleons are called 
door way states because the excitation passes through these state 
These may be called the doors to the compound nucleus. A series 
of such type of two-body collisions inside the nucleus are assumecB 
to follow the initial interaction and after each interaction ther^ 
is a finite probability that a particle may be emitted. In this 
process the high selectivity of the direction is lost on one hand 
and only a few degrees of freedom are involved on the other hand. 
The number of particles that share the excitation energy of the 
intermediate system are small in number. The study of P.E. 
27 2R 
phenomenon is useful in fussion reactor design , radiotherapy , 
29 30 
space explorations and astrophysics . 
To deal the situation various models e.g., Intranuclear 
Cascade Model (ICM), Harp-Miller-Berne (HMB), Exciton Model, 
Hybrid Model and Geometry Dependent Hybrid Model have been 
suggested for pre-equilibrium treatment. These models differ in 
specific as well as at important points. Even then they all are 
: 11 : 
based on some common hypothesis which are given below: 
(a) The inci'dent projectile interacts with possibly relatively 
smaller number of nucleons of the target nucleus and results in 
the population of states of comparatively simple configuration. 
(b) The successive two body interaction follows the initial 
interaction and give rise to states of increased complexity. 
Fast particles may be emitted preferably in the direction of 
incident projectile during the two body interactions. The angular 
distribution of emitted particles is not symmetric but forward 
peaked. There are called pre-equilibrium emissions. 
(c) Statistical and thermodynamical equilirbium is finally 
reached between all the constituents of the system. After 
equilibrium, the decay of the compound system is governed by 
the statistical laws for evaporation of the particles. 
The major difference among these various proposed models 
is in the treatment of the successive two body interaction. In the 
Intranuclear Cascade Model the interaction cascade is particularly 
calculated following the trajectories of the excited nucleons of 
the nucleus. On the other hand the probability of every successive 
configuration is calculated in terms of decay rates. The details 
of these theories are given in Chapter IV. 
For testing these theories it was desirable to have a 
large number of data on excitation functions. With this aim 
excitation functions for alpha induced reactions have been studied 
: 12 
for ! In, and Ag nuclei at energies from threshold to 
about 39 MeV. The stacked foil technique has been adopted for 
the irradiation of the stack. The characteristic gamma rays 
were picked up using a 114 c.c. HPGe detector and its associated 
accessories. The alpha particle beam was obtained from VECC, 
Calcutta. The experimental details of the measurements are given 
in Chapter III. Theoretical evaluation of the excitation functions 
were done using the computer code ALICE/LIVERMORE-82. The details 
of this code are given in Chapter V subsection 5.3. The comparison 
of the measured excitation functions with literature and theoretical 
values is discussed in Chapter VI subsection 6.2. From this compa-
rison we get some information regarding the validity of the nuclear 
reaction mechanism in the experimental energy region. The knowledge 
of isomeric cross-section ratio is important in understanding the 
43-44 
the details of nuclear shell model , spin dependence of nuclear 
45 46 
level densities and reaction mechanism 
The excitation functions of alpha induced nuclear reactidn 
47-50 
may give some information about reaction mechanism and 
51 
nucleosynthesis . The presence of pre-equilibrium in any reaction 
of this work can be observed from the high energy tail of the 
excitation functions. This tail could not be reproduced by only 
statistical model. 
: 13 : 
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CHAPTER-II 
NEUTRON INDUCED REACTION 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Capture cross-sections are very useful in understanding 
the nuclear reaction mechanism, elemental formation in stars and 
also in the design of reactors. In order to fulfil these require-
ments, a complete knowledge of these cross-sections is essential. 
It is concluded from the literature that there are considerably 
large discrepencies in the values of these cross-sections measured 
by different groups of workers in the energy range from few hundrec 
keV to few MeV. Keeping it in view we have selected two important 
115 55 isotopes In and Mn and measured their capture cross-sections 
from 460 keV to 3430 keV. It is hoped that this work may help a 
step ahead in improving the earlier results in the coming days. 
2.2 NEUTRON SOURCES 
2 
In the year 1930, W. Bethe and H. Becker in Germany 
observed that v/hen beryllium, boron or lithium were bombarded by 
fast alpha particles, some particles of higher penetrating power 
than original alpha particles v/ere emitted. Further experiments 
in this direction were carried out in the year 1932 by Irene Curie 
3 4 
and F. Juliot in Paris and simultaneously by J. Chadwick in 
Zngland. They observed that the emission is consistant of uncharge 
: 18 : 
particles which were named as Neutron. 
Low energy neutrons were generally produced from radio-
active sources. For such sources lighter elements such as 
5 
deuterium or beryllium etc. were employed as the target. 
Threshold energy for {y,n) reaction for these two targets are 
2.18 and 1.63 MeV respectively. In other lighter or heavy nuclei 
the threshold energy for (Y,n) reaction is even higher than 6.0 
MeV hence, these nuclei are not suitable for preparing radioactive 
neutron sources. 
Fission reactions also provide very strong source of fast 
as well as thermal neutrons. These neutrons have fixed energy. 
If one desires to work with neutron of different energies, natural] 
one will have to look for other neutron sources. With the advent 
of particle accelerators it could be possible to produce neutrons 
of well defined high energies and flux. However, the energy of 
neutron varies in a continuous manner. 
The neutrons of desired energy for the present work were 
7 7 3 3 
obtained from Li(p,n) Be and H(p,n) He reactions. 
2.2.1. \i(p,n)'^Be REACTION 
This is an endothermic nuclear react ion and probably the 
f i r s t ever react ion for producing monoenergetic neutrons by chargec 
p a r t i c l e react ion . This react ion goes as follws: 
\ i + -""H —> '^ Be + "^ n - 1.646 MeV . . . . ( 2 . 1 ) . 
3 1 4 0 
: 19 : 
\ 
The Q-value of the reaction is 1.646 MeV and threshold energy 
1.881 MeV. The general trend of cross-sections, angular dis-
tribution and monoenergetic nature of this reaction upto proton 
7 
energy of 3.0 MeV was determined during the second world war, 
but the detailed information came in the year 1948 when survey 
was made from threshold to 2.5 MeV proton energy in respect to 
absolute and differential cross-sections. The absolute cross-
sections for (p,n) reaction were remeasured by a more precise 
technique from threshold to 5.5 MeV proton energy by Macklin and 
9 10 11 12 
Gibbons ' and some more measurements by Hann and Newson 
In the present measurement the neutrons used were taken -
along 0 direction with respect to proton beam. However, a 
very interesting range of neutron energy 1-120 keV was obtained 
at back angle. Owing to low yield and higher background, the 
back angle technique could not be fully developed until high 
13 
current proton beam came into existence. 
It is also, sometimes, important to knovA/ the energy of 
7* 
neutrons that leaves Be nuclei in its first excited state. This 
state of affair is, however, avoided in the present measurements. 
Since the measurements are made at 0 with respect to proton 
beam, it is worthwhile to record only more closely spaced viiues 
of neutron and proton energies in this direction-. 
2.2.2 ^H(p,n)^He REACTION 
The use of lithium target is avoided in higher energy 
: 20 
I t \ 7* 
owing to neutron emission from reaction Li(p,n) Be. The yield 
3 3 
of the reaction is relatively smaller than H(p,n) He reaction. 
We have, therefore, preferred later reaction for high energy 
neutrons. This reaction proceeds as follows: 
^H + -^H — > ^He + •'"n - 0.764 MeV (2.2) 
1 1 2 0 
This is also an endothermic reaction. It does not offer 
3 
any difficulty as there is no low lying excited state in He. 
The Q-value of the reaction is 0.764 MeV and threshold energy 
1.019 MeV. Near threshold, the neutrons are emerged in forward 
direction but in a narrow cone. At laboratory energy 1.148 MeV, 
this cone practically includes all directions. 
The necessary requirements for the production of neutrons 
from these reactions are as follows: 
(a) The reaction yield for a given flux of the bombarding 
particles must be high enough. 
(b) The accelerator should provide high flux of monoenergetic 
incident charged particles at an energy above threshold of the 
nuclear reaction yielding neutrons. 
(c) The energy spread associated with the emitted neutrons 
should be as small as possible. 
For a reaction to be acceptable as a source of monoenergetic 
neutrons, the following requirements should also be met. 
: 21 : 
(a) Threshold energy must be low enough to be conveniently 
reached by electrostatic generators. 
(b) The cross-section of the reaction must be very high near 
threshold in order to give a sizeable flux of neutrons. 
(c) The target must be easy in its preparation and handling. 
It must be capable to withstand the high temperature generated 
by beam current of few microampere without any deterioration. 
(d) There should be no background neutrons from the common 
contaminants of the target material, different isotopes of the 
target material or from neutrons leaving the residual nuclei 
in the excited states. 
2.2.3 TARGET PREPARATION 
Lithium targets were prepared on tantalum backing of 
0.5 mm. thickness using vacuum evaporation technique at Bhabha 
Atomic Research Centre, Trombay, Bombay. The thickness of these 
targets was 300 ^ g/'cm . The prepared targets were further coated 
with a fine gold film in order to avoid the possibility of oxidatio 
of lithium. These targets were preferred in low energy region for 
the production of neutrons of 460, 580 and 760 keV because of small 
energy spread. The energy spread in the present case is estimated 
to be b-6'/. . 
Tritium targets of 8, 12 and 16 Ci. strength were procured 
from B.A.R.C., Trombay, Bombay. These v\fere used to produce 
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neutrons of 760, 970, 1170, 1490, 2190, 2220, 2270, 3020 and 
343C keV energy for the present work. 
The proton beam of appropriate energy was obtained from 
Van de Graaff machine of B.A.R.C., Trombay, Bombay. Tritium/ 
Lithium targets were placed in Faraday cup. This cup was screwed 
to a brass rod of 1.4 cm. diameter which ultimately dipped into 
liquid nitrogen for cooling the targets. The beam current was 
directly measured with micro-ampere meter. The energies of the 
emitted neutrons at various proton energies were taken from lite^ 
14 15 
rature ' and are shown in figures 2.1 and 2.2. 
The energy of the neturons corresponding to proton energy 
along with respective target are given in Table no. 2.1 and 2.2. 
These energies are corrected one for finite thickness of the target, 
finite width of proton energy and the solid angle subtended by 
experimental samples " at neutron source. Uncertaintity in 
the neutron energy includes all these errors. The angular spread 
at the experimental sample has estimated to be of the order of 
20 at a distance of 2.5 cm. 
2,3 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The activation technique has been used to measure the 
cross-sections in the present work. In this technique enriched 
isotopes are not needed. The different half lives enable us to 
differentiate induced activities in different isotopes. Therefore, 
not only the metal and metallic powder but the oxides of the 
: 23 : 
elements can safely be used also. It is because of the fact 
that 0 (N.A = 99.16'A) and 0 are stable against neutron 
bombardment. The oxygen isotopes following successive and 
19 
repeated neutron exposure ultimately form 0 which shows 
18 
small activity. The isotope 0 (N.A. = 0.2><) after neutron 
19 
exposure forms radioactive 0 which gives gamma rays of energies 
190 and 1360 keV. These can easily be discriminated against 
those resulting from the induced activity of the exoerimental 
19 targets. Moreover, the gamma activity of 0 (H.L = 26.9 sec.) 
is very weak due to short half life and poor abundance. The use 
of specpure isotopes v;as preferred for increasing the accuracy 
of experimental results. 
Samples under investigation in the present work were made 
by spreading the powdered substance uniformly within the perspex 
ring of 1.6 cm. diameter. The rings were then sandwiched between 
two cellulose tapes. The amount of the substance, the thickness 
of the samples and their area of cross-section are chosen very 
carefully for each individual case. Larger amount of the substance; 
is, of course, good for improving the counting statistics, but 
limited by the sample thickness. For thicker samples self absorpti( 
of the emitted gamma radiation is more. Larger area of the samples 
can not be used particularly in case where neutron point source 
is used. It is because of the fact that larger sample area is 
associated with larger solid angle at the point source by the 
sample which results larger neutron energy spread. Moreover, 
: 24 
For l i t h i u m 
S.No. 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
t a r g e t : 
TABLE No. 2 
P r o t o n ene 
Ep 
(MeV) 
2 . 2 3 5 
2 . 3 3 5 
3 .500 
M 
• rgy N e u t r o n e n e r g y 
En 
(MeV) 
0 . 4 6 + 0 . 0 4 
0 . 5 8 + 0 . 0 6 
0 . 7 6 + 0 . 0 6 
F o r t r i 
S.No 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
t i um 
• 
TABLE 
t a r g e t : 
S t r e n g t h 
t r i t i u m 
( C i . ) 
12 
12 
12 
12 
16 
12 
8 
12 
16 
of 
No. 
P, 
2 
ro 
( 
. 2 
ton e n e r g y 
Ep 
MeV ) 
1.80 
2 . 0 0 
2 . 2 0 
2 . 5 0 
3 .20 
3 .20 
3 . 2 0 
4 . 0 0 
4 , 4 0 
N e u t r o n e n e r g y 
En 
( MeV ) 
0 . 7 6 + 0 . 2 3 
0 . 9 7 + 0 . 2 3 
1 . 1 7 + 0 . 2 3 
1 . 4 9 + 0 . 2 1 
2 . 1 9 + 0 . 2 1 
2 . 2 2 + 0 . 2 0 
2 . 2 7 + 0 . 1 5 
3 . 0 2 + 0 . 2 0 
3 . 4 3 + 0 . 1 9 
: 25 : 
larger sample area is also inconvenient from the geometry point 
of view of the counting device. Therefore, always a compromisa 
has to be made between these three contradictory parameters. 
Specpure samples of Mn and In isotopes are used in the 
present measurements of neutron-capture cross-section. These 
chemicals were purchased from Johnson Mathey Chemicals Limited, 
London, U.K., in the form of Mn02 and ln20„. These were spectro-
graphically pure having their purity better than 99.99><. Iodine 
is used as standard in the form of potassium iodide KI. It is 
because of the fact that iodine has high capture cross-section and, 
moreover, sufficient data for its capture cross-section are avai-
19 42 lable . The K formed as a result of neutron bombardment gives 
1 2R 
1,52 A4eV gamma ray while I gives 443 keV gamma ray. These two 
gamma rays from KI and I can easily be isolated from each other. 
42 
K has comparatively longer half life 12.36 hrs. than 
128 41 
I 24.99 min. The natural abundance of K (6.68>^ ) is appreciabl 
127 lower than that of I (100;/i) . The activity build up in the 
potassium would be comparatively very small provided the irradia-
tion time is considerably small. This fact has been accounted 
for during irradiation of samples. The iodine sample was also 
formed in the same way as the experimental sample. 
2.4 IRRADIATION PROCEDURE 
The experimental sample was placed coaxially between two 
standard samples (KI) for irradiation. These samples were then 
: 26 : 
placed at a distance of 2.5 cm. away from neutron source in the 
arrangement provided in 0 direction with respect to oroton 
beam. The irradiation arrangement was kept at a height of about 
1.5 meter from ground and several meters away from the walls of 
the accelerator room. All samples must be placed at the same 
position and angle to the incoming neutron beam to ensure identical 
geometry. 
2.5 y.STHODS FCR .ViEASURIMG CROSS-SECTIONS 
There are mSinly three methods for looking the radioactive 
capture processes. 
21—25 
(a) Prompt Gamma Detection Technique 
(b) Shell Transmission Method 
(c) Activation Method'^ *^-^ '^^ '^ "^ '^  
2.5.1 PROMPT GAMMA DETECTION TECHNIQUE 
In this method one must have complete knowledge of decay 
scheme of the compound nucleus up to binding energy of the neutron 
which is generally not known. Moreover, the high energy gamma 
rays, which are emitted by the compound nucleus, require a compli-
cated spectrometer for their detection. In case of photo-neutron 
source, this method can not be used due to large gamma rays back-
ground. 
: 27 : 
2.5.2 SHELL TRANSMISSION METHOD 
In this method it has been assumedthat only capture 
and scattering reaction occur in the sample used. The transmission 
of spherical shell of the material is a function of the capture 
cross-section. In this method the transmission of the neutrons 
through a shell of the sample surrounding the neutron source placed 
at its center is determined. The advantage of it lies in the fact 
that absorption cross-section is being obtained directly from 
neutron transmission measurements and the absolute capture cross-
section values thus obtained are most accurate. The main dis-
advantage of this method is that it requires large samples, renderir 
isolated isotope work more difficult. If the experimental sample 
is a natural sample, the cross-section obtained by this method is 
the average value for all the stable isotopes presented in the 
sample. 
2.5.3 ACTIVATION f^ AETHOD 
This technique is rapidly progressing from a stage of 
extensive exploration and development in specialized laboratories 
to a stage of common application to a wide variety of research in 
many laboratories. Large reactors have been built up in increasing 
number. These reactors are providing new useful radioisotopes . 
sources hence, the workers in the laboratory now find it practical 
to obtain equipment for undertaking activation technique. 
: 28 : 
This technique may be defined as a chemical or isotopic 
•analysis achieved by means of inducing artificial radioactivity 
within a specimen through particle bombardment. The capture 
events are observed following the activity of the target nucleus 
arising from capture of incident neutrons . During an effective 
continuous period of irradiation, activity developed in a sample 
increases according to the equation 
A(t) = (cJf/N) [ 1- Gxp(0.693 t/T, )] (2.3). 
where 
A(t) = activity in disintegration per unit time. 
o = activation cross-section for reacting nuclide. 
f = flux of activating particles. 
N = total no. of atoms of the sample isotope. 
t = time of irradiation. 
T, /2 = half life of the product isotope. 
The disintegration rates are inherent characteristic of 
the individual radioisotope and thus it can be clearly dis-
criminated against any contamination. The resultant disintegration 
rate may be counted either by p ray counting or by detecting 
the selected gamma rays following p decay. For p counting, 
the knov\?ledge of detector efficiency and the solid angle subtended 
at the source are necessary. These are usually determined by 
calibration against sample of identified composition and form 
whose cross-section at that particular neutron energy is known. 
This process, of course, has some limitations due to scattering 
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and self absorption of electrons in the unknown as well as in 
the standard sample. Beside the presence of different energy-
groups in p rays, the impurities are serious problem. But in 
the case of gamma ray detection, selected gamma lines can" be 
picked up v\hich are the characteristic of the decaying nuclide. 
The importance of this method lies in the fact that the self 
absorption of gamma rays in the samples can be accurately deter-
mined. The self absorption correction of the sample for gamma 
32 
rays has been taken from the literature , that is: 
K= ^ - ^ 7 ^ -^ ^^  .... (2.4). 
where \x is the absorption coefficient of gamma rays in the 
o 
unit of cm / gm. and d is the thickness of the sample in the 
unit of gm./cm . 
The attenuation coefficients for the samples at different 
gamma ray energies are given in Table no. 2.3. 
2.6 GAMMA TECHNIQUE 
The cross-sections are measured relative to standard 
r • -,• -ru J ^. r 56,, 128, , 116m, 
sample of lodme. The decay scheme of Mn, I, and In 
20 
are shown in the figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively . 
^^l\An gives one major gamma ray 847 keV (98.9^) while I gives 
"I T ^ *-n 
443 keV (I6.0;xi). The prominant gamma rays from In are 
417 keV (32.4><), 819 keV (11.6>^), 1097 keV (55.7^) and 1293 keV 
(85.0;^). These gamma rays were picked up with pre-calibrated 
30 : 
TABLE No. 2.3 
S.No. - Gamma ray energy Absorption coefficient 
(keV . 2/ s 
(cm /gm) 
1. 417 (Indium) 0.100 
2. 443 (Iodine) 0.110 
3. 819 (Indium) 0.070 
4. 847 (Manganese) . 0.060 
5. 1097 (Indium) 0.056 
6. 1293 (Indium) 0.054 
Radioactive 
% 
^ -7^ Compound 
Nucleus 
Projectile 
Target EA 
•E2 
El 
±_A±LO 
Y ^ ^ ^ 
Daughter product, in excited 
state, decaying to ground 
state by the emission of 
gamma! 
Fig. ,2.6 Formation and decay of compound nucleus^ 
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100 c.c. lead sheilded Ge(Li) detector and its associated 
electronics. The samples were placed in the same geometry 
as of standard samples at the time of counting. The recording 
of the spectrum was done for a suitable time. The calibration 
and calculation of detection efficiencies for various gamma 
energies were done seperately. 
2.7 FO?.MULA FCR CAPTURE CORSS-SSCTION 
'.'/hen the target nucleus X capture a projectile neutron 
n, compound nucleus C is formed. The compound nucleus so 
formed is highly excited and decays to ground state by the emissior 
of high energy prompt gamma rays. The ground state of the compounc 
system may or may not be radioactive. The radioactive nucleus may 
decay by the emission of p radiation to the excited state or 
ground state of residual nucleus. These' excited states further 
decay to ground state by gamma emission and may form a stable 
daughter nuclei. This process has been shown in figure 2,6 where 
Y is the daughter nuclei. 
The rate of production of any activity R durihg neutron 
33-34 
irradiation has been given by Rubinson and Lewis 
R = CJ0N (2.5). 
where 
^ = neutron flux. 
N = no. of nuclei in target = m N f/ A 
0 = activation cross-section 
: 32 ; 
m = mass of the sample 
N = AvSgadro s number 
f = Isotopic abundance 
A = Atomic weight 
The sample is placed in neutron beam of constant flux 
for irradiation. Let t, be the time of irradiation. During 
time t, the activity will be built up and a radioactive compound 
nucleus C is formed. The equation governing the growth of Z 
type activity in the sample during irradiation may be written as 
•^ = a 0 N - X z (2.6) . 
where A is the decay constant of compound nucleus. The activity 
of Z type nuclei in the specimen at the instant when the irra-
diation was just stopped is given by 
W = z \ 
= o 0 N^ (1. -exp(- Atj^ )) .... (2.7). 
The activity after time t from the stop of the irraaiation 
^ , = W exp (- /\t') 
= o 0 M [1- - exp (- At^)] exp ( Xt') 
or Z = 0 0 N^ [1. - exp (- t^  )]/ exp (- \t')clt' 
(2.8) 
Let the counting begin after t2 second from the moment 
of the stop of irradiation and continues for t^  second, then 
if A be the actual number of disintegration from the radioactiv 0 ^ 
: 33 : 
sample rocorded in t^ time, then 
a 0 H [ 1. -exp( -Xt^) '1. - exp(- Xt^)^ 
2^ 
^ _ —VTT ' ~~"~ .... (2.9 
o expC At^j ^ 
Suppose A is the observed counting under photopeak in 
time to, 9 the absolute intensity of the characteristic gamma 
ray, ^  the effective photopeak detection efficiency of the 
detector, K the self absorption correction factor in the disc-
shaped sample, then the actual number of disintegration A will 
be given by 
^o " e G e K — (2.10) 
where G is the geometry fac tor . 
Therefore, af ter making subs t i tu t ion of A , we get the 
f ina l expression for the capture corss-sec t ion as 
AX exp (At^) 
"^ " N^((pG)€9 K ^ l - e x p ( - At^)) [l-exp{- X^^)) ""^^'^ 
This equation has been used to measure the activation 
cross-section. 
2.8 FLUX CALIBRATION 
Since we have measured cross-section relative to 
127 128 
l(n,Y) I reaction, therefore, the incident flux is also 
relatively measured. The value of (0G) i.e., the flux 
multiplied by geometrical factors, is found out in each case 
: 34 
with two standard iodine samples. The use of iodine as standard 
has been made for the following reasons: 
(a) Sufficient information about (n,Y) data in the experimental 
energy region is available in literature. 
(b) It has high cross-section due to which it shows strong 
activity even in shorter duration of irradiation. 
(c) It produces a pure activity of 24.99 min.which is suitable 
to botn of In and Mn half lives. 
(d) Iodine, being monoisotopic, it has no interfering activity. 
The values of 0G is obtained from equation 2.11 as 
follows: 
AXexp ( At2) 
^^^^ = 0 N^ 0^K ri^xp(- Atj_)JLl-exp(- At3)] ••*• ^^'^^^ 
Since all parameters on the right hand side are known at 
a particular neutron energy for the standard sample, therefore, 
the flux can be calculated for a particular irradiation event. 
2.9 Ge(Li) DHTECTCR FOR GMMAA DETECTION 
Vv'e have used Ge(Li) detector to measure the activity 
developed in the samples. This detector has been preferred 
because of the fact that even the weak activity developed in the 
samples can be detected and recorded effectively. The resolution 
of the detector was 2 keV at 1.33 MeV energy. Due to better 
resolution of the detector, the different peaks in recorded 
i^^^) A9d3N3 
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spectrum are well resolved and sharp and hence they can be well 
analysed when superimposed over a broad continuum. 
2.10 ENERGY CALIBRATION 
Each detector needs its pre calibration before its use. 
15? It is done in terms of the standard gamma energies. "Eu source 
has been used as standard gamma rays source. Its prominent gamma 
rays with relative intensities are given in Table 2.4. Its half 
life is 13.1 years. Beside it other important standard gamma ray 
sources were also employed for verification and identification of 
different peaks in spectrum. 
Keeping the source in a fixed geometry near 100 c.c. Ge(Li) 
detector for a fixed or variable time, the composite spectrum of 
all gamma energies was obtained. The channel-wise results so 
obtained are shown in figure 2.7. 
2.11 DETECTOR EFFICIENCY 
The knowledge of detector efficiency is required for the 
absolute counting of gamma rays emitted form irradiated samples. 
The efficiency data of the detector can be taken from 
published data for the detector of the similar size but these are 
not very reliable. The detector efficiency changes with time. 
Detection efficiency was, therefore, determined using a standard 
152 gamma source Eu. The efficiency of 100 c.c, Ge(Li) detector 
has been calculated using the formula; 
: 36 
TABL£ No. 2.4 
Prominent gamma ray energies with their absolute intensities 
for Eu ( Half life = 13.1 year ) 
S.No • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Gamma 
energy 
(ktV) 
121.78^ 
244.69^ 
344.27^ 
367.79 
411.11^ 
443.97^ 
586.29 
688.68^ 
778.90^ 
810.46 
841.59 
Absolute 
Intensity 
30.68 
7.72 
27.20 
0.86 
2.25 
2.88 
0.47 
0.85 
12.72 
0.32 
0.16 
S.No. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20.. 
21. 
22. 
Gamma 
Energy 
(keV) 
867.39 
919.40 
965.13 
1005.28 
1085.91^ 
1089.70 
1112.12^^ 
1212.95^ 
1299.12 
1408.01^ 
1457.63 
Absolute 
Intensity 
4.10 
0.40 
14.33 
0.64 
10.10 
1.68 
13.40 
1.43 
1.67 
20.73 
0.52 
X energies at which efficiencies are calculated and plotted. 
<- (OLX) ADN3IDIJ JO >iV3d010Hd 
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(G.^ ) = ^  Q ^ (2.13) 
where C is the counts under photopeak of the energy under 
consideration, t the counting time of the spectra, 0 the 
emission probability of that particular gamma ray energy, (G-6) 
geometry dependent efficiency and N the disintegration per 
second of the source on the day of the experiment. It can easily 
be evaluated if the disintegration rate of the source on its 
formation day is known. In the present case the disintegration 
152 4 
rate of the Eu source was 1.2594 x 10 d.p.s. 
The efficiency for each strong gamma ray was calculated. 
This efficiency was then fed to computer programme POL-2 to get 
the best fitting values. 
These estimated values of efficiency have been plotted and 
shown in figure 2.8. The efficiency of detection for desired gamm 
ray was then obtained from the graph and used to determine the 
absolute emission rate of gamna ray from activated samples. 
2.12 DETAILS OF EXPERIMENT 
The first major part of th5 experimental work consists 
of production of neutrons of desired energies. These have been 
1 3 7 7 produced from two reactions: H(p,n) He and Li(p,n) Be. The 
proton beam of desired energy was obtained from Van de Graaff 
machine of B.A.R.C., Trombay, Bombay. Tritium targets consist of 
thin titanium layer on copper backing of 25 mm. diameter. Tritium 
: 38 : 
was adsobred in the titanium layer. Lithium targets were 
prepared, using vacuum evaporation technique, on tantalum 
backing. These targets were attached to the respective target 
holder which was cooled down with liquid nitrogen during the 
experiment. When a proton beam of required energy was switched 
on, the neutrons of desired energy were emitted. The energy of 
these neutrons corresponding to proton energy was obtained from 
14-15 figure 2.1 and 2.2 . Every precaution has been taken to 
ensure that the neutrons of degraded energy should not reach the 
place of irradiation. 
During irradiation of samples, the beam current was kept 
nearly constant. The beam was not taken as a pin point in order 
to avoid overheating of the target. The size of the proton beam 
was 5.0 mm. diameter. A homogeneous flux of the order of 10 - IC 
2 
neutrons per cm. -sec was obtained during the course of the 
experiment. 
The size of the samples was kept the same as that of 
standard one. It helps us in obtaining almost the same geometry 
for irradiation as well as for counting. The sample with standard 
one were irradiated in 0 direction with respect to proton beam 
for a reasonable time in order to achive optimum activity. The 
irradiation time was kept variable from sample to sample. 
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2.13 COUNTING OF GAMA-IA ACTIVITY 
This is the second major part of the exoeriment. The 
counting has been done using the pre-calibrated Ge(Li) detector 
of high resolution. It guarantees neat and clean background 
correction and helps in sorting out the characteristic gamma rays 
of residual nucleus. 
After stopping the beam current, the samples along with 
standard are immediately removed to the flat surface of the 
detector in the same geometry. The gamma ray spectrum is then 
recorded with pre-calibrated multichannel analyser. The same 
spectra was also recorded after some interval in order to confirm 
the half life of the decaying nuclei. The typical spectrum for 
Indium and Manganese is shown in fig. 2.9 and 2.10 respectively. 
The residual nuclei of the reaction were identified by the chara-
cteristic .gamma rays. The characteristic gamma rays are shown in 
the decay scheme figure 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. It is evident from the 
decay schemes that the characteristic gamma ray 847 keV identified 
56 for the decay of compound nucleus Mn(T, /2 ~ 2.579 hrs.)> 417, 
819, 1097 and 1293 keV for the compound nucleus •^ "'•^ "^ ln(T^ /2 = 54.1 
min.) and 443 keV for the decay of compound nucleus ^^'^1/2" 
24.99 min.)« 
The photopeak counts under characteristic gamma were 
counted by finding the area under the photopeak by mannual 
integration using the formula: 
•q^  (/u) J 
: 40 
A] N rea = Integral - ^ ^ {B + B^) •••• (2.14) 
where 
N = V-U+1 = no. of data channels 
^1 = 
B2 = 
k = 
U+k-1 
^a=U 
a=V 
^V-k+1 
The no. 
a^ 
a^ 
of 
/k-
/k ,-
end points. 
and 
Xj, = Counts in channel U.. 
X,, = Counts in channel V. 
integral = I ,, X 
^ a=U a 
The activity was determined using detection efficiency 
from figure 2.8 at the corresponding energy points. The corss-
19 
section for iodine has been taken from literature . These 
cross-sections have been plotted and shovm in figure 2.11 by 
smooth joining curve. The cross-section for iodine at the 
respective energy is then obtained from this figure and used 
in the calculation of flux. 
2•14 cXPHRIMENTAL RESULTS 
ive have measured the capture cross-section for two 
55 115 isotopes namely Mn and In. One detailed calculation 
: 41 
in each case has been shown in section 2.14.1 and 2.14.2 
respectively. 
2.14.1 REACTION ^\n{n,y)^^Un 
One model calculation in detail has been done at neutron 
energy En = 460+40 keV. 
DETAILED CALCULATION 
Calculation of average neutron flux: 
The neutron flux at the energy 460+40 keV has been measurec 
in two independent sets of counting. Counting was repeated for 
different interval during the decay of iodine activity under the 
same geometry. The flux was calculated separately for each 
counting. The average of these flux has been taken as the neutror 
flux at the place of irradiation. If the counting has been repeal 
three or four times during the decay, the average flux has been 
55 
evaluated accordingly. The -calculation iri case of Mn goes as 
given below: 
Calculation of neutron flux from first set of counting: 
The cross-section of the monitor reaction a = 140+10 mb. 
The mass of the iodine in the standard sample = 0.7274 gm. 
The no. of iodine nuclei in the standard ^ _ 2.63923 x lO""*" 
sample ° 
128 The characteristic gamma ray from I = 443 keV 
Absolute intensity of 443 keV gamma ray per 9 = 0.16 
decay. 
42 : 
Detection efficiency of Ge(Li) detector 
for 443 keV 6 = 0.0182 
Self absorption correction factor K = 0.9901166 
Irradiation time t, = 3540 sec. 
Time lapse between stop of irrad. and start 
of counting ±2- 240 sec. 
Recording time of the spectrum t-,= 2700 sec. 
No. of counts under photopeak (Net counts) A =• 8244+130 counts. 
\ -4 / 
Decay constant A = 4.62183 x 10 /s 
Hence the flux (0G) in this set can be obtained using the 
equation 2.12 where the terms have their usual meaning. 
Substituting the respective values from above, w© have 
0Q = (8244^130)x4.62183x10"^exp4.62183x10"^ x 240 
(140+10) x 2.63923xlC^ '^ x 0.0182x0.16x0.9901l66x( l-exp(-4.621 
10"^x3540))vl-exp(-4.62183xl0"^x2700)) 
= (6.96+0.51) x 10 neutrons/cm. -sec. 
Calculation for neutron flux from second set of counting: 
The cross-section of the monitor reaction a = 140+10 mb. 
The mass of the iodine in the standard sample = 0.7274 gm 
2i 
The no. of iodine nuclei in the standard N = 2.63923x10 
0 
sample 
: 43 : 
1 op 
The characteristic gamma ray from I 
Absolute intensity of 443 keV gamma ray 
per decay 
Detection efficiency of Ge(Li) detector 
for 443 keV 
Self absorption correction factor 
Irradiation time 
Time lapse between stop of irrad. and 
start of counting 
443 keV 
e = 0.16 
t = 0.0182 
K = 0.9901166 
t, = 3540 sec. 
tp = 3480 sec. 
tg = 1800 sec. Recording time of the spectrum 
No. of counts under photopeak (Net counts) A = 1557+81 counts 
-4 / Decay constant = 4.62183 x 10 /se| 
Hence the ((^ G) in this set can be obtained using the equation 
2.12 where the terms have their usual meaning. 
Substituting the respective values from above, we have 
obtained the flux 
(0G) = (7.42+0.66) X 10^ neutrons / cm.^ -sec. 
The average flux of the first and the second set of counting 
is equal to 
Average flux (2SG) = [(6.96^.o;51) + (7.42± 0.66) ]x 10^/ 2.0 
= (7.19+0.42)x 10 neutrons/ cm. - sec, 
: 44 
C a l c u l a t i o n for c a p t u r e - c r o s s - s e c t i o n 
Af ter knowing the average f l u x , i t i s easy to c a l c u l a t e 
55 56 
the exper imenta l cap ture c r o s s - s e c t i o n for Mn(n,Y) Mn r e a c t i o n , 
,5 
The average neutron flux 
55. 
The no. of Mn nuclei in the sample 
The characteristic gamna ray emitted 
JT 56,, 
from Mn 
(0G) = (7.19+0.42)xlO^ 
N = 1.82209x10^^ 
o 
= 847 keV 
Absolute intensity of 847 keV gamma ray 
per decay 
Detection efficiency of Ge(Li) detector 
for 847 keV 
Self absorption correction factor 
Irradiation time 
Time lapse between stop of irrad. and 
start of counting 
Recording time of the spectrum 
No. of counts under photopeak of 847 keV 
(Net counts) 
Decay constant 
9 = 0.989 
e = 0.011 
K = 0.9980376 
t, = 3540 sec. 
t^ = 240 sec. 
t^  = 2700 sec. 
A =,721+49 
-5 
= 7.46123x10" /sec 
The cap tu re c r o s s - s e c t i o n fo r the r e a c t i o n can be ob ta ined from 
equa t ion 2 . 1 1 . After making the s u b s t i t u t i o n from the above data 
we g e t the capture c r o s s - s e c t i o n of the r e a c t i o n . Thus the capture 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n for the r e a c t i o n from the f i r s t s e t of count ing come; 
: 45 : 
out to be 9.09+0.81 mb. 
Experimental data and results of other calculations 
55. for Mn are shown in Table 2.5 and 2.6. 
2.14.2 REACTION ^^^ln( n,y) "^ "^ "^^In 
One model calculation in detail has been done at neutron 
energy En = 460+40 keV. 
DETAILED CALCULATION 
Calculation of average neutron flux: 
The neutron flux at this energy has been measured just 
55 
as in th3 case of Mn. The calculation of the neutron flux 
in the two separate countings at this energy 460+40 keV has been 
done using the following data : 
Calculation of neutron flux from first set of counting: 
The cross-section for the monitor reaction a = 140+10 mb. 
The no. of iodine nuclei in the standard samole N = 2.18859 x 10 
0 
Self absorption correction factor 
Irradiation time 
Time lapse between stop of irrad. and start 
of counting 
Recording time of spectrum 
K = 0.9917948 
t, = 1800 sec, 
tr) = 180 sec. 
t = 1020 sec, 
No. of counts under photopeak (Net counts) A = 3178+86 
: 46 
TABLE No. 2.5 
55 56 
Experimental data for Mn(n,gamma) Mn reaction 
Detected gamma ray~ is 847 keV 
Efficiency is ' 0.011 
Absolute intensity is 0.9890 
Energy 
En 
keV 
1490+210 
2220+200 
3020+200 
No. target 
Nuclei 
E+21 
Irrad. Time sec. 
1.87606 
1.87606 
1260 
1980 
1.57850 3600 
Absorption 
correction 
factor 
847 
keV 
460+40 
580+60 
760+60 
760+230 
970+230 
1170+230 
1.82209 
1.90928 
1.54251 
1.82209 
1.87606 
1.87606 
3540 
2280 
1200 
2700 
3780 
1800 
0.9980376 
0.9979442 
0.9983384 
0.9980376 
0.9979798 
0.9979798 
0.9979798 
0.9979798 
0.9982985 
3430+190 1.57850 2700 0.9982985 
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TABLE.No. 2 .6 
55 / \ ^6 , 
Experimental c r o s s - s e c t i o n for Mn(n,gamma) 'i\'ln(2.579 h r s ) 
r e a c t i o n Decay cons t an t = 7 .46 l23E-05/sec 
Energy 
keV 
460+40 
580+60 
760+60 
760+230 
970+230 
1170+230 
1490+210 
2220+200 
3020+200 
3420+190 
3e t 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Average 
Flux 
E+06 
7.19+0.42 
9.08+0.63 
34.10+1.70 
8.40+2.41 
7.06+1.11 
1 t 
7.94+1.12 
21.30+0.08 
12.70+1.10 
16.00+1.50 
1 t 
36.40+6.40 
Lapse 
Time • 
sec 
240 
3480 
120 
150 
90 
120 
240 
60 
90 
120 
120 
3120 
60 
Reco. 
Time 
sec 
2700 
1800 
3600 
1800 
1500 
1002 
1998 
1920 
1620 
1830 
1998 
1872 
1818 
Photopeak 
counts 
847 keV 
721+49 
347+40 
669+58 
399+44 
259+40 
237+30 
270+44 
208+30 
200+41 
165+32 
294+31 
301+34 
359+28 
Cross 
section 
(mb) 
9.09+0.81 
8.09+1.05 
7.26+0.81 
4.90+0.60 
6.06+1.97 
7.01+1.41 
4.19+0.95 
5.75+1.16 
3.39+0.71 
2.74+0.58 
2.47+0.35 
3.37+0.49 
1.86+0.36 
Av.cro! 
sectior 
(lb) 
8.59+0. 
7.26+0. 
4.90+0. 
6.06+1. 
5.60+0, 
5.75+1. 
3.39+0. 
2.74+0. 
2.92+0. 
1.86+0. 
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In this calculation the values of £ ,0 and A have been used 
from the previous set of data. These are constant for iodine. 
The flux (0G) obtained in this set is (8.50+0.65) x 10 neutrons/ 
2 
cm sec. 
Calculation for neutron flux from second set of counting: 
The cross-section of monitor reaction a = 140+10 mb 
The no. of iodine nuclei in the standard sample 
Self absorption correction factor 
Irradiation time 
Time lapse between stop of irrad. and start of 
counting 
Recording time of the spectrum 
No. of counts under photopeak (Net counts) 
N = 2.18859xl( 
0 
K = 0.9917948 
t, = 1800 sec. 
tp = 1560 sec. 
tg = 1200 sec. 
A = 2001+78 
Rest of the parameters are taken from 1st set in the 
present calculation. The flux (0G) obtained in this set is 
(8.94+0.73)xlO neutrons/cm -sec. 
The average flux of the first and the second set of 
counting is equal to 
Average flux (0G) = [(8.50+0.65)+(8.94+0.73)] x 10^/2.0 
= (8.72+0.49)xlO^ neutrons/cm^ - sec. 
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C a l c u l a t i o n for c a p t u r e - c r o s s - s e c t i o n : 
After knov'ing the average , i t i s easy to c a l c u l a t e the 
, , , X • ^ 115, / s 116m, , . 
exper imenta l capture c r o s s - s e c t i o n for ln(n,Y>) - In r e a c t i o n . 
The average neutron f lux 
115 
The no . of In n u c l e i in the sample 
The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c gamma ray emi t ted 
r- 116m, 
from In 
(0G) = (8 .72+0.49)xlO 
N = 1.41326x10^-^ 
o 
= 1097 keV. 
Alosolute i n t e n s i t y of 1097 keV gamma ray 
per decay 0 = 0 .557 
D e t e c t i o n e f f i c i e n c y of Ge(Li) d e t e c t o r 
for 1097 keV & = 0.0102 
Self absorp t ion c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r 
I r r a d i a t i o n time 
Time l apse between s top of i r r a d . and 
s t a r t of counting 
Recording time of spectrum 
K = 0.9974601 
t^ = 1800 s e c . 
h = 
t. 
180 s e c . 
1020 s e c . 
No. of counts under photopeak of 1097 keV 
(Net counts) A 
Decay c o n s t a n t 
= 3274+75 
A = 2.13493xl0"^/sec, 
The capture cross-section for the reaction can be obtained from 
the same equation 2,11, After making the substitution from the 
above data, we get the capture cross-section of the reaction. 
The capture cross-section for the reaction from the first 
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set of counting comes out to be (166.58+10.11) mb. 
£xperimental data and results of other calculations for 
115 
In are shov/n in Table 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. 
2.15 ERRORS IN MEASUREMENT 
Errors are always associated with each measurement. The 
proper estimation of errors in observations reflects the relia-
bility of our measurement. 
There are several factors which add errors in the measure-
ment. There are follov\/ing possible sources of errors. Every 
precaution has been observed to minimise it. 
(a) The erratic behaviour of electronic equipments involves 
errors in the measurement which was minimised by proper stabli-
sation of electronic equipments. 
(b) The fluctuation in proton beam current as well as the size 
of the proton beam cause errors in the neutron flux. The care 
has been taken to keep the current constant by adjusting the 
field parameter. It has been estim.ated that the error for this 
reason lies within 2-5;;/^  throughout the course of this woik . 
(c) The impurities and weighing give rise to uncertaintity in 
the estimation of total number of nuclei in the samples. Errors 
due to impurities are minimised to less than 0.02;^  by taking 
'SPECPURE' samples of purity better than 99.99:A . The error due 
to weighing has been reduced to 0.2;/i using a balance capable of 
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TABLE Mo. 2.7 
'Zxporir-'^ -rtal data for ln(n,gamrTia) ^In reaction 
Ijetected aarra rays are '^17, 819, 1097, 1293 keY 
Efficiencies are C.C23, 0.0127, 0.0102, 0.0C92 
Absolute irte-sities are C.324, C.116, 0.557, 0.850 
'^ nerny 
3n 
keV 
A6C±^0 
53C+60 
'76C+6O 
760+230 
970+230 
1170+230 
1^ 9^0+210 
2190^210 
227C±15C 
3020+2CC 
"•^ 3C+19C 
No. target 
Nuclei 
2+21 
X 
1.-^ 1326 
1.^1326 
1.41326 
C.80012 
0.61315 
0.61315 
0.61315 
0.30012 
0.61315 
O.P0012 
C.^1315 
Irrad.-
Time 
1800 
3600 
780 
2040 
1500 
1260 
960 
2040 
1200 
1860 
1560 
Absorption correction factor for 
417 
keV 
C.9957727 
0.9957727 
0.9957727 
0.9952158 
0.9963306 
0.9963306 
0.9963306 
0.9952158 
0.9963306 
0.9952158 
0.9963306 
819 
keV 
0.9970386 
0.9970386 
0.9970386 
0.9966477 
0.9974295 
0.9974295 
0.9974295 
0.9966^77 
0.9974295 
0.9966^ 7^7 
0.9974295 
1097 
keV 
0.9974601 
0.9974601 
0.9974601 
0.9971253 
0.9977963 
0.9977963 
0.9977963 
C.9971253 
0.9977963 
0.9971253 
0.9977963 
1293 
keV 
0.997673 
0.997671 
0.997671 
0.^97364 
0.997979 
0.997979 
0.997979 
0.997364 
0.997979 
0.997364 
0.997979 
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TABLE No. 2 .8 
^experimental data for ln(n,gamma) ln (54 .1mts ) r e a c t i o n 
Decay cons t an t = 2.13493E-04/sec 
energy 
keV 
460+40 
t 1 
580+6C 
1 1 
760+60 
1 t 
760+230 
970+230 
1 t 
1170+230 
1490+^10 
t 1 
2190+210 
t t 
1 1 
2270+150 
3020+200 
1 \ 
1 1 
3430+190 
1 1 
Set 
I 
II 
X. 
II 
I 
II 
.1 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
III 
I 
I 
II 
III 
I 
II 
Average Flux 
E+06 
•x 
8.72+0.49 
1 t 
9.09+0.47 
1 1 
44.40+1.80 
t 1 
6.84+1.98 
12.70+1.90 
t t 
6.71+1.00 
21.40+0.80 
1 1 
19.60+1.60 
t t 
t 1 
8.19+0.72 
22.90+2.20 
1 1 
t 1 
31.10+3.90 
t 1 
Lapse 
Time 
sec 
180 
1560 
180 
1680 
120 
900 
120 
120 
1440 
60 
60 
1860 
720 
2400 
5040 
60 
50 
900 
3180 
60 
1080 
Reco. 
T ime 
sec 
1020 
1200 
1200 
1200 
480 
480 
900 
1000 
1000 
900 
900 
900 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
786 
1000 
660 
960 
1518 
. Photo p€ 
417keV 
-
— 
-
5175+107 
3987+95 
3085+84 
-
2377+83 
1847+75 
-
-
-
2765+83 
1754+74 
1001+66 
694+58 
1544+68 
472+54 
710+53 
1146+67 
1327+80 
?ak count 
819keV 
-
— 
1290+72 
808+62 
811+55 
-
481+45 
501+56 
-
— 
— 
589+43 
399+42 
224+33 
240+28 
414+42 
-
164+33 
220+32 
373+41 
s under gamma rd 
1097keV 
3274+75 
2762+70 
7000+108 
4920+92 
3472+71 
2975+69 
1378+53 
2301+62 
1795+59 
1314+46 
1587+51 
1220+52 
2364+65 
1804+56 
1042+46 
728+38 
1507+50 
431+31 
646+37 
1035+47 
1302+51 
129.1 
4022+ 
3511+ 
8326+' 
6237+ 
445 3jl 
3809+ 
1553+ 
i 
2134+ 
141041 
—1 
2065+ 
2005+ 
2933j; 
2246+ 
llOljl 
657+ 
1939+ 
480+ 
791+ 
1221-ij 
_i 
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TABLH No. 2.9 
Experimental cross-section for ln(n,gamma) In reaction 
r.nergy 
En 
keV 
C r o s s - s e c t i o n (mb) ob ta ined vdth gamma 
rays of_ 
417 
keV 
819 
keV 
1097 
keV 
1293 
keV 
Average c ro s s - s ec 
Xmh) 
460+ 40 
t t 
166.58+10.11 148.64+8.76 157.36+ 4.7 
163.37+10.07 150.84+8.95 
580+ 60 - - 175.99+ 9.50 152.05+8.08 150.92+3.89 
136.86+7.62 172.35+13.11170.89+ 9.40 157.35+8.43 
750+ 50 125.53+5.90 128.52+11.15143.38+ 6.51 133.34+5.83 128.82+2.65 
104.89+5.12 139.30+11.01132.45+ 6.19 123.17+5.46 
760+230 157.73+46.06 129.11+37.59143.42+29.7 
970+230 170.91+26.26174.75+38.84216.69+33.61 - 199.62+13.0' 
176.04+27.82243.16+46.03224.07+35.01 193.50+29.93 
1170+230 295.49+45.24 230.32+35.04262.91+28.6. 
1490+210 141.94+7.00 134.16+6.16 157.21+3.92-
160.79+9.12 191.94+8.73 
2190+210 87.04+7.57 93.66+10.26 97.43+8.39 87.80+7.40 91.52+2.99 
79.04+9.48 90.82+13.98106.42+12.39 96.24+11.04 
79.26+7.42 85.59+15.09108.00+10.02 82.89+7.47 
2270+150 92.48+11.22161.59+23.61127.05+12.99 83.29+8.70 115.00+7.61 
3020+200 48.43+5.12 65.59+9.16 61.88+8.56 
50.63+6.16 59.08+13.17 60.31+6.75 
42.75+6.39 - 51.13+6.14 
3430-190 33.34+4.61 32.35+6.21 39.44+5.26 
32.13+4.47 45.65+7.61 41.28+5.42 
57.83+5.76 53.87+2.24 
53.64+5.67 
41.36+4.79 
33.80+4.40 36.85+2.09 
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weighing correctly upto 0.1 mg. The total error in the estimation 
of number of nuclei in the sample is about + 0.22;/i. 
(d) Self absorption of gamma rays in the samples is one of the 
significant factors. The estimation of it becomes more important 
with thicker samples of high Z elements. This correction is 
applied individually to each sample. 
(e) The efficiency curve was obtained by smooth joining of 
efficiency points at various gamma ray energies. The efficiencies 
are obtained by polynomial best fit. The over all uncertaintity 
in the detection efficiencies was less than b/.. 
(f) Non-reproducibility of identical geometries of irradiation 
and counting may introduce some errors. Use of the same size 
of different samples has been preferred to minimise this error. 
To reproduce identical geometry each time for counting the activit 
a sketch was drawn on the face of detecting crystal head. All 
samples were placed on the top of crystal head with the aid of 
some adhesive. 
(g) An error of about + 2'/, has been estimated for inaccurate 
measurement of irradiation, lapse and counting time. 
(h) Uncertaintity in the spectroscopic data may give rise to 
some errors. These spectroscopic data have been taken from Table 
2o 
of Isotopes and no account of these errors was incroporated m 
the present measurement. 
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(i) Every effort has been made to keep the statistical errors 
significantly low in counting of irradiated sample. It has been 
done by accumulating quite a large number of counts. The 
statistical errirs differ from target to target and ranged from 
less than 5-15>< in general. 
(j) The uncertaintity associated with neutron energy appears 
in the measured cross-sections. The neutron energy spread is 
found varying between 5 to 15>^  depending on the target used. 
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CHAPT£a III 
ALPHA INDUCED RiACTION 
3 • 1 INTRODUCTION 
The study of excitation functions gives valuable 
information rt^ garding the reaction mechanism ~ . The general 
nature of the excitation functions consists of broad peak in 
the low energy region and several sharp peaks at the end of 
high energy tail. The broad peak in the spectrum is explained 
on the basis of compound nucleus theory and the tail portion 
by direct reaction mechanism. The character of the joining 
curves of these two distinct portions was a question mark to 
the valldit'/ of compound nucleus and direct reaction theories. 
The pre-equilibrium emission could explain the nature of the 
1 4-5 joininj curve. The study of isomeric cross-section ratio ' 
also predicts its validity. The trend of variation of isomeric 
cross-section ratio changes \''ith the mode of nuclear reaction 
and energy. 
a lot of work has already been done in the field of 
1-4 8 
a-induced nuclear reaction ' . The most important contribution 
9 
comes from the work of IVeisskopf and Ewing in which they measurec 
the excitation functions of (a,n) reaction for heavy nuclei. 
This work was extended later on to 170 MeV a-particles to explore 
the different modes of possible reactions . Inspite of the 
fact that quite a lot of work has already been done in the field 
: 59 : 
yet we need further measurements of the excitation functions to 
explore the discrepancies in the existing reported measurements 
1 4 8 12 15 22 by different experimental groups ' ' ' ' ' . The excitation 
functions are needed for justifying the validity of various models 
and theories, "/hich inturn depend on the accurate measurement of 
the excitation functions. In the oresent '"ork we have made an 
attemot to studv the excitation fijnctions for a-induced nuclear 
reaction, '.ie have used 40 MeV a-beam in these measurement. The 
activation method has bean adonted for developing and measuring 
the induced activity. The gamma spectrum of the activated samoles 
'>was analysed vlth 114 c.c. High Purity Germanium (HPGe) OR TEC 
detector in conjunction with 4095 channel analyser and also 
associated electronics. 
109 113 The excitation functions have been studied for Ag, In, 
115 
and • In in the energy' range from threshold to 39 MeV. Stacked 
Foil technique has been used in the irradiation of targets. 
The excitation functions were calculated theoretically by 
/ 14 
'Hybrid' Model using computer code 'ALICH/LIVHR.".0RE-82'^. Both 
the theoretical and experimental results have been comoared to get 
d3cisive information about reaction mechanism. 
3 . ^. 3XPERIi\13i\^ TAL THCHNIQUE 
The strength of a nuclear reaction is generally expressed 
in terms of 'Cross-section' '"hich is a '."idely accented parameter. 
It is expressed for a given event in the following form: 
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- Nos. of event_s of_a_qiven type per sec per n u c l e u s . 
Nos. of i n c i d e n t p a r t i c l e s per sec per u n i t a r e a . 
(3 .1 ) 
A nuclear reaction is conventionally written in the form 
a + X Y + b .... (3.2) 
where 'a' is the projectile, 'X' target nucleus, 'Y' the 
residual nucleus and 'b' the outgoing particle. The'incident 
and emergent particles 'a' and 'b' may be the complex nuclei. 
Once the quantity appearing in the denominator of equation 
(3.1) is known, the cross-section can be measured experimentally 
by either counting the emitted particles or the residual nuclei. 
In in-beam experiment the out-goinq particles are recorded by 
particle telescope or the residual nuclei through their respective 
characteristic promot y-^ays. On the contrary, in off-beam 
ex eriments the yield of residual nuclei can be determined by 
either radiochemical separation ' ~ or following the activities 
of irradiated samples. This second method is called the activatic 
m.ethod. This method is quite simple and accurate one.It has alrec 
been described in Chapter II sub-section 2.5.3. 
3.3 FCA;..U'LATICN 
The formulation of the formula has already been discussed 
in sub-section 2.7 of Chapter II. The final expression which 
reads as in equation (2.11) is as follows: 
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Xt2 
N ((i)G)-^ G K (1 - e" '^ "^ 1) (1 _ e" '^ 3^) 
The right hand side quantities are directly measurable 
and hence the reaction cross-section, a, is experimentally 
determined. The letter 'a' was abbriviated as neutron caoture 
cross-section in Chapter II while in this Chapter it is simply 
the reaction cross-section. 
3.4 MEA3UR5M.EMTS 
The excitation functions for reaction had 
109,, / o \ 109, / o \ lis, / \ 115, / o \ Ag^a,2n}, Ag(a,3n}, ln(a,n}, ln(a,2n}> 
ln(a,3n), ln(a,n), ln(a,2n), ln(a,pn) 
been measured exoerimentally from threshold to 39 MeV energy 
range. These experiments were performed at Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Calcutta (INDIA). 
3.5 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The samples were prepared from natural elements of spectro-
scopic purity better than 99.9;^ . In case of silver, natural 
2 
metallic foils of thickness 12.48 mg/cm were used. Samples of 
indium were prepared using vacuum evaporation technique at VECC. 
These sam.ples were prepared on thin aluminium backing. The thick-
ness of the indium and backing v;ere 3.34 and 3.83 mg/cm respec-
tively. These samples were fixed on aluminium or brass sheets. 
b^ bk^  
•"q 
A 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 
A - Stack of Silver Foils with A l -
Deqraders. 
Thickness of Ag foil=12.48 mg ^^^2 
Thickness of Al = 6.75 mg/cm 
Al deqraders ? Al Al Al Al Al >v| I IS4 IN I M l M 
1 2 3 A 5 6 
B~ Stack of Silver Foils with Al Degraders 
Thickness of Ag foil = 12.A8 mg/cm 
Thickness of Thicker Al = 6.75 mg 
Thickness of Thinner Al = 3.83 m g / c m 
Fig. No. 3.1 
Al-backing and degraders 
^Al-backing only 
A-Stack of Indium Foils on Al-backing 
With Al-degraders. 
Thickness of In Foils= 33Amg/cmT 
2 
Thickness of Al-t)acking = 3.83 m g / c m . 
Thickness of Al-dGgrader=6.75 mg /cm 
Al-backing and degraders 
Al-Backing only. 
B-Stack of Indium on 
Al-backing With 
Al-degraders. 
Al-degraders 
Al-degraders 
Fig. No. 3.2 
Al- backing only 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 
C-Stack of Indium on Al-backing 
With Al- degraders. 
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The thickness of these sheets were sufficient to absorb 40 MeV 
a-particles. These sheets were drilled with eccentric hole of 
8 mm diameter at their centre. 
3.6 BEAM ENERGY 
17 
The auxiliary exoeriment on a-scattering was carried 
out in order to determine the exact beam energy. Stacks of 
samples were made as shown in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2. The necessary 
energy degraders of different thickness were put at appropriate 
places between the samples. The energy loss of a-particle in 
resoective sample and degrader was calculated using the stopoing 
1 Q 
power tables . Straggling has not been considered in the estima-
tion of energy loss in samples and degraders. As a result of thesi 
calculation the energy at each foil of each stack comes out to be 
as shov/n in table 3.1 and 3.2. The a-beam current of 100-400 nA 
was used depending on individual sam.ple. Different stacks were 
irradiated for optimum duration of time ranging from 840-1800 
second depending on half lives of our interest. There were 
fluctuations in the beam current during irradiation period, 
therefore, average flux was used in these measurements and it was 
calculated from the total charge accumulated in the so-called 
Faraday Cup. The incident average flux for different runs was 
12 10 a-particles per sq. cm. per sec. 
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TABLE 3.1 
109 Information about A stack of Silver Aq target 
12 
Flux = ]»21548 X 10 alpha/sq. cm- sec. 
-10 Current integrater _counts = 3517407 x 10 coulomb 
Irradiation time = 1800 sec. 
109 19 
Number of nuclei in target_ of Aq = 1.6684x10 
Foil Number Energy on the foil in MeV 
A-1 38.4+1.1 
A-2 36.3+1.2 
A-3 34.0+1.2 
A-4 31.6+1.3 
A-5 29.5+1.4 
A-6 26.5+1.5 
A-7 23.3+1.5 
109 Information about B stack of Silver Aq target 
12 Flux = 2^ 71671 X 10 coulomb 
Irradiation time = 840 sec. 
Foil Number Energy on the foil in MeV 
B-1 24.2+1.5 
- B-2 21.8+1.6 
B-3 19.2+1.8 
B-4 16.3+2.0 
B-5 13.0+2.2 
B-6 9.1+2.7 
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TABLE 3.2 
Information about A stack of indium ^ In target 
12 , • 
Flux = 2.0097 X 10 alpha/sq. cm-sec. 
-10 
Cur ren t m t e q r a t e r counts = 5810717 x 10 coulomb 
Number of nuc l e i in t a r g e t of In = 8.4100 x 10 
Number of n u c l e i in t a r g e t of ''''''^In = 3.8459 x 10^^ 
F o i l Number Energy on the f o i l in MeV 
A-1 38.9+0.7 
A-2 37.2+0.7 
' A-3 35.2+6.7 
A-4 33.3+0.7 
A-5 31.3+0.8 
A-6 29 .1+0.8 
V 7 26 .8+0 .8 
Information about B stack of Indium J In target 
1 2 
Flux = 1.86974; x 10 alpha/sq. cm-sec. 
Current integrator counts_= 5410716 x lO" coulomb 
Irradiation time = 1800 sec.(For A and B stacks) 
Foil Number Energy on the foil in MeV 
B-1 28.5+0.9 
B-2 26.2+0.9 
B-3 23.8+0.9 
B-4 21.7+0.9 
B-5 19.6+0.9 
B-6 17.2+1.1 
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Information about C stack of Indium '_ In target 
12 
Flux = 1.68910 X 10 alpha/sq. cm-sec. 
Current inteqrater coun ts = 2327956 x 10"-^ ° coulomb 
Irradiation time = 900 sec. 
F o i l Number 
C-1 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5 
C-6 
C-7 
inerqy on the f o i l in MeV 
18.2+1.1 
16.8+1.2 
15.2+1,3 
13.6+1.4 
11.7+1.5 
9 .7+1.7 
7.4+1.9 
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3.7 CALIBRATION OF HPGe 
The post irradiation analysis work v^/as carried out by 
high resolution gamma - detection m.ethod. With the invention 
of high resolution solid state detectors, the y-xay detection 
has become a powerful tool for activation work. The activities 
in irradiated samples were followed using a high purity germanium 
(HPGe) detector of active volume 114 cc coupled to multichannel 
analyser and other allied electronics. The energy calibration 
of the detector was done using standard y-ray sources Co, Co, 
Cs, i^ a, Ba, Mn and Eu. The calibration curve was 
obtained by fitting the calibration data to a straight line using 
a standard computer programme. Gamma rays of our interest in the 
spectrum of activated samples were then picked up using this energ 
calibration. 
3.8 DETECTOR EFFICIENCY 
The detection efficiency is defined as the fraction of the 
y-rays detected by the detector. This is determined by using 
standard y-i'ay source spectrum. If A is the observed disinte-
gration rate of Y~^sy source at the time of observation and A^ 
the absolute disintegration rate at the time of manufacturing of 
Y-ray source, t be the timg lapse between the dates of manufa-
cturing and observation, then the detection efficiency, €. , 
for the Y-^3y o^ absolute intensity 0 will be given by 
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where G is th3 geometry factor for ccntiiq the activity. The 
irradiated sa'nples and standard y-ray sources vere counted in the 
identical geometry. Therefore, a geometry dependent efficiency 
( 3) was determined using standard "Hu source provided by the 
Variable inergy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta. The prominent y-rays 
152 
of 3u are given in table 2.4 of Chapter II. 
The activities in irradiated samples v/ere of different 
intensities, therefore, the sam.ples v/ere kept at an appropriate 
distances from the dotecto"^ to keen the dead time of the spectro-
meter less than 12>i . For such measurement we need geometry 
dooaiident efficiencies for the same sample-detector seooration. 
These effici^-ncies were determined for various source-detector 
seperations i.e., 2.1, 3.5, 5.3, 9.3 and 14.6 cm. 
The geometry dependent detection efficiencies so obta"^ned 
were then fed to polynomial fitting and the final results (so 
obtained for each source-detector seoeratien) '-/ere plotted verses 
energy. One of the typical gra>^ h ^f efficiency is shc"'n in 
figure 3.3. The efTiciencies cf interested y-rays at different 
seperation are given in table 3.3. The activitv of th) irradiatio 
samples v/as counted indiviriually using the same calibrated soectro 
met-^r. The counting time was chosen for the optimum period deoen 
pn the activity developed in each foil. The recorded s'^ectrum of 
each foil was than used to pick up the various yi'^ys of our inte-
rest hich was resulted from th-^  decay of excited states of the 
residual nuclei. Since, di-fferent foils of the same stack ^^ ere 
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irradiated at different incident energies the intensities of 
photo peaks corresponding to a particular nuclear reaction 
were found varying from foil to foil in a smoother Vi/ay. It 
indicates that reaction cross-section is a smoother function 
113 115 
of bombarding energy. Tv\/o typical y spectra of ' In 
and -''^''-^'-'^Ag are shown in fig. 3.4 and 3.5. 
^ • 9 ERROIIS m i.lEASURSMENT 
The exoerimental cross-section for a given reaction has 
been taken as the weighted average of the individual cross-sectior 
7 
The averaging of data has been done in the follov/ing way . 
If X, + Ax, , X2 + AX2> > are the different sets 
of measured values of the same quantity, then the weighted 
average 
Z W,x, 
r 
1 
where , 
A — ~~y ,Tj .... [ 3 »0) 
W. = — 9 
and 
-1/2 
The internal error = [E W.] .... (3.7) 
, EW.(x -X.) 1/2 ^ ^ 
The external error = I — ,^—-—'—J .... (3.8) 
n(n-l)EW^ 
The external error in the measured cross-section values is 
larger than that of internal error. We have quoted external 
error in our results. In case of one observation external 
: 69 : 
error is zero and hence statistical error has been quoted. 
3 .10 COMPUTBA P.IOGRAMI.IE 
A self made computer programme was used to calculate 
cross-sections at various energies from the observed counts 
under photopeaks of various gamma energies of the same nuclear 
reaction. The calculation for weighted average of the m.easured 
cross-section has been incorporated in the computer programme. 
It also calculates internal as well as external errors. 
t 
3.11 30LID AMGLI CORRECTION 
For a common point located along the axis of a right 
circular cylinderical detector, the solid angle Xlis defin'^ -d by 
_ n = 2r. (1 - ^ ) .... (3.9) 
V" j2 2 
' d +a 
were the source-detector distance i s d and detector radius 
a. For d >> a, the sol id angle reduces to the r a t i o of the 
detector plane f ronta l area A v i s ib l e a t source to the square 
of the d i s t ance . 
2 
d d 
In the present measurement the counting of irradiated 
sample v.as made at the respective distances of 2.1, 3.5, 6.3, 9.3 
and 14.6 cm . from the face of the cylinderical detecto'r'. The 
152 irradiated samples and Eu standard gamma source were placed 
: 70 : 
e f f i c i e n c i e s 
R e a c t i o n 
^ ° ^ A g ( a , 2 n ) 
^•^^AgCa/Sn) 
113 , I . l n ( a , n ) 
l n ( a , 3 n ) 
1 1 3 , I o \ 
115 , , V l n ( a , n ) 
^ • ^ ^ l n ( a , 2 n ) 
115 , I ^ 
l n ( a , p n ) 
TABLE 3 . 3 
of i n t e r e s t e d qamma 
Energy g 
• t keV) 
172 
245 
462 
626 
641 
658 
707 
884 
937 
407 
543 
973 
1293 
498 
254 
1051 
1229 
159 ' 
159 
amma D e t e c t 
2 . 1 cm 
6 6 . 2 0 
5 0 . 6 0 
2 6 . 8 0 
2 0 . 3 0 
2 0 . 0 0 
19 .50 
1 8 . 4 0 
15 .80 
15 .20 
3 0 . 8 0 
2 3 . 0 0 
14 .80 
10 .90 
2 5 . 3 0 
4 8 . 8 0 
13 .80 
1 1 . 7 0 
6 9 . 1 0 
6 9 . 1 0 
r a y s u sed in t he c a l c u l a t i o n s 
i on e f f i c i e n c i e s (x lO 
3 . 5 cm. 6 . 3 cm. 
3 9 . 0 0 
3 1 . 4 0 
1 7 . 4 0 
1 2 . 9 5 
12 .70 
1 2 . 4 5 
1 1 . 8 0 
1 0 . 1 0 
9 . 5 0 
1 9 . 6 0 
1 4 . 7 0 
9 . 2 0 
6 .00 
1 6 . 3 0 
3 0 . 6 0 
8 .40 
6 . 6 0 
4 0 . 2 0 
4 0 . 2 0 
1 9 . 3 0 
1 5 . 8 0 
9 . 4 5 
7 .20 
7 .10 
6 . 9 0 
6 . 4 5 
5 .00 
4 . 7 0 
1 0 . 5 0 
8 .20 
4 . 5 0 
' 3 ' . 8 5 
8 .95 
1 5 . 4 0 
4 . 2 0 
4 . 0 0 
- 2 0 . 0 0 
2 0 . 0 0 
) a t souri 
9 . 3 cm 14 
1 0 . 8 5 
8 .95 
5 .10 
3 .75 
3 .70 
3 .60 
3 . 4 0 
2 . 9 5 
2 . 8 5 
5 . 8 5 
4 . 2 5 
2 . 8 0 
4 . 8 0 
8 .75 
2 . 5 5 
2 . 3 0 
1 1 . 2 5 
1 1 . 2 5 
5 . . 
4 . . 
2 . : 
1.^ 
1.5 
1 . ! 
1.^ 
1.-
1 . ; 
2,[ 
1 . ' 
1 . ' 
1 . : 
1.^ 
3.< 
1 . : 
1,: 
5 . : 
5 . : 
: 71 
along the axis of cylinderical detector. The length of the 
detector was 45.2 mm, and radius 29.15 mm. The average distances 
calculated at the above distances are estimated 5,75, 6.98, 10.51, 
13.314 and 18.78 cm. 
The general formula for solid angle fL= 2-n;(l-Cosa) at a 
distance d for the point cource may be written as 
jn^ = 2TX (1 - :;- )• ... (3.11) 
V" d^+~7 
and s o l i d angle jQ^ a t a d i s t a n c e d f o r the broad source of 
r a d i u s r may be v\/ritten 
J I 2 = 2TC (1 - -^  ) . (3 .12) 
f [ d 2 + ( a - r ) 2 ] 
3.11.1 CALCULATION AT 1ST DISTANCE 
The average distance d=5.75 cm, radius a=2.915 cm 
and r=0.4 cm. Thus 
J l , = 2nfl ^^^ 1 ^  71 [1 -
V"(5.75^+2.915^) 
and 
= 0.6790142 
_ a o = 2ix [1 — ^ ' ^ ^ 2 
i r [5 .75^ + ( 2 . 9 1 5 - 0 . 4 r ] 
= 0.5265692 
- / I j^ / j l2 = 1.2895 
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3.11.2 CALCULATION AT S'^ COND DISTANCES 
The average distance d = 6.98 cm. other parameters 
are same. 
J l , = 271 [1 6.98 
1 f (6.98^ + 2.915^) 
= 0.485298 
and 
^ 2 = 27, [1 - 6,i8 
f[6.98^+(2.915-0.4)^] 
= 0.3720093 
-0-1 Za2 = 1.3045 
3.11.3 CALCULATION AT THIRD DISTANCE 
The average distance d = 10.51 cm. other parameters 
are same. 
•-Ai = 271 [1 - ^ :^ i°-^i 
fdO.Sl^ + 2.915^ 
= 0.2285639 
and 
J 2 . 2 = 271 [1 10^51 ] 
f [ l 0 . 5 l ^ + ( 2 . 9 1 5 - C . 4 ) ^ ] 
= 0.1725207 
-^lZn2 " 1-3248 
73 : 
3.11.4 CAL;:ULATION AT FOURTH DISTANCE 
The average distance d = 13.314 cm. other parameters 
are same. 
jl^ = 271 [1 - -zzzz: ^^'-^^^ ' 
V (13.314^+2.915^) 
= 0.1453881 
and 
Sl^ = 2u [1- -13.^14 ^ 
V'[l3.314^+(2.915-0.4)^] 
= 0.1091872 
-^l/~% = 1.3315 
3.11.5 CALCULATION AT FIFTH DISTANCE 
The average distance d = 18.78 cm. other parameters 
are same. 
18.78 n Sl^ =2% [l-
V( 18.78^+2.915^) 
= 0.0743487 
and 
18.78 Sl^ = 2u [1-
f[l8.78^+(2.915-0.4)^] 
= 0.0555956 
-i1^/jl2 " 1-3373 
All these correction factors are tabulated in table 3.4. 
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3.12 TAA3£T \'U3LiU3 ^ '^ ^ Ag 
Natural metallic silver foils of thickness 12.48 mg/cm" 
vera us3'i in th3 present raeasurement of excitation functions. 
The irradiation of the target foils was made in t^ o different 
stacks viz., A and 3. The stack A consists of seven silver 
foils seoerated vith aluminium degrader foils of thickness 
6.75 mg/cm". The stack 3 consists of 13 aluminium degraders 
2 
of thickness 6.75 mg/cm to reduce the a-beam energy as oer 
reauirement, fono\«/ou by six silver foils oJaceri alternately ' ith 
/ 2 
aluminium degrrder of thickness 3.83 mg/cm . './hen the stack B 
was olaced for bombardment ' ith 39 MeV a-particles, th'^  energy of 
particles fallini upon th-^  first silver foils vas a'-^ out 2--1 MeV. 
3oth the stacks "^ere irradiated one by one diffused a-beam. 
The size of the a-bean vas 8 mm. diameter. After passing through 
all th - foils and degraders, a-beam "/as allowed to faU on the 
Faraday cuo for measuring :he beam current and charge collected 
Guring the irradirtion. The irradiation time for the stack A 
an^ u was 1800, and 840 seconds resoectively. 
Tne a-particle energies in stack A and B are tabulated 
in table 3.1. The table also includes other information G-g., 
flux, no. of target nuclei etc. 
3.13 ^'^\g(a,xn) REACTION 
This reaction represents tha t when a beam of a - p a r t i c l e fal 
upon the s i l v e r t a rge t the emission of neutron takes p lace . 
: 75 : 
Gap 
1st 
Ilnd 
Ilird 
IV th 
Vth 
Correct 
Source 
detector 
distance 
( cms) 
2.1 
3.5 
6.3 
9.3 
14.6 
TABLE 
ion Factor 
Average 
distance 
(cms) 
5.750 
6.980 
10.510 
13.314 
18.780 
3.4 
for Solid Angle 
Solid angle 
for point 
source 
0.6790142^ 
0.4852898 
0.2285639 
0.1453881" 
0.0743487 
Solid angle 
for broad 
source 
0.5265692 
0.3720093 
0.1725207 
0.1091872 
0.0555956 
Correctioi 
1.2895 
1.3045 
1.3248 
1.3315 
1.3373 
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This emission is sequential and depends on the bombarding energy 
and the excitation of the comoound nucleus. Ueoendinq on excita-
tion energy x may take values 1, 2, 3, etc. 
^•13.1 i^Ag (a,n) REACT IPX 
The Q-value of the reaction is 6.379 MeV '. Threshold of 
the reaction is 6.613 /.!eV. This reaction produces one isomer of 
112 
In residual nuclei. Ground state decays through oositron 22*/, 
electron capture 34>< and 44-/ by beta decay. Ground state has 
spin 1"^  and T-, /g = 14.4 m. Isomeric state (4"'' and T^/^ = 20.9 mj 
decays to ground state by isomeric transition of 15^ 5 keV. 
Since the first counti-^g of silver stac'- '-'as begun after 
tie lapse time of 336CC sec, '"hjch ?s about 27 half lives of longe 
i-icmar, no activity vas noticed in co"nting the soectrum for this 
reaction at any energy. 
3.13.2 -^°^Aq(a,2n) RSMCTICN 
19 The Q-valuo of the reaction is - 14.014 J'.eV . Threshold 
of reaction is 14."528 "'eV. This reaction nroduces one isomer of 
residual nuclei In. The ground state has half life of 2.83 
,+ 
m days an. spin 9/2 . The isomeric state has hal^ life of 7.5 
and spin ^ . Th? isomeric state decays only to ground state of 
''.83 days ••'hich in turn decays by electron caoture. The 
prominent gamma rays detected are 172 (Q = 0.875) and ?4b 
(9 = C.942). The Jecay sc'reme of residual nuclei is shovn in 
fig. 3.5. The experimental data for this reactions are given in 
.-^,11 m& 
i^ ?;^ '^ '^'" 
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table 3.5 and the measured excitations function for this reaction 
are given in table 3.6. 
Since there is no alternative mode of decay of 7.6 m 
isomeric state except to feed ground state, we could not measure 
the cross-section seperately for this state. The measured cross-
section gives us the total cross-section for this reaction. 
3.13.3 •'•°^ Ag(a,3n) REACTION 
19 
The Q-value of the reaction is -24.1 MeV . Threshold of 
the reaction is 25 MeV. This reaction produces two activities 
in In (T, /2 = 4.9 h and 69.1 m). The decay scheme of In 
is shown in figure 3.7. The reaction producing 4.9 h activity 
was studied by detecting the y-ray of 642 keV, 707 keV, 884 keV 
and 937 keV. These Y~r3ys were obtained from the decay of the 
110 
residual nucleus In (4.9 h). The target foil used was natural 
107 
silver,therefore,these activities were also produced by Ag(a,n) 
reaction. The cross-section of the reaction was measured from 
threshold to maximum available energy. The cross-section due to 
107 
reaction Ag(a,n) was expected considerably low above 25 MeV 
but the measured cross-section will, however, be the sum of these 
t'.vo if these are not separated. 
For the activity vi/ith T, 72^69.1 m, the 658 keV gamma ray 
is the only intense gamma ray available. This y-i^ ay is also 
available from the decay of other activity with '^^/2 ~ ^•'^ "^^ 
The production cross-sections for the 69.1 m isomer can be 
•_/•- IK k J s i 
: 78 : 
Experiment 
Energy 
(MeV) 
16.3+2.0 
19.2+1.8 
21.8+1.6 
23.6+1.5 
24.2+1.5 
26.5+1.5 
29.1+1.4 
31.6+1.3 
34.0+1.2 
36.3+1.2 
38.4+1.1 
;al data 
Decay-
Source 
at 
(cm) 
14.6 
2.1 
14.6 
9.3 
2.1 
6.3 
3.5 
3.5 
9.3 
6.3 
3.5 
9.3 
9.3 
2.1 
9.3 
3.5 
14.6 
2.1 
14.6 
3.5 
TABLi 
. 109. / for Ag(a 
constant = 2 
Lapse 
time 
( sec) 
7800 
192900 
9120 
27300 
193320 
33600 
132120 
134760 
28860 
35520 
197280 
38280 
39660 
200160 
42660 
136380 
47520 
199744 
48840 
137880 
~ 3.5 
1 1 1 
xSnll'-'-Ir 
.83421 X 
i(2. 
10" 
Recording 
time 
( sec) 
320 
380 
320 
410 
352 
480 
540 
810 
420 
^ 480 
352 
400 
456 
184 
504 
828 
552 
384 
552 
940 
,83 
•'/•• 
days) reaction 
Le£^ 
Photo peak 
172 keV 
19783 
240013 
55080 
203095 
675815' 
493151 
799883 
1034132 
250525 
564870 
531327 
201799 
213076 
298492 
108190 
397591 
40693 
246862 
27683 
336032 
counts for gan 
rays of 
245 keV 
15518 
182185 
46657 
176053 
514019 
417396 
714157 
9345S0 
306193 
451887 
454116 
146603 
191531 
226417 
099180 
349220 
39060 
191731 
26128 
260894 
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obtained by estimating the photopeak counts contributed by 
69.1 m isomer to the total photopeak counts of the 658 keV 
gamma ray by determining the activity at the moment of 
counting. The total photopeak counts are divided in the ratio 
of corresponding activities. The photopeak counts so obtained 
for 4.9 h and 69.1 m isomer are given in table 3.7 and 3.8 along 
Vi/ith other parameters required in the calculation of the cross-
sections. This way v-je were able to obtain the cross-section 
for both states in this reaction. These values of cross-sections 
are added in order to get the total cross-section for this reaction 
These cross sections for 4.9 h and 69.1 m have been plotted in 
Fig. 6.5.and 6.6 in Chapter VI of comparision with other values in 
tne literature. The cross section ratio was obtained in the ratio 
of ah/o^ . These values are also given in table 6.8. These ratio 
have been plotted with other literature values in Fig. 6.7 of 
Chapter VI. 
The measured excitation functions for these two states are 
separately given in table 3.8 and 3.9. 
3 .14 TARGET NUCLEUS__^^^ > 115.j. ^  
Natural specpure indium was used for the preparation of 
2 
the foils. Foils of 3.34 mg/cm were prepared by vacuum evapora-
2 
tion technique on the aluminium backing of 3.83 mg/cm . These 
foils \Nere seperated by aluminium degraders of appropriate 
thickness. For this purpose we used the degraders of 3.83 and 
: 82 : 
2 
6.75 mg/cm , 
Stack A consists of seven indium foils with alternate 
2 
aluminium degrader of 6.75 mg/cm . Stack B consists of six 
2 indium foils of the same thickness 3.34 mg/cm of aluminium 
o 
backing. Ten aluminium degraders of thickness 6.75 mg/cm are 
used to decrease the energy of a-beam to 29.3 MeV before falling 
on the 1st indium foil of stack B. Similarily stack C consists 
2 
of seven indium foil of the thickness 3.34 mg/cm of aluminium 
2 
backing. Seventeen aluminium degraders of thickness 6.75 mg/cm 
2 
and one of thickness 3.83 mg/cm~ are used to decrease the energy 
of a-beam to 19.3 MeV before fallingupcnthe 1st indium foil of 
stack C. 
All stacks were irradiated one by one in diffused a-beam. 
The size cf the beam was kept 8 mm diameter as in the case of 
silver. The-a-beam, after passing through all the foils and 
degraders, was allovyed to fall on Faraday cup. It enable us to 
measure the beam current as well as the charge during the irradia-
tion. The irradiation time for stack A, B and C was kept 1800,1^ 
and 900 second respectively. 
The energy of a-particles on each foil of stack A, B and C 
are tabulated in table 3.2. These tables also include other 
information as Flux, no of target nuclei etc. 
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Experimental 
energy 
(MeV) 
26.5+1.5 
29.1+1.4 
31.6+1.3 
34.0+1.2 
36.3+1.2 
38.4+1.1 
D 
Source 
at 
(cm.) 
6.3 
9.3 
3.5 
9.3 
2.1 
9.3 
3.5 
14.6 
2.1 
14.6 
3.5 
data for 
lecay cons 
Lapse 
time 
(sec) 
35520 
38280 
133020 
39660 
200160 
42660 
136380 
47520 
199740 
48840 
137880 
TABLE 3.7 
"'•'^ *^ Aq(a,3n)-'--'-^ In(4.9 hrs .) reaction 
;tant = 3, 
Reco. 
time 
(sec) 
480 
400 
540 
456 
184 
504 
828 
552 
304 
552 
940 
.9286 X 10"^/sec. 
Photopeak counts for qamma : 
642 658 707 884 
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) 
6193 31228 
15033 63940 
2225 9061 
30591 201394 
602 
46931 158835 
9136 33936 
26677 104389 
2632 
24798 113434 
14313 60957 
4392 
17119 
2624 
41935 
-
51695 
10485 
32767 
-
34806 
16098 
18658 
41994 
6505 
107344 
-
123516 
25907 
80277 
-
82439 
37713 
rays of 
937 
(keV 
117& 
2339' 
456 
7422! 
-
8802; 
1770( 
5552^ 
-
592IC 
2688^' 
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TABLE 3.8 
109 
•xperlmental da ta and r e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n for Ag(a,3n) 
I n ( 6 9 . 1 m) r e a c t i o n 
-4 Decay constant = 1.6715 xlO /sec. 
£nergy Source Lapse Recording Photopeak Adopted cross-sect 
at time time counts rl09» / ^ >, 107.^ 
under ^ Ag(a,3n)+ Ag 
(MeV) (cm.) (sec.) (sec.) 658 keV (mb) 
26.5+1.5 6.3 35520 480 237 7.3+0.5 
29.1+1.4 9.3 38280 400 486 54.2+2.5 
31.6+1.3 9.3 39660 456 789 97.6+3.5 
34.0+1.2 9.3 42660 504 623 277.3+11.1 
36.3+1.2 14.6 47520 552 401 370.2+18.5 
38.4+1.1 14.6 48840 552 218 251.0+17.3 
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3.15 ^ 1 D 1 ^ xn) REACTION 
This reaction represents that when a beam of a-particle 
falls on indium target the emission of neutrons take place. This 
emission is sequential and depend on the bombarding energy and 
the excitation of compound nucleus. Depending on excitation 
energy x may take values 1, 2, 3, etc. 
3.15.1 -^^ I^n(a,n) REACTION 
19 The Q-value of the reaction is - 7.235 MeV . The 
IIP 
residual nucleus of this reaction is Sb which has one isomer 
T-,/2 - ^'0 h (8). The ground state has '^•,/o ~ ^*^ m (l ). 
The isomeric state decays mainly through electron capture mode 
(99.84;^ ) and p"^  decay (0.16><). The decay scheme of "'••^ S^b is 
shown in figure 3.8. 
The ground state of 1 i'^-i/o - 3.5 m) decays to ground 
118 + 
state of Sn (stable isotope) by 75>< p and 22.5'.'C E.G. Since 
the minimum time lapse v^/as 2100 second before the first counting 
could be started, therefore, 3.5 m activity for the ground state 
decay could not be observed. However, three prominant oeaks 
254 keV (0.929), 1.051 keV (0.979) and 1229 keV (0.999) were 
observed corresponding to the activity of 5.0 hours isom.eric 
state. The experimental data for this reaction are given in 
table 3.10 and the measured excitation functions in table 3.11. 
'.•Ve could not get the values in the literature for this 
reaction. Therefore, these measurements could not be compared 
11 : 
with literature valuBS. 
The values of isomeric cross-section ratios have been 
2o taken from literature to compute the ground state cross-section. 
The values of isomeric ratios have been extrapolated over the 
entire energy region of the work. Vi/'e have thus estimated the 
isomeric ratio (0m/ag) at each energy point of the present work. 
The total cross-section for this reaction is then estimated with 
the help of ground state cross-section so computed at each energy 
value. This is given in table 6.9 of Chapter VI. 
3.15.2 ^^^In(a.2n). REACTION 
The Q-value of this reaction'is - 14.62 MeV and thresholc 
117 15.13 MeV. The residual nucleus is Sb which is unstable and 
has T. /2 = 2.8 h and spin 5/2. The decay scheme is shown in fig.3. 
This residual nucleus decays by electron capt-ure 97,5/< and p decs 
2.5vi. The major portion (EC = 96.6^ )^ of electron capture decays 
117 to first excited state of Sn isotope. This excited state then 
decays to ground state emitting gamma ray of 158.6 k.eV. This is 
the only gamma ray which is strong one. 
The experimental data and reaction cross-section for this 
reaction are given in table 3.12. 
3•1^•3 ^^^In(a,3n) REACTION 
19 The Q-value of this reaction is - 24.31 MeV and threshold 
25.16 MeV. The residual nucleus of this reaction is Sb which 
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Experimenta 
Energy 
(MeV) 
9.7+1.7 
11.7+1.5 
13.6+1.4 
15.2+1.3 
16.8+1.2 
17.2+1.1 
18.2+1.1 
19.6+1.1 
21.7+0.9 
23.8+0.9 
26.2+0.9 
Source 
at 
(cm.) 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
6.3 
2.1 
2.1 
6.3 
2.1 
9.3 
2.1 
9.3 
2.1 
9.3 
2.1 
1 data f 
Decay 
Lapse 
time 
(sec.) 
3300 
93240 
4620 
5760 
95760 
18060 
193620 
6780 
98580 
3480 
192000 
7740 
5640 
95700 
4500 
193500 
6840 
98460 
7800 
194820 
TABLE 
115, / 
or In\ 
constant 
Reco. 
time 
(sec) 
294 
1764 
384 
380 
1764 
384 
1470 
222 
1764 
234 
588 
228 
222 
1764 
222 
588 
258 
1728 
222 
588 
3.10 
\ 118m„, /• 
a,nj Sb^ 
= 3_i85 X 
Photopea 
254 
(keV) 
4745 
1244 
34876 
80520 
12128 
136530 
1061 
164585 
55797 
145685 
1098 
256870 
149453 
132605 
84699 
1030 
59380 
81879 
43274 
485 
10 
ik 
5.0 hrs) reaction 
/sec. 
counts for 
1051 
(keV) 
1306 
385 
9187 
21034 
3374 
35844 
197 
58083 
14246 
42768 
270 
63153 
41311 
34640 
23367 
335 
17093 
21454 
-
-
qamma rays 
1229 
(keV) 
1088 
315 
7960 
18769 
2713 
32067 
186 
52797 
12657 
38196 
246 
56833 
38564 
30783 
21170 
250 
15801 
19858 
13282 
-
of 
89 : 
TABLE 3.10 (Contd.) 
Experimental data_fqr_'^ In(a,n) "^ Sb(5.0 hrs) reaction 
Lecav constant = 3.85 x 10 /sec. 
energy 
(MeV) 
Source Lapse Reco. Photopeak oounts for qamna rays of 
at time time " 254 1051 1229 
(cm.) (sec.) (sec.) (keV) (keV) (keV) 
26.8+C.8 14.6 
14.6 
2.1 
1980 
10920 
122400 
228 
270 
1728 
31978 
26052 
29345 
28.5+0.9 6.3 
2.1 
8820 
100920 
234 
1746 
27679 
19090 
29.1+0.8 14.6 3360 234 17403 
31.3+0.8 14.6 
2.1 
33.3+0.7 14.6 
4620 
124320 
6120 
228 
1728 
234 
10340 
5335 
35.2+0.7 14.6 
2.1 
7560 
126000 
234 
1728 
4356 
4824 
7339 
7226 
8150 
5075 
4843 
4174 
3009 
8906 
6880 
7350 
1690 
38.940.7 2.1 127980 1728 3071 1022 
6411 
4909 
4322 
5648 
2925 
1380 
1913 
1712 
1199 
37.2+0.7 14.6 8640 225 3567 
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TABLE 3 . 1 1 
R e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o r } f o r I n ( a . n ) Sb^S .Ohrs ) r e a c t i o n 
t :nergy 
(MeV) 
C r o s s - s e c t i o n (mb) 
254 1051 
.ikeVl L^Y.1. 
v/ith gamma rays of Adopted cross-
sect ion 
1229 (mb) 
(keV) 
9.7+1.7 1.14+0.02 
1.63+0.05 
1.05+0.03 
1.69+0.09 
1.01+0.03 
1.60+0.09 
1.16+0.03 
11.7+1.5 6.75+0.04 5.96+0.06 5.97+0.07 6.45+0.16 
13.6+1.4 16.45+0.06 
17.53+0.16 
15.2+1.3 
16.8+1.2 
44.33+0.12 
79.18+2.46 
14.42+0.10 
16.36+0.28 
39.04+0.21 
49.32+3.50 
14.87+0.11 
15.20+0.29 
15.88+0.18 
40.36+0.23 
53.82+4.05 
42.60+0.50 
59.69+0.15 
89.89+0.38 
70.65+0.29 
76.98+0.64 
70.23+0.32 
79.05+0.71 
66.76+1.76 
17.2+1.1 62.92+0.16 
82.84+2.49 
64.24+0.31 
68.33+4.05 
59.03+0.30 
71.95+4.68 
62.49+0.37 
18.2+1.1 94.13+0.25 77.63+0.31 80.74+0.34 85.97+3.10 
19.6+1.1 73.92+0.19 
84.52+0.23 
71.06+0.35 
74.06+0.40 
58.15+0.35 
76.07+0.43 
75.78+1.00 
21.7+0.9 70.92+0.24 
82.33+2.56 
61.28+0.40 
89.82+4.83 
62.68+0.43 
77.47+4.96 
67.38+0.85 
23.8+0.9 46.85+0.19 
58.63+0.20 
42.24+0.32 
51.53+0.35 
26.2+0.9 41.14+0.14 
40.79+3.53 
44.08+0.35 
55.12+0.39 
44.65+0.19 
50.54+1.11 
42.41+0.69 
26.8^ .8 36.46+0.20 
47.15+0.29 
49.18+0.29 
24.30+0.28 
37.98+0.45 
45.81+0.51 
30.05+0.32 
36.85+0.44 
47.75+0.56 
38.17+0.98 
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TABLE 3 . 1 1 ( C o n t d . . ) 
React 
3nergy 
(Kiev) 
28.5:rC.9 
29.1+0.8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+0.7 
37.2+0.7 
38.9+0.7 
115 ion Cross-section for In(a 
Cross-section 
254 
:keV) 
14.71+0.07 
14.88+0.11 
27.15+0.21 
18.66+0.18 
9.26+0.13 
7.99+0.11 
9.29+0.13 
7.09+0.10 
6.38+0.11 
(mb) 
1051 
(keV) 
13.27+0.19 
21.94+0.32 
20.37+0.44 
18.21+0.33 
-
10.91+0.26 
-
7.18+0.22 
,n) 
wi 
^^ "^^ Sb(5.0 hr^  
th qamma rays 
1229 
(keV) 
12.23+0.11 
14.83+0.21 
19.95+0.30 
28.09+0.51 
20.46+0.38 
7.09+0.19 
10.38+0.16 
12.78+0.31 
-
9.66+0.28 
5) reaction 
of Adooted cr 
section 
(mb) 
14.17+0.23 
24.23+1.30 
19.64+0.55 
8.59+0.71 
9.22+0.30 
7.09+0.10 
6.89+0.42 
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is unstable and has isomeric state T, /2 = 60.4 m. spin 8 
,+ and ground state T, ir^^ = 16 m. spin 3 . The decay scheme of 
116 
Sb is given in fig. 3.10. The isomeric state decays through 
electron capture (81/<) and p (19'/) emission and ground state 
decays by 72/. EC and 28/ p^. 
The prominent gamma rays emitted by the decay of isomeric 
state are 407 (Q = 0.42), 54?(Q = 0.52), 972(Q = 0.723) and 
1293(^ = 1.0) keV. The only prominent gamma ray omitted in the 
decay of ground state is 1293 keV (Q = 0.848). The counting of 
this particular gamma ray includes the contribution from both 
states. The production cross sections for ground state 16 m isomer 
can be obtained by estimating th? photopeak counts contributed by 
50.4 m isomer to tho total photopeak counts of 1293 keV gamma ray 
by determining the activities at the moment of counting. The total 
photopeak counts are divided in the ratio of corresponding activi-
ties. The photopeak counts so obtained for 60.4 m are given in 
table 3.13 along w/ith other parameters and the corresponding 
recction cross-section In table 3.14 and for 16 m isomer along with 
oarametar together with reaction cross-section are given in 
table 3.15. 
^•15-4 ^ifioia,n) REACTION 
19 The >j-value of this reaction is 7.97 MeV and threshold 
8.25 MeV. The residual nucleus of this reaction is the same as 
115 that of In(a,3n) reaction. The total photopeak counts are divide* 
: 93 
TA3L£ 3.12 
115, 
•^xporimontal data__and reaction cross-section for " In(a,'^ -n) 
117 Sb(2.8 h) reaction 
uecay constant = 5.875 x IC 
energy source Lapse Record, 
at 
(iVieV) (cm.) 
Photopeak counts under Adopted 
tine time cross-sect 
sec.) (sec.) 159 keV (mb) 
19.6+1.1 6.3 
21.7+0.9 9.3 
23.S+C.9 9.3 
26.2+0.9 9.3 
26.8+C.8 14.6 
"^5.1+0.8 14.6 
31.3+0.8 14.6 
33.3+0.7 14.6 
35.2+0.7 14.6 
37.^ _+CJ.7 14.6 
38.9+0.7 14.6 
5640 
4500 
6840 
7800 
0920 
3360 
4620 
6120 
7560 
8640 
9780 
222 
22 2 
253 
222 
270 
234 
228 
234 
234 
225 
234 
487844 
319432 
297368 
415567 
320145 
848358 
836587 
424586 
259695 
190880 
111256 
137.28+0.'"^. 
148.50+0.2 
139.89+0.2 
242.39+0.3 
374.66+0.7 
680.38+0.7 
750.76+0.2 
411.67+0.6 
278.0C+0.5 
228.81+0.5 
138.73+0.3' 
: 94 
Experimental d 
Energy 
(MaV) 
26.8+C.8 
29.1+0.8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+0.7 
37.2^0.7 
38.9+0.7 
Source 
at 
(cm.) 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
Lapse 
time 
(sec. 
1980 
10920 
3360 
4620 
6120 
7560 
8640 
9780 
TABLE 3.13 
ata for In(a,3n) 
Decay constant = 1.91 
Recording Photopeak 
time 407 keV 
) (sec.) 
304 6026 
270 1145 
234 10579 
228 33039 
234 44277 
234 51402 
225 62263 
234 62468 
^^b(60.4 m) reaction 
-4 / X 10 /sec. 
counts fo; 
542 keV 
3170 
784 
8116 
28644 
42354 
50864 
62584 
61260 
r gamma r ays 
972 keV 
3189 
849 
7626 
25974 
38598 
49841 
60734 
57199 
of 
1293 ke\ 
5094 
758 
8865 
28968 
40516 
52156 
63939 
56324 
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TABL5 3 .14 
R e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n f o r l u l ^ l l } ) . ' ^Sb(60 .4 m) r e a c t i o n 
- 4 / Decay c o n s t a n t = 1.91 x 10 / s e c . 
e n e r g y G r o s s - s e c t i o n (mb) w i t h gamma r a y s of 
(MeV) 407 keV' 542 keV ~~972 keV' 1293 keV 
7.70+0.10 
26.8+0.8 9.07+0.27 
29.1+C.8 22.72+0.22 
31.3+0.8 92.59+0.58 
33.3+C.7 151.15+0.76 
35.2+0.7 246.37+1.09 
37.2+0.7 381.22+1.53 
38.9+0.7 457.70+1.83 
4.57+0.08 
7.01+0.25 
19.78+0.22 
90.56+0.53 
173.89+0.85 
275.01+1.22 
432.25+1.7'3 
506.33+2.05 
4.52+0.08 
7.46+0.25 
18,15+0.21 
80.59jp.50 
155.72+0.79 
264.80+1.18 
412.18+1.67 
464.55+1.94 
4.07+0.08 
5.08+0.19 
16.12+0.19 
68.73+0.42 
124.84+0.63 
211.63+0.93 
331.42+1.32 
349.37+1.34 
Adopted -
cross-secti 
(mb) 
5.15+0.19 
18.88+0.70 
80.87+2.85 
149.80+5.51 
244.13+7.30 
380.92+11.4 
423.14+18.3 
96 : 
TABLE 3.15 
115 
Experimental da ta and r e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n for In(a»3n) 
116, Sb(15 m) reaction 
-4 1,'ecay constant = 7.21875 x 10 /sec. 
£nergy Source Lapse Rectording Phctopeak counts under Adopted 
at time time 1293 keV cross-sectio 
(MeV) (cm.) (sec.) (sec.) (mb) 
26.8+0.8 14.6 
29.1+0.8 14.6 
31.3+0.8 14.6 
33.3+0.7 14.6 
35.2+0.7 14.6 
37.2+0.7 14.6 
38.9+0.7 14.6 
1980 
3360 
4620 
6120 
7560 
8640 
9780 
304 
234 
228 
234 
234 
225 
234 
1331 
1462 
2560 
1559 
936 
659 
311 
2.10+0.06 
7.93+0.21 
35.33+0.70 
62.03+1.55 
105.31+3.49 
167.63+6.61 
173.76+10.06 
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TABLc 3.16 
•xperimental da t a for I n i ^ i Q l Sb(60.4 m) r e a c t i o n 
- 4 
-^acay cons t an t = 1.91 x IC / s e c . 
lEnergy Source La/jse Recording 
at -^ uime time 
(MeV) (cm.) (sec.) (sec.) 
Photopeak counts for gamma rays of 
407 keV 542 keV 972 keV 1293 
9.7+1.7 2.1^ 
11.7+1.5 2/^ 
13.6+1.4 -^.1 
15.2+1 .X 2 . 1 
16.8V1.2 2 .1 
17v2+l . l 6 .3 
18.2+1.1 l.l 
19.6+1.1 6 .3 
21.7+C.9 9 .3 
23.3-K).9 9.3 
3300 
4620 
5760 
.8C6C 
3780 
3480 
7740 
5640 
4500 
4840 
294 
384 
380 
384 
222 
234 
228 
222 
222 
258 
792 
1299 
359 
4249 
5469 
6942 
5347 
4528 
3474 
823 
1431 
571 
4203 
4229 
5237 
4160 
3687 
1911 
1158 
3033 
3541 
2503 
3373 
3201 
2062 
29 
96 
152 
34 
313' 
479 
182-
444' 
353 
185> 
*^a 
1 -
5 / 2 - ; 
5/2+ 
5/2-^ 
J/2+ > 
7/2+ 
.V/1-. 
JZiL 
Ji2 + 
1.5703 , 0^3*^, 
l l 7 e K 
6.3 
. . " O N ? l.^yg 0.009!^  
-^  1 .*4»4 , o.d'et' 
\ 
1.17$ ^ O.'O^ 
T T . y - — ^ - y — • • - ' P - • --SEA^ 1.004 ^ 0.2'•; <f./ 
.^o 9.711?, 0.066X JJL 
J iJ i i iu .o d 
0.15qC_.EC96.6X.r 2.5X /.<> 
117 
50' Sn 
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in the ratio of corresponding activities at the moment of 
counting. The photopeak counts so obtained for 60.4 m along 
with other parameters are given in table 3.16 and the corres-
ponding reaction cross-sections in table 3.17. The photopeak 
counts for 16 m, isomer along with other parameters together 
with reaction cross-section are given in table 3.18. 
116 The decay scheme of Sb is given in fig. 3.10. The 
calculation of this reaction cross-section is made upto threshold 
of In(a,3n). 
3-15.5 -^^ I^n(a.2n) REACTION 
19 
The Q-value of this reaction is - 16.063 MeV and 
threshold 16.63 MeV. The residual nucleus of this reaction 
115 
is Sb which has no isomeric state. The ground state has 
5 + 115 ' 
T, /p = 31.8 m and spin -^  . The decay scheme of Sb is shown 
115 + 
in the fig. 3.11. It decays to Sn by EC = 61'/. and p = 23-/.. 
The major decay trhough HC goes to first excited state of the 
115 + 
residual nucleus Sn (EC = 62-/. + j3 = 33>^ ) . The most prominent 
gamma is 498 keV. 
The photopeak counts along with other parameters together 
vvith reaction cross-section are given in table 3.19. 
3.15.6 ii^Ini^£n) REACTION 
The Q-vslue of this reaction is - 12.1 MeV" and threshold 
2 1 I •] '7— 
12.5 MeV" . The residual nucleus of this reaction is Sn. The 
isomeric state has half life of 14.Cd,spin ll/2 and energy 315 keV 
: 99 
This isomeric state does not decay directly to the ground state 
of Sn. It decays through intermediate state of spin 3 /2 and 
energy 159 keV. The two peaks must be observed corresponding to 
156 keV and 159 keV in the decay of isomeric state. These two 
peaks are inseperable and more over 159 keV state immediately 
117 decays to ground state Sb, which is the residual nucleus of 
115 the reaction In(a,2n), also decays emitting 159 keV. After a 
115 long time lapse the counting corresponding to In(a,2n) reaction 
115 is negligible and the counts so obtained are assigned to In(a,pn 
reaction. 
The decay scheme of this state is shown in fig. 3.9. 
The photopeak counts for this reaction along with other 
parameters together with reaction cross-section are given in 
table 3.20. 
IOC 
TABLE 3.17 
Heact ion c r o s s - s e c t i o n for I n ( a , n ) Sb(60.4m) r e a c t i o n 
- 4 / 
Decay_ C£n s tan t = 1.91 x 10 / s e c . 
^nc-rgy 
(?A9V) 
C r o s s - s e c t i o n (_mb) with ganma rays of _^Adopted cross-
407 kaV 542 keV 972 keV 1293 keV s e c t i o n . 
(mb) 
9.7+1.7 _ _ - 2.77+0.15 
11.7+1.5 5.27+0.19 5.92+0.20 - 7,62+0.24 
13.6+1.4 10.87+0.30 12.92+0.34 11.71+0.3415.15+0.39 
15.2+1.3 31.22+1.65 53.60+2.25 - 35.59+1.96 
16.8+1.2 72.80+1.11 77.78+1.20 62.85+1.]463.77+1.14 
17.2^1.1 66.71+0.90 53.25+0.82 58.54n;.0.9966.96+0.96 
18.2+1.1 139.30+1.67 113.44+1.56 60.68+1.2143.43+1.02 
19.6+1.1 103.78+1.42 83.35+1.28 88.73+1.5398.89+1.49 
21.7+0.9 127.50+1.89 115.20+1.91 109.38+1.95113.59+1.90 
23.8+0.9 132.10+2.24 80.63+1.86 95.15+2.08 80.64+1.87 
2.77+0.15_ 
6.06+0.38 
12.40+0.45 
37.96+3.56 
69.13+1.78 
60.87+1.74 
74.64+10.51 
93.16+2.41 
116.54+1.95 
94.13+5.69 
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TABLE 3.18 
113. Exper imenta l da ta and r e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n fo r I n ( a , n ) 
116. 3b(16.Om)_ reaction 
-4 L^ ecay constan t = 7.21875 X 10" /sec. 
inergy Source Lapse Recording Photopeak counts under Adopted 
at time time 1293 keV cross-sectioi 
(MeV) (cm.) (sec.) (sec.) (mb) 
9.7+1.7 2.1 
11.7+1.5 2.1 
13.6+1.4 2.1 
16.8+1.2 2.1 
17.2+1.1 0.3 
13.2+1.1 2.1 
19.6+1.1 6.3 
21.7+0.9 9.3 
23.8+0.9 9.3 
3300 
4620 
5760 
6780 
3480 
7740 
5640 
4500 
6840 
294 
384 
380 
222 
234 
228 
222 
222 
258 
52 
85 
72 
85 
769 
28 
226 
312 
51 
1.00+0.14 
3.36+0.36 
6.54+0.73 
26.11+2.76 
34.17+1.24 
16.78+3.OQ 
50.13+3.33 
54.69+3.16 
42.19+5.79 
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TABLE 3.19 
113 ixparimental data anc reaction cross-section for In(«.,2n) reaction 
Jecav constant = 3.632 x lO" /sec. 
inergy Source Lapse Recording Photopeak counts under Adopted 
at time time 498 keV cross-section 
(iVieV) (cm.) (sec.) (sec.) (mb) 
17.2T;1.1 
19.5+1.1 
21.7+0.9 
23.8+0.9 
2O.2+0.9 
26.8+0.8 
28.5+0.9 
29.1+0.8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+0.7 
37.2+0.7 
6.3 
6.3 
9.3 
9.3 
9.3 
14.6 
14.6 
6.3 
14.6 
1^ .6 
14.6 
14.6 
14.6 
3480 
5640 
4500 
6840 
7800 
10920 
1980 
8760 
3330 
4620 
3120 
7560 
8640 
234 
222 
222 
258 
222 
270 
228 
234 
234 
228 
234 
234 
225 
2374 
3429 
9521 
. 9741 
8154 
2561 
-^ 8533 
7885 
27682 
54541 
15477 
5290 
4405 
16.22+0.61 
53.99+3.15 
185.67+5.85 
384.86+15.80 
527.19+25.86 
835.75+3.13 
366.55+18.87 
767.40+5.54 
2898.87+13.4' 
1169.16+30.2' 
674.20+50.9 
862.92+79.5 
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TABLE 3.20 
115. 
•xperimontal da ta and r e a c t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n for In(a»pn) 
117m, Sn r e a c t i o n 
7 Uecay c o n s t a n t = 5.729 x 10 /SGC 
insrgy 
(iVieV) 
17.2+1.1 
19.6+1.1 
21.7+C.9 
23.8+0.9 
2J.;"2+0.9 
26.8+0.8 
29.1+0.8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+C.7 
37.2+C.7 
33.9+0.7 
Source 
at 
(cm) 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
'-..1 
2.1 
2.. 1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
Lapse 
time 
( sec) 
95700 
193500 
98460 
194820 
100920 
122400 
211380 
124320 
212280 
126000 
213000 
127980 
Recording 
time 
(sec) 
1746 
588 
1728 
588 
1746 
1728 
588 
1728 
538 
1728 
588 
1728 
Photopeak counts under 
159 keV 
45019 
164C 
111771 
5218 
39861 
57563 
12375 
88040 
18513 
74388 
25036 
70174 
Adopted 
cross-section 
(mb) 
36.35+0.17 
4.16+0.10 
91.32+0.27 
13.24+0.18 
32.28+0.16 
44.4CI+0.19 
29.51+0.27 
67.98+0.23 
44.17+0.32 
57.50+0.21 
59.75+0.38 
54.30+0.21 
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CHAPTER IV 
NUCLEAR REACTION THEORIES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
A nuclear reaction at mocerate energy may be described 
to proceed in three stages. In the first stage the incident 
projectile interacts v/ith the target nucleus as a whole. This 
interaction results either in its scattering or absorption and 
thus giving rise to a nuclear reaction. 
The absorption of the incident projectile in the target 
nucleus leads to intermediate stage of nuclear reaction. It is, 
generally, kno^.'n as the 'Compound oystem'. The incident projectile 
exchanges its enerjy and momentum 'A'ith the nucleons of the target 
and results in some sort of collective motion. 
The third stage of the nuclear reaction leads through 
breaking-up of the compound system into residual nucleus and the 
emitted particles or light nuclei. The emitted particles or light 
nuclei remain under the influence of the residual nucleus before 
leaving the system. 
The description of nuclear reaction can schematically be 
presented as in figure 4.1. The left side of the figure represent? 
the first stage where the incident particle is under the influence 
of the target nucleus. The process of shape elastic scattering is 
AV33a sn3ionN 
aNnodiNOD 
: 1C7 : 
resulted. The target nucleus as a whole behaves like a 
potential well for this process. The absorption of projectile 
in the intornediate stage may result in many other different 
channels as indicated. The incident projectile may interact 
v.'itn one or few nucleons of the target nucleus and force them 
to leave the nucleus. These processes are called direct reactions 
because they lead directly into third stage. In addition to it 
multiple collisions, excitation of collective modes, surface 
vibrations, rotations etc. may also be expected. These all 
situations lead to third stage. Finally the energy and momentum 
exchanges between target and projectile result in the thermodyna-
micol equilibrium agiong all constituents of the compound system. 
The break-up of this compound system follows the statistical laws. 
The compound elastic scattering pi;ocess is also one of the ways 
for the decay of compound system into original constituents of 
the nuclear reaction. The final stage of the reaction into which 
the compound system decays by the particle emission, fission, or 
gamma de-excitation is shown on the extreem right of the figure 4.1. 
The first and tiie final stages of nuclear reaction process 
are better understood in terns of comolex potential. The real part 
of the complex potential is responsible for scattering process and 
imaginary part for absorption of oarticle. The second stage of 
nuclear reaction has not yet got sound footing. Therefore, some 
models have been developed to understand the physical phenomenon 
which are inherently taking place in the second stage of the 
c 
o 
u 
NOIiOBS-SSOdD 
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nucJ^ ear reaction. Bohr in 1936 gave the idea of compound reaction 
mechanism. This picture of compound nucleus model accounted well 
for the isotropic distribution of the emerging particles. Predomi-
nantly forward peaking of the outgoing particles in many experiment 
indicated the presence of direct reaction mechanism"^  . These 
two models represent tv/o extreem thoughts. In the first model, 
the whole system is involved while in second model only a few 
nucleons take part. At incident energy of about few tens of MeV 
almost continuous high energy components are seen in the energy 
spectrum of emitted particles. Figure 4.2 indicates the presence 
of multistep processes. It is reasonable to assume that a series 
of two body interaction inside the system may follow till the 
equilibrium is reached. In this process there is always a finite 
probability of particle emission after each interaction. Thus the 
incident particle does not necessarily coalesce immediately vvith 
target nucleus forming a compound nucleus but the thermodynamical 
equilibrium is reached in many steps. The particles emitted during 
the orocess of equilibrium are called 'Pre-eguilibrium' or 'Pre-
compound particles' and this mechanism the 'Pre-equilibrium' or 
2-7 
'Pre-compound process '. This process has bridged up the t^'o 
extremities i.e. the direct and compound nucleus orocesses. 
However, the compound nucleus process is expected to be present 
in all nuclear reaction taking place at moderate excitation as 
the last stage. 
: 109 : 
Recently many phenomenological models have been developed 
to account for pre-equilibrium emission. These pre-equilibrium 
models, though differ in specific and even at important points, 
are framed on some common hypothesis to describe the nuclear 
4 
process . 
4.2.1- STATISTICAL THHORY 
When a projectile falls upon a target nucleus, it is absorbe 
and a compound state is formed v.?hich is highly excited. The exci-
tation energy of-the compound state is the sum of the projectile 
energy and its binding energy. If the excitation energy is so 
high that it is not possible to treat each level of the compound 
state individually, statistical theory takes into account of this 
8-9 
situation. This theory was proposed by Weisskopf and his group 
in the year 1940. The behaviour of this theory is unknov/n at low 
and intermediate energies but the theory in itself is well establi-
shed for high energies. 
The statistical theory is based on the follov^ 'ing assumptions: 
(a) According to Bohr ' if the projectile has sufficiently low 
energy, it will be absorbed in the target nucleus and a compound 
system is formed. The excitation energy of the compound system is 
quickly shared among all nucleons of the target nucleus well before 
the re-emission of any kind take place. This compound system will 
-15 
stay together as such for a very short time (;^  10 sec.) until 
enough energy is concentrated on one or an assembly °f nucleons 
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for their escape to occur through various reaction channels. 
(b) There is an overlapping of levels at the excitation where 
the compound system is formed. This excitation of compound system 
is so high that a continuum of levels of given quantum numbers is 
formed, therefor^, a statistical average is obtained over all 
possible quantum numbers among the states. 
For higher energies of the projectile, the assumption 'a' 
is not completely valid because the nuclear reaction proceeds 
by other mechanism such as 'Direct Interaction' while the assumption 
'b' holds good. In the energy region upto 5 MeV the assumotion 'a' 
is completely true and assumption 'b' may not be true because a 
large number of levels of the compound system may not be excited. 
Both these assumptions may be valid in this energy region provided 
the spread in the energy of incident particle is greater than the 
level spacing so thrt the excitation of many levels is admissible. 
(c) The mode of decay of th? compound system depends upon the 
Quantum parameters 5, J an TX of the compound state and is indepen-
dent of the mode of its formation. This is knwon as 'Independent 
11-12 
Hypothesis'. According to this hypothesis the cross-section 
of nuclear reaction in a particular channel will be equal to the 
product of the cross-section for the formation of compound system 
and the probability of its subsequent decay through that channel. 
The channels for the formation of the compound system and its decay 
must be different. 
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Accordingly the cross-section for the (a,p) reaction 
can be written as: 
a ^„ = a (a) X - ^ (4.1) 
a -> p en ^  r-» 
where |'p~' is the partial width for the decay of compound nucleus 
through channel p, j "* is the total v\;idth and a (a) is the 
Oil 
probability for the formation of compound nucleus through channel a. 
Ratio iP/p is known as the branching ratio for th? decay of 
compound nucleus through channel p. 
For a oarticular (n,Y) reaction, the eauation 4.1 can be 
v/ritten in terms of radiation width ("Y"* 'vhich is the partial 
width for the decay of the compound system through radiation. Thus 
cJr-(n,Y) = d (a) x 'J(, .... (4.2) 
£ '' en P 
where a„(n,Y) is the (n,Y) reaction cross-section at energy E. 
c 
4 . 2 . 2 LEVSL JJIDTH 
If the mean l i f e time of the compound system ' C before i t s 
d i s i n t e g r a t i o n i s T'(E ) then one can def ine the q u a n t i t y : 
| 7 E ^ ) = V t(E^) . . . . (4.3) 
which is 'fi times the rate of disintegration per unit time. The 
unit of j is ^n energy and it plays the role of level width, 
commonly knovm as total width of the compound system 'C with an 
excitation energy E . The compound system 'C with an excitation 
E can decay into a number of ways, called channels. The total 
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decay rate referring to specific channel 
^H^) = S 1^ (E^) .... (4.4) 
where the summation is extended over all possible channels into 
which the compound system 'C can decay. The soecific decay rate 
\n (Ep) is also a function of excitation energy and is called the 
partial width for the decay into channel p. 
The general statistical theory has been presented by 
13 
Vvolfenstein and special ized i t for i n - e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing processe 
14 
by Feshback and Hauser and f ina l ly for capture processes by 
iV.argolis 
4.2.3 MARGOLIS FORMULA 
Let I be the spin of the target nuclei, which combine Vi/ith 
the spin of the projectile s and gives the channel spin quantum 
number j = I + s if Ij^O with azimuthal quantum number m 
varying from -j to +j in the step of one. Let us choose 
z-direction to be the direction of incident projectile. According 
14 to Hauser and Feshback the cross-section for the formation of 
compound nucleus of spin J by the incident neutrons (s = l/2) 
of angular momentum 1, energy E and travelling in z direction 
with azimuthal quantum number C can be written as : 
o(l,j,J,m,E) = (21+1)71 /^ ^ T^(E)lC(l,j,0 ml Jm)|^ .... (4.5) 
where 2TX/^  is the wavelength of incoming neutron, C(ljOmlJm) is 
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the Clebsch Cordan coefficient which is defined as the probability 
that 1 and j vdth their z-component 0 and m resoectively 
combine vectorially to give a spin J with z-component m. The 
T-,(E) is the wave mechanical penetration factor due to sharp 
change in the potential at the nuclear surface and to the centri-
fugal barrier. For electrically charged oarticles coulomb barrier 
also acts in addition to these barriers. 
The cross-section for a particular inelastic process is 
obtained by multiplying the equation 4.5 by the relative probabilii 
of the process. Thus the cross-section for the radiative capture 
process is given by 
a 
cap i _ = a (l,j,J,m,E) X !Y^(B+E) / | ^(B+E) 
= (21+1)71/^^T^(E) |C(1,j,0,ml J,m)|^ x|'^-^( B+E)/1~-^(B+E) 
(4.6) 
From the proper t ies of C-coefficient: 
lC(l,j,0,m|j,m)l^ = [2J+1] / [21+l] .... (4.7) 
Substituting this value of the C-coefficient from eouation 4.7, 
the cross-section for the capture process becomes 
ajap = TiA^T^(E)(2J+l) x |V(B+E)/ i"~^(B+E) .... (4.8) 
r-l T _ _ T 
Y and ] are radiation width and the total width of 
the compound nucleus of spin J at the excitation energy E+B. 
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Since the channel spin is given by j = 1+1/2 or 1-1/2 except 
for 1 = 0 for which first alternative exists. Each value of the 
channel spin has(2j+l) orientation in space. The total number of 
these orientation in space will be 2(l+l/2)+l+2(l-l/2)+l=(2I+l)x2, 
The relative probability that the incident neutrons in an 
unpolarised bean and the target nucleus v/ill be found to have 
channel spin j is given by g(j) = (2j+l)/2(2I+l) and is called 
th=^  statistical weight of channel spin. 
Summing over all possible J and 1 and averaging over j 
and m, the neutron capture cross-section for an unpolarised beam 
is given by 
2 oo oo J \-~J / 
^cao = Jthrr ^ f^T,(E) l ^. , (2J+1) i l J B ± E l 
cap ^l^-I+l)i^o 1 j=o J'-^ r(B+E) 
( 4 .9 ) 
where ^  • •, is the statistical weight factor defined as 
J - 1 <_ j, and J2 <. J+1 , t. , = 2 
J - 1 < j^ or J2 < J+1 » ^j,i = 1 
J 
J - 1 < neither j ^ nor J2 < J+1, ^j^1 = 0 
and j and J2 are two values of the channel spin. 
Under the assumption th^t coulomb barrier prohibits the 
emission of charged oartioles up to .^5 MeV incident energy of 
the neutrons, the probability of the emission of charged particles 
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may be assumed negliaibly small hence the total width of radiation 
can be taken as the sum of partial neutron v/idth and radiation 
width. Denoting the oartial "-idth for the emission of neutrons 
of angular momentum 1' and energy E' from a compound nucleus 
c5f spin J by I ' (E')> hence 
n 
IZ'LBlEi ^  I7^(B.£) . \-'^'\En 
1Y (B+E) IY (B+E) 
17^'^'(E') 
= 1 + -2- (4.10) 
IY ^(3+Z) 
In order to compare equation (4.1C) v^/ith experiment, the 
form of radiation width and its increase with energy is needed. 
The estimate for th^ ratio of neutron V'/idth to the radiation \«/idth 
is obtained as follows : 
The neutron width | '"(£') is given by 
|-J,1'(H.) = - 4 ^ . T^ ,(H') .... (4.11) 
Therefore, 
1~J,1' T 
'n lili __DllBi . ^  /£,N _. 1 
•J/ 
o_ 1—J/.N * ^1'^" '' .—J(B+E) 2n JY "(B) " 17 
5,. T,,(£') . -iX-iBl_ ,,., (4.12) 
Y ^(B+E) 
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The ratio of radiation width of states of spin J and 
given parity with excitation B and B+5 takes the form 
B 2A+I 
lY ^^+^^ / £ f (B+E- G) d& 
o 
Therefore, 
n 
Y ^(B+H) 
5j. T^,(E') . f^ (E) .... (4.13) 
where B is binding energy of neutron emitted, B+E is the 
excitation energy of the compound nucleus, D (€) is the spacing 
of the levels of the compound nucleus of spin J and given oarity 
ompoun at excitation £ ,^(E) is the level density of all kind of c 
nucleus at excitation E, and 2 is the multipole type of radiatio 
is the Y-ray decay of the compound nucleus. 
Using equations (4.9), (4.10), (4.13), vve get 
2 ^ J 
I'n 
(4.14) 
^ui___ z [T (•-) y i-^ 
'cap 2(21+1) • ^ ^^ 1 - j;^ l+a,f;N(H)E se.J ,.T,,(E-En) 
where En is the energy of the nth excited state of the 
residual nuclei for n > 0. E = 0 is th? ground state energy 
and th^ corresponding spins are denoted by i and j = i ± ^ 
The sum over 1' must include only those terms that conserve the 
parity of the system i.e.^for each E^, there must be only odd 
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or even 1' values depending on whether the narity of the ground 
state and nth excited state are opposite or the same. The sum 
over n includes only excited states for which E < E. 
' n 
In the derivation of the above equation (4.14), the compound 
nuclear reaction leading to individual resolved state of the final 
nucleus were considered. 
For carrying out calculations, the spin and parity of the 
l3vel must be known not only for those levels for which we are 
interested in calculating inaalstic scattering, but for all the 
levels below the incident neutron energies. Unfortunately, for 
many nucleus the level scheme is available only for a few excited 
levels so that we have to make some assumption in order to overcome 
this situation. 
If we consider the caoture cross-section formula enuation 
(4.14) e.g.jth? inealstic scattering to levels with unknown chara-
cteristics can be approximately taken into account by putting 
J J 
E S E ^.^ , l'.T,,(E-E ) = E £. ,1'.T.,(E-E^) + 
/''(2J+1) f .(e- e) E T,,(E)de ....(4. 
E °^ 1' ^ 
15 
' - O f ' ^, !• • ' -
"p 
where E is the energy of the highest known level and ? ,(lj) p ^, ^ 'ot 
is the density of states of the target nucleus at excitation energy 
U. 
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4.2.4 WEISSKOPF-SWING MODEL 
As the incident enerqy of neutron increases, a very 
large number of nuclear states are involved in the reaction 
process. However, if one assumes that there is^ no angular 
momentum restriction, a very sim.ple formula can be obtaine'd 
in order to estimate particle emission cross-sections. 
Let us how consider a compound nucleus process which 
describes the absorption of a neutron and emission of a particle 
V . We denote with ^J^^x^) the orobability per unit time of 
emitting a particle ^ with energy Ey. The emitted particle 
has a statistical weight factor g = 2s + 1 due to its spin. 
The residual nucleus has an excitation energy U^ and a 
cross-section for absorbing particle >* into the compound state 
a^{Ep). It is also known as inverse cross-section. If the 
intermediate compound state is formed with cross-section a (E) , 
we can thus write 
Gp (£, Ey) = a^(E) (4.16) 
whore E is the energy of the incident neutron and P is the 
sum of all particle probabilities of decay over all energies and 
all kind of particles. 
Making use of the principle of detailed balance equation 
(4.16) can explicitly be v;ritten in the following form 
Q 
_ , _ • a^(H) g^ p^5jEv) f^(U;;) .... (4.17) 
1- 9 
2 g / P,. ^p (n_y) ?j;(U^)d£p 
V 0 ^ 
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where p^ is the momentum of tha emitted particle V and 
'^^ is the level density of the residual nucleus. Formula as 
given by equation (4.17) is referred to as the V/eisskopf-Hwing 
formula 
14 15 
Hauser-Feshback and Margolis formulae reduce to 
Weisskopf-Hwing formula under the hypothesis of high level density 
and assuming an equal distribution of levels between two parities. 
In particular, assuming an energy dependence of compund cross-
section as given by 
o (E) = a (a + p/E) (4.18) 
with d , a and p constants, Margolis formula reduces to 
/ (aE+p)<? (U-6) de' 
0 "^ 
where M is the neutron mass, | (B ) the average radiation 
width at neutron binding excitation energy, P the level density 
of the compound nucleus for J = 0 levels and 
g(i) = ; "%^?oc (U'-£)d6// Vfoc^'^"-^')^^ •••• (4.2C) 
£ " 0 
if the 'A'eisskopf estimate is adopted. 
It has to be noted that in deriving equation (4.19) the 
neutron emission "/as considered as the only process competing 
with Y emission. 
NEUTRON IN 
^jj^T-7ay 
Fig.No. ^.3 DIRECT CAPTURE 
NEUTRON IN 
f-ray 
Fig.No4A COLLECTIVE CAPTURE 
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4.2.5 DIRECT HUO COLLHCTI'/i CAPTUrtH MOJaLS 
17 1R 1Q 
The direct capture model ' ' considers that the incideH 
neutron, during its movement through nuclear potential field of tB 
target nucleus, emits a Y~^ siy while undergoing a direct transitiH 
to an unoccupied particle bound state as shovn in Fig. 4.3. 
In the collective model the capture of incident neutron 
proceeds via intermediate states. In this picture the target 
nucleus may have shape oscillations and an incident neutron exper-l 
ienc6s a slightly deformed potential. The interaction of the 
nucleon with nucleus through deformed potential can excite collecti 
modes of the target. In the capture process the nucleon is scatte' 
in to an empty particle bound state and the nucleus is excited to 
its giant dipole state. The latter then decays emitting a y-^ay ^M 
shown in figure 4.4. It is to be noted that collective capture 
process has a relatively long time compared with the direct capturj 
in the giant resonance energy region, but a very short one comparecj 
v/ith life time of the compound states. 
The compound nucleus model predicts cross-sections whose 
order of magnitude is fev; microbarn for medium or heavy nuclei. 
On the other hand, direct and collective models predict cross-
sections of •^  1 mb with a very smooth 'A' dependence. These 
predictions seem rather well confirmed by the most recent moasure-
20 17 
ments . Lane and Lynn have derived a- simple equation to get an 
order of negnitude of direct capture process. Using square v.'ell 
potential and contribution to the dielectric dipole transition 
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matrix element only for distance less than the nuclear radius, 
the expession for direct capture cross-section is givon by 
0 6(Z/A)2 R4 (3)1/2 _3 ^ ^ Q-10 
^ U ^  n 1 j^ g^ ^ , ... ^  (4.21) 
nr n /Q 
2 + E /2 + 16.8 £ ^'" / R 
where Z and A are tne atomic and mass number, R is the 
nuclear radius in fermi, H is the neutron energy in J.leV and 
c. the radiated ohoton energy. 
21 
In latter publication Lane and Lyno sho'"ed that a 14 LleV 
tiie cross-sections evaluated by eouation (4.21) are increased by 
a factor of 4 if the dipole transition for radial distance greateij 
than nuclear radius are not neglected. By taking the 3axon- .'ood 
potential insteafi of square well, the cross-sections were reduced 
by a factor of 8. This is primarily due to the oartial cancellati 
of interior and exterior contributions to electric dioole integr'^lB 
0 0 O ^ ^^ 
Longo and S a p o r e t t i ' shov/ed t h a t the i n t e r f e r e n c e c o n t r f l 
bu t ton between t'l'^ d i r e c t and c o l l e c t i v e cap tu re p rocesses g ives arH 
i n t e r f e r i n g term vnich improved the agreement between exoer iment a r | 
t h e o r y . I t i s observed t h a t t h i s i n t e r f e r i n g term may be c o n s t r u -
c t i v e , d e s t r u c t i v e as well as z e ro . At the oeak of g i a n t d ipo le 
resonance t h i s term i s found to be c o n s t r u c t i v e and d e s t r u c t i v e 
below the peak. 
4 . 3 . 1 PRi-EQUILIBRIUM THEORY 
I t i s observed t h a t e x c i t a t i o n func t ion in a high energy 
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nuclear reaction at a particular angle looks as shown in fig. 4.2H 
The broader peak in lovyer energy region is attributed to evapora-
tion of particles from a compound nucleus and the sharp peaks in 
high energy tail region are attributed to the population o"^  low 
lying states of residual nucleus. This portion can easily be 
attributed to the direct reactions. The smooth curve that joins 
these two distinct region may be attributed to precompound decay. 
Since the emission or evaporation of the nucleons takes place oricB 
to the formation of long-lived compound state, this emission is 
4 5 6 24 knovm as pre-equilibrium decay ' ' ' 
In the direct reaction the projectile enters the nucleus 
and interact only with few nucleo-ns. In the process of interactioij 
the time taken is equal to the transit time of the nucleus. This 
reaction is recognised by angular distribution of tho emitted 
particles. These are emitted usually in the forward direction. 
From this study we get the information about the static properties 
4 
of the nuclei . 
In compound nucleus theory the time taken by the particle 
— 16 
in emitting from the compound system is long enough ( 10 sec). 
After the formation of compound nucleus, the particle emission is 
governed by statistical laws. The decay of the compound nucleus is 
independent of the mode of its fromation. In these reaction the 
angular distribution of emitted -particles is isotropic and has 
Maxv^ /ellian spectrum. From the study of comoound nuclear reaction 
one can get the nuclear level densities of the residual nucleus. 
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It is independent of th3 properties of the emitted particles 
of the target nucleus. The angular distribution is symmetric 
about 90 of the direction of tho incident projectile. 
In between these two states of affair a series of complicalM 
collisions continue inside the nucleus as a result of initial intei^ 
action with a certain probability for particle emission as a resulj 
of each such interaction. In these processes tho selectivity of 
the direct reaction is lost. Moreover, only few degress of freedoij 
are involved . 
At about tens of MeV excitation the formation of eauilibriuiiB 
state is not so simple as in the case of compound nucleus. At such* 
excitation the oossibility of multiple collisions and col''ective 
excitation increases resulting in tho emission of particles or 
nuclei before the compound state is formed. Many theoretical model 
were proposed to account for this situation. Most of them are vvith 
the core conceot of the comoound system "/hich involves initially 
fev-^' degrees of freedom and later on it passes through more complies 
configur^^tion till tho equilibrium is reached. The most important 
models are : 
(a) Intranuclear Cascade Model (ICM) 
(b) -!arp-?,:iller and Berne Model (HMB) 
(c) Exciton Model (EM) 
(d) Hybrid Model 
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4.3.2 INTRANUCLSA.l _CASCAD£ MCDHL (ICM) 
In this model tha interaction betv^ eon projectile and 
nucleus is assumed t^vo body interaction. The successive interac-
tions have been assumed to follow three dimensional geometry. The 
trajectories of nucleons after interaction are followed until some 
arbitrary energy is attained by the nucleon. This energy is gene-
rally above thj average equilibrium value. In this orocess the 
actual calculations become more complicated after few collisions. 
Various froms of nuclear potential well and nuclear density distri-
25-26 butions have been used . This model is perhaps the only model 
that give the angular distribution of emitted oarticles. It does 
not oredict the sa'^no very well in the medium energy range. 
4.3.3. HARP-MILLER AND BSRNc MODHL (HM3) 
27 
This model has been represented in figure 4.5. Let the 
process of eouilibrium in this mor'el starts at time "&• . The total 
excitation energy of the nucleus is divided into suitable bins of 
width of the order of 1 MeV. The number of single particle levels 
in each such bin rre calculated using a Fermi gas distribution and 
stored. These calculation can bo done either '"ith a nucleus '-'ith 
some initial population of excited particles and holes or '«'ith a 
nucleus in ground state. As a result of these calculations the 
fractional occupation of each bin is affected and is followed in 
the calculations as a function of time. The shaded areas of 
figure 4.5 represent the occupied fraction of each bin which 
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changes after each int2rvr'>l o^ time. It has been assumed that 
the relaxation tine of residual nucleus is long enough in compa-
rision to the life time of nuclear emission. The rat^ of allowed 
transitions of all the nucieons in the nucleus for a given incident 
nucleon is computed and also th= rate of emission of excited particl 
into the continuum. Both internal transition and the particle emi-
ssion into tho continuum are calculated statistically and the cross-
section for each process is divided accordingly. The tvo body 
transition rates ar=' calculated usinc nucleon-nucleon scattering 
cross-sections and transition rates into the continuum using inverse 
cross-sections and free particle phase space factors. These calcu-
lations are repeated till all possible ways of scattering out of 
and into each bin are considered. In this way the pooulation of 
each bin gets modified -^/ith time. In this manner the state of 
eguilibrium is reached either when the fractional occupation of 
each bin is equilized or when some minimum dfifference in fractiona 
occupation of each bin is attained. This equilibrium state in the 
model is realized by solution of a set of differential eauations. 
T'"o components (Neutron and nroton) Fermi gas has also been used in 
28 
later versions 
4.3.4 3XCIT0N "CD3L (En) 
The complexity occuring in follc'li^ g the bin oooulation in 
time in HMB model is removed in this exciton model. This model "vas 
29 
oroposed by Griffen . In this model the densities of intermediate 
• X ^  O • 
states are characterized by particle-hole (exciton) number ?nd 
assume a statistical copulation of th'^ 'se states in the eouili-
bration sequence. The equilibration processes as formulated in 
this model are shov/n in the figure 4.6..The incident nucleon 
enters tho nuclear potential yhere all the nucelons are in their 
ground state. This state is characterized by Ip, Ch state. A 
series of tv/o body interactions start. The first interaction 
produces a 2P, Ih (2 particle, 1 hole) state. In these calculatioj 
it has been assum.ed that all configurations of a given exciton staH 
are equally probable. These successive tv/o body interactions may 
further lead either to 3p, 2h state, bac'< to initial Ip, Oh or 
even to a different 2p, Ih state. The probability of each 
c 'nfiguration has been assumed to be proportional to the density 
of accessible final states. The initial configuration has least 
number of particles and holes. The level densities of intermediate! 
states are rapidly increasing function of p, h number. As a resul 
of it the system moves predominantly in the direction of eauilibriui] 
The each intermediate configuration is characterised by the soecifi 
particle hole number. Some fraction of these configuration v/ill 
have atleast one particle v/ith energy higher than its binding 
energy. By knowing t'^.is fraction in a given exciton state, one 
can easily calculate the relative probability of emission of a 
oarticle from a state of given exciton number. Tho total sn^^ctrum 
of oarticles emitted, before equilibrium is reached, may be calcu-
lated on a relative bas's by summing over th^ " contributions from 
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each state. It appears obviously that th3 initial states of 
simple configurations have highest probability for the emission 
of energetic narticlos. I'.'ith the increase of p, h number tov/ard 
the equilibrium value, the probability of emission of any oarticle 
decreases exponentially anrl hence tho emission rate. Level densit 
of th^ intermediate states olay an important role in this model. 
Single particle level densities, assuming the nucleus to be degene-
rate Fermi gas "dth equidistant levels, are often used for calcula-
ting the exciton level densities" , More realistic Nilsson model 
30 level snacings may also b9 used . '-.illiams gave the follo^ ving 
expression for tho particle-hole state density in the uniform 
A ,31 
spacing model 
n-1 
^n^"'' pi h i (n-1) i 1.4.zz; 
v</here 
A(p,h) = ^ (p^ + h^) + i (p - h) - ^ h 
and n = p+h 
I t i s g e n e r a l l y assumed t h a t the f r a c t i o n of n e x c i t o n 
s t a t e s , in which a t l e a s t one p a r t i c l e i s a t an energy £ +B above 
the Fermi energy, i s given by the r a t i o 
—Q = _Ejh . . . . {^.23) 
?n( = ' ?o.h( = ) p , h 
'."here U is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus and £ 
is the channel energy of the emitted particle. 
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The probability of decay from n exciton state is given 
by 
p(e)d£M2s+i)[|4";-]-'^^^-^^^--^ •••• "^-'^ ^ 
where "1^  is th? mean life time of n exciton state. The other 
terms are particle spin degeneracy, the phase space and oenetrabil' 
factors. The total decay probability can be obtained from eouatior 
4.24 by substituting for level densities from equation 4.22 and 
summing it from initial exciton number (n ) to enuilibrium excit 
nu'-'iber (n) in steps of An = + 2. Therefore, 
n 
P(e) de = Z P (6)d€ 
n 
n=n^ 
= -I2stll_rn€.a. ^^ (i) ""^C n-l)T d6 ....(4.25) 
•^  0 
An=+2 
The mean life time "f may be evaluated on a relative basis 
( 
as follows 
2 
^ ' n - ="t; ^ " ^ '''•' ^n'^-^ •••• ^4-26^ 
where |M| is the matrix element for the residual two body 
interactionj Q,{E) is the density of accessible final states and 
A^, ' the transition rate from an initial exciton state (n) to 
n -n' 
a final state (n*). 
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Williams gave tho following expression for the internal 
transition ratios 
A. = 4 2 ^ iHl^ -^'"^ 
'+ T^— IMi --t7^:nT 
A_ = - ^ ^ ^ iMl^^ P '^  ^ -^-^  .... (4.07) 
A o = ^ i^ '^^1^  g-U[i(3n-2)] 
Here g is the density of single p a r t i c l e level and X >/\_> ^^d 
/\ are r e l a t i v e in te rna l t r ans i t i on r a t i o for -An = +2, -2 and C 
re spec t ive ly . I t i s observed fron these expressions tha t 
A , > > A if n < < n . If A =A is assumed at eguilibriurn 
(n = n) , i t follows that 
n = /^^ gE (4.28) 
The matrix element JM] for residual two body interaction 
is not well known. In V.'illiaras exoression eauation 4.27 the average 
matrix element |M| is used. At low excitation energies, it is 
33 
reasonable to assume energy independent matrix element , while at 
higher excitations energy dependent matrix elements are used. 
Kalbach-Cline gave the following expression for the energy deoendenc 
of matrix element 
_ 2 
|M1 = Flw . A~^ E""- (4.29) 
where A is the mass number and E the excitation energy of the 
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3 
compound system. FM(.'.leV ) is generally treated as an adjustable 
3 34 
parameter ranging from 95 to 7000 MeV . Recently follov-'ing 
expression for the residual two body matrix elements are also 
^35 
proposed 
- 2 ^ 1/2 1/2 
|Ml (n,£) = - ^ (^^) (-^) e < 2 MeV 
A e 
_ 2 p.. 1/2 
1M1 (n,E) = -T^-(-jf^) 2 MeV < e < 7 MeV 
A 6 
- 2 o 
\h\\ (n,E) = FM/A e 7 MeV <. e £15 MeV 
2 , l/2 
1M| (n,E) =-^~ (i2 MeV>) ^^ .^^^ < ^  ^_^ (4^3^) 
A e ® 
here e = l/n is the average excitation energy per exciton. 
4.3.5 HY3RID_A>]^ ._330METRY _D5PE:iDENT HYBFYIJ MOPqi 
The exciton model gives the relative spectral yield of 
emitted oarticles rather than absolute differential cross-sections 
On the other hand, HMB model oermits the calculation of absolute 
spectral yield at the cost of complex and tough calculations. 
An another approach was proposed by Al. Blann in which 
the excited copulations during the process of ecuilibration were 
calculated follov;ing partial state densities of the exciton model. 
The intranuclear tr^ -^ -ition rates of the excited particles were 
obtained from calculations of the mean free paths of nucleons 
inside the nucleus. The calculation of the excited populations 
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during equilibration were based on free N-N scattering cross-
sections corrected for the Pauli principle. This approach combing 
the simplicity of the exciton model v;ith the ability to calculate^ 
absolute cross-sections of the HMB model, and is called the HybriH 
Model. In this hybrid model continuum decay rates are calculated 
from partial state densities as in the exciton model and mean frefB 
path of nucleons in nuclear matter is used for the estimation of 
intranuclear transition rates. The mean free paths are calculated 
37 
either from free N-N scattering cross-sections corrected for 
37 
Pauli principle or from imaginary optical potential . The intra-
nuclear transition rates are obtained by dividing the particle 
velocity \jith the mean free path. The pre-equilibrium decay proba 
bility in hybrid model is expressed as 
n ^ (U,fe)g dg ;\ (6) p (fe)d6 = z [n p -^-^—• n - T - f ^ r n — T F T On 
"" n=n^ ^ ?P,h(H) '^  c^ "'' ^/^n+2^^^ ^ 
n 
= I n Pie) d6 (4.31) 
-=% 
The expression in the first set of breckets uses partial 
state densities to give the number of oarticles of type x 
(neutrons or protons) in an n-excited state that are in an unbound 
* 
level with energy bet^ 'een € and€+d6 in the continuum. The seconc 
set of brackets gives the fraction of those particles at energy £ 
that are emitted into Lhe continuum rather than undergoing a 
transition to an n+2 exciton state. The D represents the 
n 
population surviving particle omission from simpler states. 
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In a later fromuLation Blann included the ef-^ ects of 
the interactions in diffused nuclear surface. This is called 
the Geometry Jependent Hybrid Model. The nuclear density dis-
tribution can effect the pre-equilibrium decay because : 
(a) the mean free path for intranuclear transitions v>/ill be 
groater in diffus,^  edge, and 
(b) the Fermi energy will be lower in the diffused region. 
In this GDH model, the pre-equilibrium decay probability 
is calculated as a function of nuclear density. Following Fermi 
density distribution is used to include the geometry effects : 
-1 
CI(R-L) = dg[exp(R^- C)/C.55 fm. +l] (4.32) 
where d is the saturation density of nuclear matter and the 
s 
39 
charge radius C is given by 
C = 1.18 A^ /"^  [1 - ( ^—T7q) ] + ^ (4.33) 
1.18 A^/^ 
where A is the reduced de-Broglie v/avelength of the projectile. 
The radius of the 1th partial wave is defined by 
R^^ = /^  (H + 1/2) (4.34) 
The corresponding dependence of Fermi energy (E^) and single 
particle level density (g ) on nuclear matter density are taken 
as follows: 
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2/3 
£p(R£) = £p [ < cl(Rjj^) >/ d^] MeV (4.35) 
and 
g^ (Rg^ ) = [Ep/3p(R^)] [A / 28] .... (4.36) 
hera Ep is tho Fermi energy at the saturation density and 
X identify the tvpe of the particle. 
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CHAPTER V 
COMPUTER CODES 
5 .1 INTRODUCTION 
The computer codes carry out a large amount of calculation 
in a very short time. Differen"^ . computer codes have been written 
for different purposes. 
'FISPRO' code was first developed for radiative capture 
cross-section calculation in fast energy region. This code was 
written in Fortran II and machine language. The energy deoendence 
of the radiation width '''as assumed accoriing to the ''.Veisskopf 
estimates' . FISPRO-II computer code is the nevf version of the old 
'rISPRO' code. This code is rather an improvement in the old 
version in order to include 'Axel estimate' for energy dependence 
of radiation width |Y > cascade and (n,2Y) orocesses. The esti-
mation of the direct capture process has been improved in the 
recent code. It also takes into account the collective capture 
process. 
Another computer code ALICH/LIVERMORE-82, which is a revisioi 
2 3 
of the previous codes ALICE and OVERLAID ALICE , has been developec 
for computing the excitation functions of the reactions induced by 
neutron, proton, deuteron and a-particle. These codes were 
previously used for orecompound and compound/statistical fission 
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calculations. These calculations were based on Weisskopf-Ewing 
4 
evaporation model and hybrid/geometry dependent hybrid models 
5-6 
for pre-compound decay during the formation of compound nucleus 
In the present calculation VJeisskopf-Ewing evaporation mode, 
has been taken instead of rigorous Hauser-Feshback model. It redu' 
the computation time. Moreover, this model is independent of angu-
lar momentum of the nucleus. 
5.2 CODE FISPRO-II 
This code is very useful for the study of gross behaviour 01 
the capture cross-section for a large number of nuclei in the fast 
energy range. The details of the models used and the mode of cal-
culation are given in the following subsections. 
5.2.1 THECRETICAL MODELS 
The theoretical model, which has been adopted in the code, 
is the famous Hauser-Feschback one which was developed by Margolis 
The formula is 
^^,2 Q^. , (2J+1)T (J,E) F^(E) 
n,Y 2(21+1) n' * ' J , a/ 1, 
1 J y T (J,E) + I £ . , \ ^ "^ "^  ) 
Y ''' t',E' J'*^' 
(5.1) 
where I is the spin of the target, J spin of the compound 
nucleus, j and j' spin of the entrance and exit channel 
respectively, Q,. n accessible channel numbers given by 
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'J ^^.l 
2 if both j, and j ^ s'atisfy J-^ iJO+t 
1 if j-, or J2 satisfy J-i <_j<_J+1 
0 if neither j, Tlor J2 satisfy J-(. £j<.J+t. 
Let us consider the case of neutron capture for non-fissile 
nuclei. The corresponding formula for the average cross-section 
can be obtained by putting 
T^(J,E) = T^(J,E) • • • • \ Ij • -^ ) 
S T (J,E) = T (J,E) (5.3) 
in above equation 5.1. The capture term T (J,E) represents the 
capture of the neutron with no particle re-emission, whereas 
T (J,£) represents the competition due to all exist channel in 
which the compound nucleus initially emits a Y-i"ay« The link 
between penetrabilities and strength frunctions gives us 
T ^ J,E) = 2% —^^-^ " 
^'^ <D(J,£)> 
.... (5.4) 
?n 
On the basis of the '-Veisskopf estimate' the energy depeH" 
ce of K r ) and (^\ ) was given by Lane and Lynn for the 
radiative capture as follows: 
<|:j;(J,B^ +E)> =G(J,B^) D(J,B^+E) / 
D (o, B + E -6) 
•••• \D»D/ 
: 140 : 
B +E 
< r ( J , B +E)) =G(J ,B ) D (J B +5) / " -I~~ 
e n n ' "^  E D (o, 
e^ d 
B^+E - a ) 
(5 .6 ) 
where 
G(j,Bn) =^J3i:!nl> 1 . . . . (5.7) 
B(J,3^) J " e? i& 
0 D(o, B„- e) 
n 
3 is the binding energy and D(j,U) is the mean spacing of the 
nuclear leve ls with spin J a t exc i ta t ion energy U. 
9 In the presend days the 'Axel es t imate ' i s more frequently 
used in place of './eisskopf es t imate . I t is obtained by the follwoir 
subs t i tu t ion in the above formula : 
^-3 . §^^ (5.8) 
'^ ^ ^ 2 2 2 2 2 
(£R - e ) + £ |--
where So ^'^^ ID~ 3^ ® "the appropriate giant resonance parameters 
The expressions in equation 5.5 and 5.6 differ only in the 
lower limits ap-eari'^ .g in the integrals. The lovv^ er limit in the 
expression for ^  | ^ is higher than the limit in the expression 
for ^ T / in order to omit the cases where the initial gamma rays 
has an energy £ , vvhich is smaller than the incident neutron energy 
E. If S < £, the initial gamna rays will always be follov^ed 
neutron emission, giving rise to a (n,Yn') reaction. This reaction 
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is indistinguishable from a(n,n;Y) reaction. 
More common form of the average radiative capture cross-
section is written in the form which is obtained by putting : 
T^(1,E) = T|,(E) .... (5.9) 
5 (J,B„) 
Sj = zr^~ (5.10) 
271 17(J,B^) 
D(o,U) = . .^.,v • (5.11) 
B +0) ^ 3 ,-) / o , , \ Ar B +E 
n ^ Knr (B^+a)-e)dG n -
f(E,a)) = / -^ ^ / / £^f (3 -h£-6)d£ 
U) O 
(5.12) 
and assuming F = 1, one has the following form of the capture 
cross-section; 
„ x ^ . Gu(2j+1) f (E; E) 
5 (E) = —7-^ r E T (E) ^ •^-
n,Y 2(21+1) ^ i J 1 + £,,f(E,o) S S e.^  T,,(E-E^) 
^ I' k Jk,i' ^ ^ 
(5.13) 
where E, is the energy of the kth excited level in the target 
nucleus. We can incorporate the inelastic scattering by the levels 
with unknown characteristics of the target nuclei by putting 
^ ,./ V ( E - E j - E Z € ^ n.T.,(E- E j 
«r k Jk '^  «• ^ i' k<p 
+ / (2J+1) RAE-e) E L,(e)d<i (5.14) 
p 'OX nf t 
P ^ 
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where E is the energy at which the first unkno'vn level is 
assumed to be found and ^ ^(U) is the density of the states of 
the target nucleus at the excitation energy U. 
As the energy of the incident neutron increases, a very 
large number of nuclear states are involved in the reaction. If 
we assume that there are no angular momentum restrictions, a very 
simple formula can be obtained to estimate the cross-sections for 
particle emission. /Assuming an equal distribution of levels 
between the two parities, equation (5.13) becomes 
2 2 
^ (E) = -%ii- (^  +V/£)| —(B ) ^  (B ) -.r 2LEI 
n,Y -^m ^ ' ^ ' y n o c ^ n c 
/ (tiE+v) ^^^(u-e)de 
o 
(5.15) 
where, m is neutron mass, | (^  ) the average radiation width 
at neutron binding excitation energy, ^  the level density of 
the compound nucleus for J = 0 levels, and g(E) is given by 
D^+E ; B^ 
g(H) = / % ^ ?oc(U'-£)d€//€|^^(U"-6)d6 .... (5.16) 
E / o 
equation if the '.'Veisskopf estimate is adopted. In this formula 
the neutron emission was considered as the only process competing 
with Y emission. The symbols used in equations (5.15) and (5.16) 
are from those of reference . For the constants \x and ^ , the 
following A dependence has been adopted : 
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-1/3 
L^ = 0.76 + 2.2 X A (5.17) 
-2/3 
p = 2.12 X A • - 0.05 (5.18) 
5.2.2 LEVEL DENSITY FORMULA 
The level density ? of a nucleus is independent of odd-eve 
character of the nucleus itself, provided an effective excitation 
energy U is defined in a suitable manner. Regarding the defini-
tion of the effective energy, one can consider two possibilities. 
First, one can assume that this energy has to be evaluated from a 
' 12 
reference level which is the fundamental state of odd-odd nuclei 
In this case 
U = U + A (5.19) 
n 
with 
A = 0 for odd-odd nuclei 
= o for odd A nuclei 
20 for even-even nuclei 
where U is the excitation energy evaluated from the ground state 
and 2 5' is the negative quantity of the order of pairing energy 
for even-even nuclei. This assumption is based on the fact that 
an amount of energy equal to the pairing energy is required to 
break the binding of the coupled nucleons in the nucleus so that 
such an energy must be added to the excitation energy in order 
that all nuclei behave in the same way as Fermi Gas. Secondly, 
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one can assume that effective excitation energy has to be 
evaluated from tha ground state of even-even nuclei, so that 
the level density of odd-odd or odd A nuclei starts at a 
13 
higher value than that of even-even nuclei . In this case 
'^  odd A (U) = V even-even (U ^-S) 
^odd-odd (U) = ^ even-even (U + 2S") 
U and 2o are already defined, but 2 6" is assumed to be 
positive quantity, 'w'ith this assumption 
U = U + A. (5.19') 
with 
^ = 0 for even-even nuclei 
= o for odd A nuclei 
= 28 for odd-odd nuclei 
This second definition of effective excitation has an 
advantage that there is no gap in the level density of an even-even 
nuclei for energies above the ground state smaller than the pairing 
energy. 
14 On the basis of gas like model , the assumed energy 
depePdanc.e of the level density is 
-2 _ 1/2 
%{'U) =C[A(U-ft)] exp [2(aU) ] .... (5.20) 
where C i s a cons t an t fo r a l l n u c l e i and equal to 1 MeV, A the 
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mass number of the nucleus considered and a being the level 
density parameter. The nuclear temperature t is given by 
U = at^ - t = U +A = (E+3) + A (5.21) 
where U is the efTective excitation energy and U is the 
excitation energy. The pairing corrections in the above equations 
have been taken 
A = ll/fA for odd A nuclei 
= 22/V"A for odd-odd nuclei 
= 0 for even-even nuclei • 
and this was found to account for most even-odd effects in the 
level density parameter. 
5.2.3 DIRaCT CAPTURE 
In this code the direct capture cross-section has been 
15 
calculated from the formula developed by Lane and Lynn , which 
is as follows; 
2 R'* E^/^G ^ X 10"^° 
t^nY^")^d = ^ ^|) ^ n r : ....(5.22) 
"^y '^ ^ 2+0.5E + 16.8 E-^/^/ R 
This formula depends on single particle level spacing, which was 
ta'cen by Lane and Lynn as follows: 
II ^ 2 u -1/3 
'^p^ T M R ^ ^^° ^  "^''®^  (5.23) 
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A rough correction in the above formula can be made for 
accounting the shell effects on D . In the Fermi Gas Model, 
the nuclear level density is given by 
^(U)->. exp[2 (a(u) ] . . . . (5 .24) 
vvnere 
2 
71 g 
a —-• " /T' ' '' • • • • \^ O • ^O J 
The quantity g depends on the distance 'd' of the levels 
at the Fermi energy E™ 
% 4 = i - - i r - •••• (5-26) 
r 
Q 2/ 3 y 
h-p = { Q ) 9 .... [D,Zi) 
^ ^ 2MY-^ 
using these formulae with appropriate values of the nucleon mass 
I'.l and radius Y" > we get 
a = j^Q MeV"l (5.28) 
It is obvious from equation (5.28) that the level density 
parameter 'a' varies linearly with mass number A. But because 
of the shell effect, the observed values of a do not vary 
linearly with A. This fact can be taken into account by 
introducing an effective mass M* in the Fermi energy fornula: 
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-p - (~g ) * 2 •••• (,D»2.9) 
2M r 
'o 
and is given by 
I* = - i ^ ^^ ^ observed (5.30) 
If it could be assumed that the same effective mass can 
be adopted for single particle level spacing, the quantity. 
P M P 
= .^.. D (5.31) 
^ ^ b s P 
should be used instead of D '^ u ' 
This means that the Lane-Lynn formula is multiplied by a factor 
'K', given by 
K = ^ ^ .... (5.32) 
in the neighbourhod of magic nuT.bers and f a r from m.agic numbers, 
the e q u i v a l e n t formula 
_ d(magicl_ ^^^^ ^^^33^ 
CKN") 
c 
can be -adopted, vjhere d(N ) and d(magic) are nuclear level 
average spacing at Fermi energies of the nucleus considered and 
its nearest neutron magic nucleus. N is the neutron number, 
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The level density parameter increases with mass 
number A but it shov.'s a dip significantly in the neigh-
bourhood of magic number nuclei. Gilbert and Cameron" found 
an empirical linear relationship between the ratio a/A and 
17 total shell corrections and corrected Cameron's mass formula 
for deformed and undeformed nuclei. 
In order to take into account the capture processes via 
other mechanism, the direct capture cross-section is multiplied 
by an enhancement factor F ^18 
F(E) = 1+ (&R-^o' - ( V * o ' < V e R ' 
where 
;~72 
Y n + 0.25 R 
. . . . \ -~J 0 -O^ J 
i- — 
Y 
H + B /2 
n 
e, / 1.6 
The details of the above formula have been discussed in the 
19 literature . The final formula for direct and collective 
caoture becomes 
[^..(H)] 
ny 
= K 
d-c 
6(-) y .^  , 
^ 2+0.5£+16.8E^^ /R 
1+-
0.75g^g -0.616^ 
(E -en)^+0.25 [—2 
IR 
(5.35) 
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5.2.4 CASCADE CAFTURH 
IVe have considered the cross-section for the capture 
where the emission of one photon brings the system directly 
to the ground state. Since our measurements are based on the 
activity measurement, therefore, it is possible that it may 
also include the process where tv^/o or even more photons are 
20 
emitted before a ground state is reached. 
In the MeV energy region the contribution of the (n,2Y) 
21 . process comes from 
where the branching ratio has been changed from | \ to L /]"" 
and 
— V ^ d |~- |~ (E') -1 
i:(H)'-/ -i^ [1 + " ^ ] dE- ....(5.37) 
If it is assumed that the ratio 1 (£') / | (E*) is 
independant of spin, the ratio | / | has 'tn©-. value 
(£') o E'-3.. ^ E' 
~ ^ 2mc2 [/ "" Eo (H) ^  (£'-E)d£][/ £ \ ( £ ) ?,.(E'-e)d 
(£') o n 01 ^, Y 01 
Y n 
.... (5 .38} 
and 
- H E ^ = S r - f ^ • i'?^) (=-S') O/E-E')«?„,(£•) .... (5.39) 
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where the symbols have their usual meaning. The photo 
absorption coefficient o has been taken in accordance 
Y 
with either V/eisskopf or Axel estimate. 
5.2.5 THE PRC3R/^ JvlV£ 
It has already been pointed out that the main formula 
used in the calculation is from equation 5.13. It involves the 
transmission coefficient T» . There are three ways for the 
choicing of this function : 
(a) The transmission coefficient can be computed according 
to the strong interaction model. In this particular mode the 
coefficients are evaluated uo to 2. = 4. This choice is 
max 
incroporated in the programme by putting the switch MPOT = 1 
(b) The transmission coefficient can be computed according to 
optical model. In this particular mode the coefficients are 
computed upto i - 9. In this case several optical potentials 
"^  max 
are allowed e.g., Wood-Saxon, Gauss, Buck-Perey and square well. 
This choice is incroporated in it by putting MPOT = 2, 3, 4 ' and 
5 respectively. V/e have not included any spin-orbit coupling. 
(c) The transmission coefficient may be put as an input parameter 
in the programme. The appropriate values are obtained by linear-
linear interpolation method. 
This programme allows up to 19 excited levels, v/here as the 
maximum number of cross-section values is 300 for a single nucleus. 
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For numerical integration, the trapezoidal rule is adopted 
every.vhere by using 65 equally spaced points within the limits 
of integration. This limit has been set up in the first 
statement of the programme. 
The quantity used in the 'FISPRO II' along with remarks 
has been tabulated in the following table 5.1 
TABLE 5.1 
Quantity FI3PRC II Remarks 
A MASSA Mass number 
21 NAT Atomic number 
NEN Number of E . (j <. 300) 
NQ No. of e x c i t e d l e v e l s (<.19' 
LJ\1AX Max. value of neut ron 
angular momentum 
NPOT Control word 
NET The No. (£50) of energies 
ETL for w/hich T^  are 
supplied. 
KS'VTC 1 Control word. 
KS'/VTC 2 Control word. 
ITG Control v^ 'ord. 
N2G Control word. 
HTL(K) Energies for which the Tn : 
supplied. K = NET. 
• J_ D^ 
Y 
BP 
T L ( K , L ) Values of T^ ^ supolied 
3 3 Bindina energy of the last 
neutron in the compound nucl. 
(MeV) . 
a , AG 'a' value for compound nucl. 
level density. 
at AT 'a' value f.or target nuclei. 
GG Radiation width (mV) 
I,, /D , S Capture strength function. | 
' Y ODs ' -^  ' Y 
in mV and D , in eV. 
/\ DC Pairing energy for comp. nucl. 
(MeV) 
/\, DT Pairing energy for target nucl, 
(MeV) 
"fr , R2 Radius cons t an t asuming 
R = y- A """^ "^  , y i n f e r m i s . 
'o ' 'o 
K DEC K-value for direct capture 
cross-section. 
£^ ER Giant resonance energy (MeV). 
^ GR Giant resonance width(MeV). 
d,„2 2^ Diffuseness of Woods-Saxon 
optical potential (Fermis). 
dg BG Diffuseness of Woods-Saxon 
Gaussian potential. 
BB Diffuseness of 3uck-Perey 
potential. 
VQ V Real part of optical pQtential(A' 
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V.' Vl Imaginary part of the optical 
potential (MeV). 
Q. Q(I) Negative excitation energy of 
the ith level (O included) (MeV) 
s. SPIN(I) Spin of the ith level. 
%. PaT(l) Parity of the ith level. 1 
ElaAX 1 An energy (MeV) greater than 
the maximum energy value for 
which a„ is computed by 
n,Y 
formula (5.13) 
HMAX 2 An energy (MeV) lower than or 
equal to the lower energy value 
at which a is comouted by 
n,Y 
formula (5.15} 
EMAX 3 Value of E (MeV) in formula 
(5.14) 
EMAX 4 An energy (MeV) lov;er than or 
equal to the lower energy value 
for which a is computed by 
n,Y ^ ^ 
formula (5.35). 
EMAX 5 An energy (MeV) lower than or 
equal to the loiver energy value 
at which a ^ is computed by 
formula (5.36) 
EIM(J) Energies for which the capture 
cross-section is computed. 
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5.3 COD£ ALICS/LIV£RiViORS-82 
This code is very useful for the study of excitation 
functions of neutron, proton, deuteron and a-particle induced 
reactions. The beauty of this code lies, in the inf)ut parameters. 
If default options of this code are used, it requires least 
necessary input parameter of the target nuclei and leaves no 
option te' the user. Of course, there are certain options which 
can be used, if necessary. The details of the different models 
used and the mode of calculation are given in the follov/ing 
subsections. 
5.3.1 CALCULATION AVAILABLE IN CODE 
This computer code can perform several types of calculations 
together with combinations of these types. 
(a) The calculation of this code are based on standard V/eisskopf-
Ewing model /22/. It includes the multiple particle emission. 
These particles may either be neutrons; neutron and proton; neutror 
proton and alpha; or neutron, proton, alpha and deuteron. The 
excitation energies of the compound nucleus can be considered upto 
200 MeV in this code. The residual nuclei of a grid 11 mass units 
wide by 9 atomic numbers deep may be calculated by this code. This 
will be described in details in the subsequent sections. 
The evaporation cascade is computed with 1 MeV bin width 
with the method described in the literature /23/. 
• JL *-/ vJ • 
The inverse reaction cross-sections may be computed 
either with a classical sharp cutoff model or computed by an 
optical subroutine by default option. 
(b) The upper limit of y^ay de-excitation due to angular 
momentum effects may be selected using S-wave approximation/24,25/, 
In this approximation the calculation is performed for every 
partial wave in the entrance channel with the assumption that the 
rotational energy for each partial wave is strictly unavailable 
for the particle emission. This rotational energy is confined to 
rotational motion only. The rotational energy may be selected 
either as the rigid body value or liquid drop model due to Cohen 
et.al/26/. The transmission coefficient for the entrance channel 
partial v>/aves have been provided by parabolic modal/27/ routine 
for a-particles. 
(c) These calculation may include fission competition according 
to Bohr-'.'.'heeler approach/28/, using angular momentum dependant 
ground state and saddle point energies. These energies are taken 
from Cohen et.al/26/ rotating liquid drop calculations. The 
calculations are performed for every partial wave and lower and 
upper limits on angular momentum may be selected. There is 
provision in the code to modify the liquid drop fission barrier 
by some multiplicative factor, as vYell as the ratio of ground 
state to saddle point level densities (a^/a ) (default = l). 
There is an option in this code by which it is assumed that the 
emission of nucleon reduces the angular momentum of the daughter 
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nucleus by 1"^  as compared to the parent nucleus. This assum-
ption is not incorporated in the present calculation. It is 
better to use more rigorous codes if detail in angular momentum 
removal becomes more important. 
There is also a provision in this code to do precompound 
emission via the hybrid or geometry dependent hybrid models. If 
this option is selected in conjunction v/ith fission, authors of 
the code have assumed that the fast precompound process v/ill 
precede fission vd.th no competition. On increasing the excitation 
energies, the fission and evaporation widths also increase, and 
hence this assumption may become untrue. 
5.3.2 SUBROUTINES IN CODE 
There are several subroutines in this code : 
5.3.2 (a) LYMASS (BINDEN. MASS) 
This subroutine calculates the Q value for the form.ation 
of the compound nucleus and binding energies of neutron, proton, 
alpha and deuteron for all nuclides of interest in the evaporation 
chain. This calculation is done using Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass 
formula/29/. 
V'/hen the option of experimental masses is selected/sc/, 
the Q values and binding energies are both calculated using 
experimental masses. For doing so the experimental nuclidic mass 
routine (BINDEN, MASS) is actually called up by the LYhi^'i routine. 
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5.3.2 (b) PAIRI.^ IG OPTIONS 
There are basically four pairing options available 
in this code. This is excercised by input variable Switch MP, 
which mya have values 0, 1,2 and 3. 
These options go as follows: 
MP = 0 In this option masses are calculated using 
a mass formula with the odd-even pairing term 
equal to zero for all nuclei. This option 
includes the odd-even effect, if any, on level 
densities. 
MP = 1 This option is equivalent to option MP = 3 
but the pairing is taken as zero for even-even 
nuclides, - 5 for 0 - e and -2S for 0 - 0 
nuclides. This gives a backshifted level density/ 
pairing treatment/3l/.-
mP = 2 In this option, the pairing values are supplied 
by the user for each nuclide in the A by Z array 
of interest. 
MP = 3 Massess are calculated using either exoerimentel 
masses or Lysekil m.asses with the pairing term 
o = ll/fA taken as zero for 0 - e nuclides, S 
for e - e nuclides, and - Q for 0 - 0 nuclides. 
While computing the effective excitations for use 
in level densities, the thermodynamic energies are 
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reduced by b . The author of the code has 
recommended the option MP = 3. 
5.3.2 (c) EXPERIMZMTAL MASSES 
Lysckil masses are replaced by exoerimental masses for 
i.iC = 10. 
5.3.2 (d) OVER (TLJ) 
This is the optical subroutines to calculate inverse 
reaction cross-sections. These are also used to calculate 
reaction and partial reaction cross-sections if neutrons, protons 
and deutrons are projectiles. This subroutine consumes most of 
the computation time. 
5.3.2 (e) SIGI 
In this subroutine classical sharp-cut-off-model is used 
to compute the inverse reaction cross-sections. It consumes less 
than !•/< of the time of the optical model subroutine 
5.3.2 (f) PARAP 
All reactions and partial reaction cross-sections are 
calculated using triis subroutine. It is applicable only for 
a- or heavier ion induced reactions. 
5.3.2 (g) FISROT 
In this subroutine the angular momentum dependant liquid 
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drop fission barriers, saddle point and ground state energies 
have been calculated, using the rotating liquid drop model of 
Cohen, Plasil and S'/^ iatecki/26/. 
5.3.2 (h) Pr/BRID (lu?P, MUCi.TP) 
This subroutine is used to calculate ore-compound decay 
using the hybrid/S/ and geometry dependant hybrid models/5/. 
The present code selects most precompound parameters through 
built in default options. 
The MFP subroutine provides intranuclear transition rates 
using the nuclear optical model/32/ vhile NUCMFP subroutine uses 
Pauli corrected nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections for thi-s 
purpose/33/. 
5.3.2 (i) PLT/PLHXC 
These subroutines, if needed, may be used to plot excitation 
functions on the output device. 
5.3.2. (j) SHAFT 
It is used for many of the print statements for cross-
sections and spectra. 
5.4 FCXCIILATIOK'S 
The present formulation has be')n tal'en mainly from 
M. Blann's and f''. Beckerman's •^noxk/^A/. 
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In alpha induced reaction, several particles may emit 
from''the compound nucleus depending upon their respective 
separation energies and excitation energy of the compound 
nucleus. The cross-section for emitting' a particle V at channel 
energy €: from compound nucleus may be written as 
^ ^ - ^ ^ 2 (21+1) T^(2s^ +1) Z T); (6) S ^(E,J)/D 
"^^^ 1=0 ^ '^  1=0 "^  J=!l-il 
(5.40) 
where 'A is the reduced de Broglie wave length of incident pro-
jectile, T-j. is the transmission coefficient for the Ith partial 
wave of the incident projectile. The ^(E,J) is the spin depen-
dant level density for the residual nucleus and D is the integral 
of the numerator over all particles and emission energies, s^ 
and 1^ (£) are the intrinsic spin and transmission coefficient 
for the emitted particle V at kinetic energy 6 and orbital angular 
momentum 1. 
If ^(E,J) can be assumed spin independant level density, 
it can be replaced by ^(E,J), hence 
(|^ ) =%\^ £ (21+1) T,(2s^ +1) Z (2i+l) T W € ) ^ ( E , I ) / D 
^^ i' 1=0 ^ 1=0 
(5.41) 
and 
S (2i+l) T,(e) = 2a.,(fe) me/ 71^ - (5.42) 
i=o 
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and 
da (-^ ) = E (5^  .2(2sj, +1)(V{6) rn€<'(E,l)/D' (5.43) 
This is commonly knovn as the s-wave approximation but it 
does not mean that emitted particles are only s-wave because the 
inverse reaction cross-section used in the calculation for all 
valves of the orbital angular momentum of the emitted particles. 
It has been assumed that the compound nucleus angular momentum 
represents the average residual nucleus angular momentum resulting 
from the particle evaporation. This assumotion results in a great 
simplification in calculation and ultimately results to Weisskopf 
compound Nucleus Model/4/. 
Let us consider the nuclear moment of inertia to be infinite. 
Therefore, if 
f(H,l) a (2I+1)^(E-E^^^^(I)) .... (5.44) 
with 
- ^ P^^^il) = 0 .... (5.45) 
we get 
(^) = E a^. (2s^ +l)a^(€) metlH)/D' .... (5.46) 
1=0 ^ 
This is the expression of ./eisskopf/4/. The physical meaning 
of these approximations are that there is no level density cutoff 
r 
nu 
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at high spin for an infinite moment of inertia. In this case, 
since there is no energy associated to rotation, therefore, all 
populations over and above the binding energy of the particle 
(to be emitted) can emit another particle. This process of 
emitting particle will continue till all the populations come 
dov/n belov the particle binding energy v^ 'here the energy conside-
ation does not oermit further particle emission, rather, the 
clei de-excite by y-^ay emission. The angular momentum of the 
nuclei does not play any considerable role hence, is of no 
consequence in this particular mode. 
On the other hand if the moment of inertia of the nuclei 
is assumed finite, it reduces the particle emission from nuclei at 
high angular momentum because a considerable amount of excitation 
energy is consumed in rotation of the nuclei. Thus the net excita-
tion energy available to particle emission decreases. The rotation 
energy increases as the angular momentum, increases v/ith the increasi 
in excitation energy. Let us consider the s-vvave approxim.ation as 
represented by eauation (5.4l). The spin independent level density 
for the residual nuclei ^(E,I) is given by eauation (5.44). Under 
the present assumption of finite moment of inertia Sp, ,(1) shall 
KO X 
not be zero but has some finite value. It is obvious that as the 
I increases^(E,I) decreases, resulting in the reduction of phase 
space available for the particle emission. It may be seen from the 
level density approximation of equation (5.44), where the spin 
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dependence of level density is entered as the energy available 
at each I above the yrast line. There is no coupling of the 
orbital angular momentum in the calculation under the above 
assumptions. Therefore, the initial spin distributions are 
preserved. The emission of oarticle does no take place at each 
value of the angular momentum when the excitation energy becomes 
equal to yrast energy plus the particle binding energy. Instead 
of i t enhanced y-i'ay emission for higher angular momentum take 
place. This results in broader excitation function for a parti-
cular product yield, and an apparant shift of threshold energies 
tov/ards higher excitation and, therefore, higher angular momenta. 
These effects are mass dependent, as the yrast line reflects the 
nuclear moment of inertia. 
This s-VA/ave approximation did not predict the decay path 
characteristics v/hicli are sensitive to angular momentum and come 
from calculation of equation (5.40). These details are mass, 
angular momentum and energy dependant. There is no easy v./ay to do 
these calculations. If it is desirous to oredict J distribution 
of the residual nuclei, such a calculation would be the best 
calculation. But these calculations are much costly in terms of 
computer cost. Therefore, if one is desirous an estimate of 
product yields, it is rather better to do simpler s-wave and 
l/eisskopf calculations. 
The general expressions for the oarticle em-ission widths 
LU 
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and fission vidths, using saddle point and yrast 9n9rgi?s based 
upon th3 RLDM are : 
CO I+i E-E . (J)-3a> a 
[- a(2s^+l) Z V ^(2J+1) / "^ "^ [E-E^.^(j)-B^-e]Ti;(6) 
1=0 J=jl-t| 0 
(5.47a) 
and 
__ E-E^(l) 
1^  a(2I+l) / P^ -^^[H-Egpd) - k]dk .... (5.^7b) 
and 
-5/4 
^ a U exp(2^/aU-8) (5.47c) 
The symbols apoearing from equation 5.47a to 5.47c are defined 
in table no.5,"Z. 
The mode of calculation has been shown in fig. 5.1. The 
compound nucleus is first formed at some excitation with some 
cross-section. The excitation and cross-section for the formation 
of compound nucleus depend upon the incident energy of the project 
The //eisskopf calculation is used with 1 MeV grid size to perform 
the evaporation of a n, p, a or deuteron. The emission of these 
particles results in residual nucleus with smaller excitation enerc 
This population of residual nucleus is stored into an appropriate 
bin size. In the present s-v\/ave approximation, a suitable distri-
bution of compound nucleus excitation is used as starting point 
for further calculations. 
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The control then moves over to the A-1 bin. This bin 
is resulted by the eTnission of neutron from the compouncl nucleus. 
In the sane way the eriission of proton, deuteron and alpha narticl( 
emission takes olaco. The population of the residual nucleus, 
resulted from the emission of these particles, is stored in the 
respective bins. The present code used the cross-sections in 
the highest energy bin of A-1 and then redistributes this cross-
section irVthe same manner. Thereafter, the control moves do^ /n to 
the next residual excitation bin and the process continues until 
it has redistributed all the cross-section and summ.ed it up in the 
appropriate bins of the residual nuclides. This logic is repeated, 
going across, the A as far as requested by an input parameter, 
after the above calculation the control drops down in Z to the 
nucleus y\-l, Z-1 and this process is repeated according to the 
requirement of the input parameter. This process is repeated for 
other particles too, if so required. 
For includi'~g the fission competition, the calculation 
has been performed for each partial wave in the entrance channel 
assuming s-wave approximation or some other arbitrary assumptions 
e.g., inclusion of che change in angular momentum, in populating 
the residual nuclide. This has not besriimcluded in the present 
calculation. 
Spin dependant codes ALERT I and II may be used if more 
rigorous calculations are required. Although we have not incorpo-
rated t.iis option in the present work. 
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5.5 USZ C? THi CODE 
In the present code we make use of a stored table of 
level densities pov/ (2000) represented by the following formula: 
-5/4 
?(U) = iU-^) exp(2|I(U -S)) (5.48) 
where the default option value of level density parameter 'a'-
is A/9. The mass number which is used for all cases is that of 
compound nucleus instead of the residual nuclei. It would be 
-5/4 
useful to replace pow (IB) by (IB/10) exp 2ifa~ .18/10 
where 'float of 13' is the residual excitation times ten, and 
a reore sents the mass number of the residual nucleus divided by 
res ' ' 
PLD value in the input parameter. By default option PLD = 9. 
This provides space savings by removing pow (20CC) array and give 
more accurate results. 'Of course, this would increase some CPU 
time. 
Another point of accuracy in the code involves the use of a 
1 MeV bin size instead of C.5 MeV '^ 'hich was used in the earliest 
code. The product yields have been sum-ied up over bins of excitat:' 
1 iVieV wide up to the binding energ\' of the least tightly/particle 
(plus energies for v.'hic'pi charged particle inverse cross-sections 
are zero). The interpolation of the cross-section has not been 
done i/ithin a bin rather the summation is done to the nearest 
integer bin. It has been assumed that the particle binding energie 
are of the order of 5 MeV. This assumption represents a binding 
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uncertainl'^  •' of the order of 20/<, './hich is less than the other 
total uncertainties in the calculations. 
Another compromise involves in the calculation of the 
inverse reaction cross-sections. If ontical model subroutines 
are used, the inverse reaction cross-sections-are calculated 
only for the (A,Z) of the compound nucleus. ''Jhile on the other 
hand, if classical sharp cut off routine is used, the inverse 
reaction cross-sections are recalculated each times whenever the 
Z of the emitting nuclei changes. The mass has been taken as to 
be the compound nucleus mass less 2Az, where A z is the differ-
ence between original compound nucleus Z and emitting nucleus 
Z. 
This is the detail of the code used for evaluating theore-
tically the excitation function for a-induced reactions of the 
present work. 
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TABLE 5.2 
Symbols used in equation (5.47) 
T Fission v/idth. 
Particle-emission VJidth. 
I Emitting nucleus angular momentum. 
J Residual-nucleus angular momentum. 
s^  Intrinsic spin of particle. 
Bi^  Binding energy of the particle. 
T (€) Transmission coefficient for kinetic energy £ and 
orbital angular momentum I.. 
^. Level density at fission saddle point. 
\i) Level density for particle emission. 
a^  Single particle level density at fission saddle point. 
ap Single particle level density at equilibrium deformation. 
B(I) Rotating-liquid drop fission barrier at angular 
momentum I. 
3^ Scaling parameter to adjust the fission barriers. 
m 
^^(l) Rotational energy for a nucleus at angular momentum I 
and equilibrium deformation from RLDfl. 
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: (l) Rotational energ^ ' cf a nucleus with angular momentum 
sp ' ^ 
I at the saddle point deformation from RLDM. 
ixcitation on energy in the emitting (fissioning) 
nucleus. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AN3 JISCUSSION 
6•1 CAPTURZ CROSS-SSCTICN 
The measurement of fast neutron capture cross-section 
gives a valuable information tovards the nuclear structure such 
as dependence of level spacing on the excitation energy and 
nucleon number, and the effect of closed shell and even-odd number 
of proton or nuetron. These measurements are also the testing 
tools for the validity of Vv'idely accepte'' statistical theory of 
nuclear reactions. This theory is getting varying degrees of 
success in predicting the nuclear properties. 
The capture cross-sections for two sections, In(n,Y) I 
55 56 
and Mn(n,Y) Mn, have been m.easureJ from 460 KeV to 3430 keV 
energy range. The measured cross-sections have been shown in 
table 6.1 and 6.2 for Indium and Manganese. These cros'^ -s ections 
have also been compared with literature values in table 6.3 and 
6.4 seperately. The vertical bars in our measured values indicate 
the rms standard deviation and the corresponding horizontal bars 
are the associated spread in neutron energy at each data point. 
115 6.1.1 CCMPARISC:! FOR -^  In 
The comparison of measured values of Isomeric capture 
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cross-section for isotooe In has been done v;ith literature 
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1-9 
values , in table 6.3 and fig. 6.1. It shows a good agreement 
with Cox^ at 460, 580 and 970 keV, f'lenlove et al.'^  at 1490 keV 
8 ' 
and Aflderson et.al. at 227C keV. Pleasured cross-section valua at 
1170 is higher than literature values. Overall the agreement is 
satisfactory '^ 'hich is evident from the trend of the literature 
values at near by energies except the two energies of 760 and 
1170 keV. 
^ • 1 • 2 CGi.iPAaiSO;! FC.l ^ \ln 
The comparison of measured values of capture cross-section 
55 1 7 10-14 
for isotope Mn has been done v;ith literature values ' ' in 
table 6.4 and fig. 6.2. It shows that our measured cross-sections 
are higher than that of Johnsrud et.al, in lower energy region whi! 
a good agreement is shown at higher energies with values of Peto 
13 14 12 
et.al, , Colditz et.al, and Leipunsky et.al. Vv/ithin experiments 
errors. 
The possible reason for the observed discrepancies in the 
magnitude of the measured values may be due to different monitorinc 
reaction and technique used by different grouo of workers. V/e have 
1 '^7 1 28 
used " l(n,Y) I monitoring reaction. The further improvement ir 
measured values may be possible if the cross-section of monitoring 
reaction is improved. Thus it would enable to modify the oresant 
measured cross-sections. 
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Measured 
S e r i a l 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
1 0 . 
1 1 . 
jMeasure 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
NC 
'd 
TA3LE 
c a p t u r e c r o s s - s e c t 
>. Energy in 
460+40 
580+60 
760+60 
760+230 
970+1-30 
1170+230 
149C'+210 
2190+210 
2270+150 
3020+200 
3430+190 
c a o t u r e c r o s s 
460+40 
580+60 
760+60 
760+230 
970+230 
1170+230 
keV 
TABLE 
; - S 9 C t : 
6 . 1 
ion f 
O .A 
Lon f 
or 
o r 
, . 115^ / >,ll6mT-
r e a c t i o n In(n,Y} In 
C r o s s - s e c t i o n (mb) 
157.36+4.75 
160.92+3.89 
128.82+2.65 
143.42+29.73 
199.69+13.05 
262.91+23.61 
157.21+3.92 
91.52+2.99 
116.10+7.61 
53.87+2.24 
36.85+2.09 
r e a c t i o n Mn(n,Y) Mn 
8.59+0.66 
7 ,26+0.81 
4.90+0.60 
6.06+1.97 
5.60+0.85 
5.75+1.16 
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TA3LH 6.2 ( C o n t d . . . ) 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Sxoerimental 
£nergy (keV) 
153+14 
210 
265 
305 
336+15 
361+27 
A10 
448+32 
460+40 
475 
510 
518 
•1490+ 210 
2220+200 
3020+ 200 
3430+190 
cross-
othsrs 
TA3LE 6.3 
sections of In(n, 
in li terature 
Cro^ss-section 
238.00+2.85 
210 
206 
185 
141.00+2.02 
184.00+17.00 
175 
174.00+16.00 
157.36+4.75 
159.30 
160 
160 
3. 
2. 
2. 
1. 
sll 
(mb) 
39+0, 
74+C. 
92+0, 
86+0, 
In 
.71 
.58 
.30 
.36 
wi-th 
Reference 
4 
1 
9 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
P.'../ 
5 
1 
1 
177 
TA3LH 6 . 3 ( C o n t d . . . ) 
519+32 
548+14 
575 
580+60 
599+41 
623+14 
662+36 
675 
' 715+34 
760+60 
760+230 
770 
772+37 
775 
874.9 
895+.35 
964 
970+100 
970+230 
974.9 
990+30 
1017+32 
1040 
171.00+15.00 
152.00+1.52 
161.40 
160.92+3.89 
188.00+17.00 
' 154.00+1.54 
194.00+17.00 
163.20 
188.00+17.00 
128.82+2.65 
143.42+29.73 
288 
202.00+18.00 
167.7 
178.10 
209.00+19.00 
203 
205.00+18.00 
199.87+13.05 
184.90 
236.00+15.00 
199.00+18.00 
^i. / • L'L' 
2 
4 
5 
P .W 
2 
4 
2 
5 
2 
P.VJ 
P.Vv' 
9 
2 
5 
5 
2 
9 
7 
P.w' 
5 
3 
2 
1 
TABLE 6.3 (Contd..) 
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1170+230 
1175 
1220 
1374 
1450 
1490+210 
1560+120 
2150+130 
2190+210 
2250 
2270+150 
2350 
2800+70 
2930 
3020+200 
3170 
3270+520 
3400 
3430+190 
3570+290 
3630+40 
262.91+28.61 
183.80 
221.00 
177 
192 
157.21+3.92 
157.00+14.00 
120.00+10.00 
91.52+2.99 
140.00 
116.10+7.61 
102.00+6.93 
40.00+5 .-20 
47.00+3.20 
53.87+2.24 
39.00+5.20 
40.30+3.70 
59''. 5 
3 6 . 8 5 + 2 . 0 9 
3 1 . 1 0 + 2 . 9 0 
4 4 . 2 0 + 2 . 9 0 
P.W 
5 
1 
5 
1 
P ',•.: 
7 
7 
P . I"/ 
1 
P.W 
8 
6 
b 
P.W 
8 
7 
1 
P.W 
7 
3 
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lADLB 6.4 
55 56 
L^££is®0tgl cross-section_3__of___I'.in(n,Y) Mn v>/ith other in 
literature 
Energy (keV) Cross-section (mb) Reference 
100-120 
200+30 
200-220 
245 
305 
300-320 
355 
400+25 
40C -420 
410 
4S0+40 
480-500 
539+33 
580+60 
O00-650 
550-700 
760+60 
760+230 
970+100 
13.50 
19.70+1.10 
5.20 
9.20 
8.00 
5.50 
7.10 
5.56+0.40 
5.60 
5.40 
8.59+0'. 66 
4.40 
4.00+0.27 
7.26+0.81 
3.60 
4.10 
4.90+0.60 
6.06+1.96 
2.80+0.22 
10 
12 
10 
1 
1 
10 
1 
11 
10 
1 
p . 7/ 
10 
11 
P.W 
10 
10 
P.W 
p.'.l 
7 
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TA3LH 6.4 (Coatd...) 
97C+230 
ICCO 
117C+230 
12CX^  
1420 
1490+210 
1560+120 
2150 
2150+130 
2220+200 
2700 
2900+200 
3000+200 
3020+200 
327C+520 
3430+190 
3430+50 
3570+290 
5.60+0.85 
3.50 
5.75+1.16 
3.30 
3.00 
3.39+0.71 
1.94+0.15 
2.20 
1.89+0.14 
2.74+0..5d 
3.12+0.30 
2.20+0.20, 
2.00+0.40 
2.92+0.30 
1.46+0.12 
1.36+0.36 
1.35+C.20 
1. ^ 6+0 .10 
P.Vv 
1 
P.''/ 
1 
1 
P.W 
7 
1 
7 
P.V/ 
12 
14 
13 
P.'v 
7 
P.W 
7 
12 
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6.1.3 THiCR£TI^AL ^OrPAKlSON 
.,e hcva comparsd mGaburad capture tnroSS-section with 
theoretical calculations too. tor this purpose the calculations 
have been uone by faraous coriouter corle 'FISP.iC II' ^nich is a 
15 
nev version of x'^iJr'.iC ^ode and developed for the calculation 
of neutron radiative capture cross-section in fast energy ran'^e. 
Therefore, it includes elastic anc non-elastic scattering modes 
of compound nucleus de-excitation in addition to caoture mode. 
The parameters vhich are used in these calculations are 
mainly level schemes, binding energies, level oensity oarameters, 
y-ray strenght functions an" giant resonance energies. The level 
schemes of the target nucleus, binding energy and y-ray strength 
function have been taken from literature * . The radiation 
V''cth at higner energy is obtained by Axel estimate .18 The giant 
resonance energies £, and G , are estimated ucin<,^  tne relation 
£, = 35/AJ-/° and e = 3 3 / A ^ / ^ respectively^^ /here A is the 
•--ss numoer of the compound nucleus. 
The energy dependence of the level density h3S been taken 
to be 
-2 _ 1/2 
?^(U) = C[A(U+t)] exp[2(aU) ] 
_ 2 
v.'here A i s mass number, C = 1 i/leV ana U = a t - t = U+4li= {1+2)+ 1 
and 
0 for even-^ven n u c l e i . 
/\ : ^ ^ for odd i. n u c l e i . 
2S for odd nuclei. 
• Present Work 
o Ref.5 
A Ref.21 
V Rei.23 
D Ref.12 
— S.I.M 
\ - — o . M 
1 
10 
11K 11C 
I- Fig. 6.3. TOTAL CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION FOR ln(n/) ^ 
J L I I I I 11 
100, 200 500 1000 2000 5000 1Q000 
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The effectiva excitation energy is ev-'^ iuated fro'n c''-G 
grounc stata of evan-evc-n nuclei. The transnission coefficients 
are comout:'c; u~in ctrorj interaction TIO iel "ith E _ = 4 and 
ootical nodel '"ith r, ^  = 9 
This oronranne calcinates xha total capture cross-section. 
Therefore, the measured cross-section for isomeric state (T^ i/2_=49.1 
min.) of indium could not be conpared directly with the computed 
val'es. It is, I'^erefore, desirable to find first total cross-
op 
section. This is done by adopting Cox values for ground state 
' ic . have been tabulated in ta^ l^e 6.5. Since there is no isomer! 
state in case of manganese, the measured cross-sections are total 
ceoture cross-section and hence directly compared v^ith calclated 
values. 
The parametcs which are best suited for tne oresent cases, 
are listed in table 6.6. The adooted oarameters have been used in 
the oresent calculation. Both theoretical and measured cross-
sections have been compared. The comoarison is shovm in fig. 6.2 
and 6.3 for manganese and indium resoectively. Other values from 
literature nave also been shown. The solid curve reoresents the 
calculated va-luas based on strong interaction model and dotted 
one due to optical f^ iodel. The oarameters for optical model have 
32 
oeen cnosen from literature for nearby nuclei. 
It is evioent from calculated cross-section that there is 
no contribution added to total cross-section from Direct or dollec-
tive caoture processes upto 3 I'.eV. There is good agreement betveer 
183 : 
5 .Mo. 
1 . 
n 
3 . 
4 . 
b . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
n y . 
1^ 
1 1 . 
Captu, 
inergy 
c 
(keV) 
460+4C 
5GC+6C 
76C+60 
760+23C 
970+23C 
1170+230 
1490+210 
2190+210 
2; 170+150 
3020+200 
3430+190 
TA .^LH 6. 
r e c r o s s - s e c t i o n 
C r o s s - s e c t i o n 
measured 
a 
137.33+4.75 
160.92+3.89 
128.S2+2.65 
143.42+29.73 
199.62+13.05 
262.91+28.61 
157.21+3,92 
91.52+2.99 
116.10+7.61 
53.87+2.24 
36.85+2.09 
,5 
.for lriLnjj±_ 
* 
Cross-sect ion 
l i t e r a t u r e 
Imb) 
80.00 
80.00 
76.00 
76.00 
70.00 
62.00 
51.00 
32.00 
29.00 
19.00 
15.00 
react ion 
Cross-section 
t o t a l 
t m g 
(mb) 
237.36+4.75 
240.'^2+3.89 
204.82+2.65 
219.42+29.73 
269.62+13.05 
323.91+23.61 
208.21+3.92 
123.52+2.99 
145.10+7.61 
72.87+2.24 
51.85+2.09 
* Values frora l i t e r a t u r e (Cox). 
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Calculated and measured values. It confirms, beyond doubt, the 
validity of statistical theory in reproducing the experimental 
values. The slight disagreement is also observed beyond 3 MeV. 
This is perhaps due to the contribution of nonstatistical processes 
6.1.4 JISCL'SSICL^  CF...-:APTURH CRCSS-SECTICNS 
It has been observed Prom theoretical calculation of (n,Y) 
capture cross-section that the calculated values using the optical 
model, are higher than those calculated with strong interaction 
model upto certain energy. These two models give the samo value 
above this energy. It has also been observed that the radiation 
"\'idth at higher energies estimated by Brink-Axel estimate, gives 
cross-sections a better fit to the exoerimental data. The cross-
sections v-'hich are obtained by '//eisskopf estimate decrease faster 
v/itn increasing energy as comoared to those obtained by Brink-Axel 
estimate. At 3 MeV or so the difference of these tv/o aporoaches 
reaches to a factor oi about 2 or so. It is quite obvious because 
of the fact that '.'eisskopf estimate does not take into account of 
giant resonance phenomenon. 
The importance of level density parameter 'a' in the evalua-
tion of caoture cross-section is also evident from theoretical stud^  
Tha cross-sections "'ere evaluated with different values of oaramete 
'a' for compound and target nuclei, keeoing all other oaraneters 
constant. The absolute values as well as the trend of vari^ .tion 
of cross-section with energy are found to be different Jor each 
: 186 : 
set of l3vel density 'a'. An appropriat'^ s ^ t of level density 
oarameters could thus be deduced for the required isotooe. 
The values of ' a ' were so chosen that tlie estimated values 
of the observed level soacing (D , ) are within the limits of the 
^ ^ obs 
exoerimental values and at the same time they reproduce the experi-
mental capture cross-sections. The values of 'a,' were then adjuste 
to reproduce the variation of caoture cross-sections at hign energie 
The calculatec capture cross-sections are verv sensitive to 
the magnitude of j and gamma ray strength functions. ^11 the 
isotopes stu'led in the present i^'ork are odd-even (odd A) nuclei. 
From theor'^tical calculations it was also observed that tiere 
is no contribution from direct or collective caoture to the cross-
sections in all t lo cases. There is a small contribution from cascc 
caoture at energies of 3 MeV and beyond in all cases. 
The oresent 'or'< completes the ex-^orimental excitation 
function upto 343C '<eV energy. 
From this study one can test tn'^  val^ditv of nuclear 
reaction theories such as statistical model, direct caotuce etc. 
One can have some idea of the effects of neutron transmission co-
efficients, nuclear level density parameters and gamma ray strength 
function to capture cross-sections. Some conclusions can also be 
made regarding the contribution of higher angular momentum to the 
cross-sections. This study is oossible at higher energy. 
i \ 
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The horrlzontal bars in fig. 1, 2 and 3 represent the 
associated spread in neutron energv at each data point and the 
vertical bars shov'/ the errors associated with exoerim?ntal 
measurement of the respective cross-section. 
Indium is an important metal and used in the breeder 
'^ 6-57 
reactors as a fuel in the form of Th-In and Pu-In alloys 
The alloys of maganese with zirconium is used as one of the 
56-57 
structural material in nuclear power reactor 
'o,z L^^IL^IION rUUCTIONIN (a^xn) REACTIONS 
Excitation functions for a-particle induced reactions have 
been measured for Ag, ' In targets. The measured excitatior 
functions are shown in table 6.7 for Ag(a,2n) reaction. The 
excitation functions for 4.9 hour ground and 69.1 m isomeric states 
have been shown for reaction Ag(a,3n) in table 6.8. The excita-
tion functions for 'In(ct,n) and " In(a,2n) are shown in table 3.J 
115 115 115 
and 3.19 and for In(a,n), In(a,2n) and In(a,3n) are given 
1 1 ^ in table 3.11, 3.12 and 3.14 - 3.15 and for In(a,pn) in table 3.:. 
6.2.1 ^^hd,2n) REACTION 
The excitation functions for this reaction have been 
measured from threshold to 40 f''^eV energy. These excitation functior 
have been tabulated in table 6.7 and compared with other available 
33 
va lues m the l i t e r a t u r e in f i g . 6 . 4 . T h e o r e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s 
for t h i s r e a c t i o n have been done by A L I C E / L I V E R M O R S - 8 2 computer code 
• Present Work 
a Ref-33 5.FUKU5HIMA et ai.NP 69,273(1965) 
t Ref-3A C.T. Bishop J. R. Huizenga, J. P .— 
Hummel, J.PR135B, A01 (1964) 
o Ref- 35 P. Misaelides and H. Manzel. J.lno. 
NucLchem Vol 42.937(1980) 
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The solid curve represents the ore-equilibrium emission and dotted 
curve compound nucleus emission. It is evident that ore-equilibrium 
emission can only reproduce a best fit for exoerimental results 
particularly in high energy tail region of the excitation functions. 
Our measured values agree with the other measured values of 
33 
Fukushima vithin experimental limits. The difference, if any, 
may be accounted for natural silver which we have used in the 
33 109 
exoeriment. Fukushima made use of enriched Ag in order to 
110 112 
minimise the interference' of In with the measurements of In 
in the (a,n) reaction experiment. 
6.2.2 -^ '^^ Aq(a,3n) REACTION 
The residual nucleus of this reaction has two isomers 
In(T /2 - 4.9h) and -'-•^*>'^i/2 ~ ^9.1 m) . These two isomers 
decay indeoendently. The measured excitation functions for these 
two states are given in table 5.8. The measured excitation functior 
33-35 for 4.9 h state along with literature values have been plotted 
and shown in fig. 6.5. The agreement is quite good. Our values 
are lower than literature values in the energy region 30-34 J'eV 
while in other region of energy the agreement is satisfactory ''ithir 
exoerimental errors. 
The measured excitation functions for 69.1 m isom.eric state 
along 'vith literature values are shcn in fig. 6.6. The agreement 
33 35 is satisfactory '-'ith literature ' values vdthin exoerimental 
errors except the energy region 34-40 MeV 'where the measured values 
: 189 : 
TABLE 6.7 
Excitation__functj.on_f^or Aq(a,2n) Reac t ion 
Energy C r o s s - s e c t i o n 
[a{ a,2n)+0( a,pn) ] 
(MeV) (mb) 
16.3+2.0 215.88+2.78 
19.2+l.S 484.78+2.34 
21.8+1.6 662.67+7.68 
23.6+1.5 738.99+9.37 
24.2+1.5 1170.04+6.75 
26.5+1.5 965.17+7.19 
29.1+1.4 695.47+49.24 
31.6+1.3 605.70+13.30 
34.C+1.2 267.77+4.56 
36.3+1.2 239.52+1.87 
33.4+1.1 186.87+2.97 
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are quite large. 
The isomeric ratio (o,/op ) has been calculated from the 
measured values, a, and ai correspond to high and lov spin 
states. The values of ratio are also tabulated in table 5.8 and 
plotted in fig. 6.7. Since the plotting does not give any regular 
shape, no concrete conclusion could be drawn except that our measure 
ment agrees welJ. with other values in literature. Two points of our 
measurement are far av>/ay from other values in between 34-37 MeV 
energy. 
109 / \ The total cross-section for the reaction Ag(a,3n) has 
also been tabulated in table 6.8. The total excitation function for 
this reaction has been plotted in fig. 6.8 with other literature 
33 
values . The agreem.ent of our measurement is quite satisfactory. 
The theoretical calculations are also sh'von in the figure. The 
pre-equilibrium emission successfully explains the measured excitatio 
functions exce-it at tvo points at higher energy region. In this 
region the measured cross-sections, though, agree with other litera-
33 ture values but lie ' above P.E. curve. 
6 • 2.3 '^ ^^ In(a,n) REACTION 
The residual nucleus of this reaction has one isomeric state. 
The isomeric state is T^/g = 5,0 h, spin 8" and ground state 
4-
^1/2 ~ ^' spin 1 . These states decay independently. The 
total cross-section for this reaction is obtained by adding the 
115 
In (oc,n) 
WITH RE 
10 20 30 
\WITHOUT RE 
\ 
40 
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respective cross-sections for these t^''o states. As the initial 
rctivity produced in the sa.nDle was very high so the sapole was 
cooled do'.vn till the activity reached permissible/ioze rate anc 
hence counting in this case could be started after a lapse of 
1980 sec. v'hich VJSS about ten half lives of the ground state of 
Sb. Therefore, in the present counting of the activity for 
this reaction, no contribution from ground state was observed. 
The excitation functions for isomeric state are tabulated 
in table 6.9. In order to evaluate ground state excitation functic 
the values of isomeric ratio of the literature were tricen. These 
values o-f isomeric ratio v/erc plotted on a simple graoh anc' then 
the extraploation vas done through out the energ" range of the 
experimental -.vork. The ratio values at each ex'^erimental value 
were estimated from the graoh. The excitation functions for the 
gro inc state were then calculated from simole calculation. Th-^  
values of the ground state excitation function along with isom.eric 
ratio and excitation function for the total reaction cross-se'ction 
are tabulated in ta'ole 6.9. 
This total excitation function has been plotted in fig. 6.9. 
Since no other literature value was available, therefore, cominariso 
\/as not possible. The theoretical excitation data were calculated 
'..ith AL1Z1/LI\/E.AI'£\-{Z-82 computer code and olotted in fig. 6.9. The 
continuous curve shows the pre-eauilibrium contribution '"hile the 
dotted curve gives the compound nucleus contribution. It is eviden 
from the graoii that the comparison of m.easured excitation function 
193 
£xcita 
inergy 
(:iev) 
9.7+1.7 
11.7+1.5 
13.6+1.4 
15.2+1.3 
16.8+1.2 
17 .2+1.1 
18 .2+1.1 
19.6+1.1 
21.7+C.9 
23.8+C.9 
26.2+C.9 
->6 .8+0.8 
23.5^C.9 
29 .1+0 .8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+0.7 
37.1+0.7 
38.9+0.7 
; t i on ^ u n c 
a /a 
m g 
0 .18 
0 .20 
0.20 
0 .24 
0 .28 
0.30 
0.40 
0.64 
2.00 
4.00 
3.20 
3.10 
2.98 
2.90 
2.74 
2.68 
2.64 
2.60 
2.58 
TABLn 6.9 
t i on fo r In( 
a 
m (mb) 
1.16+0.03 
6.45+0.16 
15.88+0.18 
42.60+0.50 
65.76+1.76 
62.49+0.37 
85.97+3.1X1 
75.78+1.00 
67.38+0.35 
50.54+1.11 
42.41+0.69 
38.17+0.98 
14.17+0.23 
24.23+1.30 
19.64+0.55 
8.59+0.71 
9.21+0.30 
7.c9+oao 
6. 89+C . 42 
a ,n) Reac t ion 
% 
(mb) 
6.44+0.17 
32.25+0.80 
79.40+0.90 
177.50+2.08 
238.43+6.29 
208.30+1.23 
214.93+7.75 
118.41+1.56 
33.69+0.43 
12.64+0.28 
13.25+0.22 
12.31+0.32 
4 .76+0.08 
8.36+C.-*n 
7.17+0.20 
3.21+0.25 
3.50+0.11 
2.73+0.04 
2.67+0.16 
^ t 
(mb) 
7.60+0.17 
38.70+0.82 
95.28+0.92 
220.10+2.14 
305.19+6.53 
270.79+1.28 
300.90+8.35 
194.19+1.85 
101.07+0.95 
63.18+1.14 
55.66+0.72 
50.43+1.03 
18.93+0.24 
32.59+1.38 
26.81+0.59 
11.80+0.76 
12.71+0.32 
9.82+0.11 
9.56+0.45 
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LU 
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is quite satisfactory with pre-equilibrium contribution rather 
than compound nuclaus contribution. 
6 —-4 "^'•^ In(K,2n) and -^^ I^n(a,pn) REACTION 
The Q-value or the first reaction is -14.62 MeV. This 
above, 
reaction channel is opened/threshold energ / 15.13 f/teV. The 
117 
residual product of this reaction is " Sb(T, /p = 2.8 h and 
5+ + 
spin = ^ )• It decays through E (97.5><) and p (2.54) decay 
117 to Sn isotope which has one isomeric state of '^i/n ~ 14.0 days. 
The major portion of electron caoture (96.6'/) goes/to first excited 
117 ' 
state of the Sn isotope. This first excited state decays to 
ground.state by the gamma emission of 159 keV (86.1/0 • 
Sn is the residual nucleus of the reaction In(a,tl|i>) 
115 
or In(a,pn). The isomeric state of this nucleus (Ti/p = 14 day 
spin = 2~ ) decays to first excited state (energy = 158.6 keV, 
spin = -^  ) of Sn by the emission of 156 keV gamma which conse-
quently goes to ground state. Since these two gammas are not 
seperable, the contribution to reaction cross-section includes from 
115- 115 115 
both in(a,2n) rnd In(a,pn). Although the reaction I^n(oc,np 
115 
also gives the same residual nucleus as In(a,pn). The energetic. 
consideration prefers the (a,on) reaction over (a,np) reaction. 
The total reaction cross-section for this reaction is given 
in table 6.10. These cross-sections have been plotted in fig. 6.10. 
It is evident that these data are well represented by ore-ecuilibrii 
emission. The solid curve is pre-equilibrium and dotted one compour 
115 ^ 117me 
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nucleus contribution. 
Another counting for this reaction was further made after 
a long time lapse of about 95700 sec. v/hich was about 9 half lives 
117 
of the residual nuclei Sb (T-, /^  = 2.8h) . The major contribution 
will come from. 14.0 d half life. Therefore these data nay be 
assigned mainly to (a,pn) reaction. Although the possibility of 
(a,2n) contribution could not be completely discarded. The experi-
mental data and reaction cross-section for In(a,pn) have been 
given in the table 3.20 of Chapter III. These values of the isomeri 
cross-sections have been plotted in the fig. 6.11. 
The theoretical excitation function have also been plotted 
in the fig. 6.10 and 6.11. The solid curve is the excitation 
function with pre-equilibrium contribution. We see from^  fig. 6.10 
that pre-equilibrium consideration agrees with the exoerimental 
results in the high energy region beyond peak. In lower energy 
region the experimental excitation functions have lov^ /er values. 
This may probably be due to the fact that correct estimation of 
counts needs some sophisticated method rather than manual estimation 
m 
in a complicated spectrum. The excitation function;this graph is 
mainly from (a,2n) reaction but the contribution from (a,pn), 
although very small, but could not be neglected. , 
Secondly, after a long interval the contribution of (Q:,2n) 
is negligible and the contribution from (a,pn) is the main contri-
bution. Therefore, these counting as given in table 3.20 of 
196 
Energy 
(MeV) 
19.6+1.1 
21.7+C.9 
23.8+0.9 
26.2+0.9 
26.8+0.8 
29.1+0.8 
31.3+0.8 
33.3+0.7 
35.2+0.7 
37.1+0.7 
38.9+0.7 
TA3LH 6.10 
Excitation function for In(a,2n) Reaction 
[a(a,2n)+o(a,pn)] 
(mb) 
137.28+0.20 
148.50+0.26 
129.89+0.26 
242.39+0.38 
374.66+0.70 
680.38+0.72 
750.76+0.81 
411.67+0.63 
278.00+0.54 
228.81+0.54 
138.73+0.37 
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1 1 c. 
Chapter III may openly be assigned to the reaction In(a,pn) 
"^ Sn. This gives us the isomeric cross-section for the reaction. 
This cross-section has been plotted in fig. 6.11 "dth th'^ oretical 
one. Since theoretical curves are the excitation function for the 
115 total reaction In(a,pn), the isomeric values of exoerimental 
excitation function for state lies belov the theoretical curve. 
The around state excitation function could not be determined in 
off-beam experiment. 
ether exoerimental values were not available hence not shown 
in the figure. 
o .:--.5 -^ -^ I^n(a,3n) AHA3TICN 
The experimental excitation functions for isomeric and 
ground state have been measured beyond threshold 25.15 '"'.eV. The 
measured excitation functions for both isomeric and ground state 
are shown in the table 6.11. Total excitation function of the 
reaction ' Ith the corresponding isomeric ratio {a l^r^ "^ ^^  also 
shewn in the same table,. 
IJ 5 The total excitation function of the reaction " In(a:,3n) 
so measured are sno ^n in fig. 6.12. Since other experimental value; 
v/ere not availaole, a comparison could not be done. The theoretica 
excitation functions with pre-e'~;uilirbium and without pre-eouilibrii 
are plotted in solid and broken curve resooctively in same fig.6.12 
Although thj measured values are lowerer than the theoretical value 
even then \/e can oredict that m.easured values lies near to ore-
: 198 : 
TABLE 6.11 
115-neac t ion_cros_s - sec t ion_for l n ( a , 3 n l Reac t ! on 
r^nergy 
(MeV) 
26 .8+0.8 
29.1+0.8 
31 .3+0.8 
33.3+C.7 
35 .2^0 .7 
37.1+0.7 
38.9+0.7 
i somer ic Grount Tota l R a t i o 
; r o s s - s e c t i o n C r o s s - s e c t i o n C r o s s - s e c t i o n {a /a) 
o^(mb.) a (mb.) cr^(mb.) ^ ^ 
m 
5.15+0.19 
18.38+0.70 
80.87+2.85 
149.80+5.51 
244.13+7.30 
380.92+11.40 
423.14+18.35 
t^  
2.10+0.06 
7.93+0.21 
35.33+0.70 
62.03+1.55 
1C5.31+3.49 
167.53+6.61 
7.25+0.20 2.45+0.11 
26.81+0.73 2.38+0.11 
116.2C+2.93 2.29+C.09 
211.83+5.72 2.41+0.11 
349.44+8.09 2.32+0.10 
548.55+13.182.27+0.11 
173.76+10.06 596.90+20.932.44+0.18 
f 
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Fig. 6.13 
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equilibrium contribution. Therefore, pre-equilibrium tneory 
supports our measured excitation functions. 
^•2.6 -^^ '^ In(a,n) HEACTION 
The experimental exc i ta t ion functions for both isomeric and 
ground s t a t e s have been measured from threshold to the highest 
115 
energy which is belov the threshold of In(a,3n) which gives the 
116 
same residual nuclei Sb. The measured vrlues are given in table 
6.12 for both isomeric as v^iell as ground state. The total excita-
tion function and isomeric ratio are also given in the same table. 
The total excitation function is plotted in the fig. 6.13. 
The theoretical excitation function calculated from, com.puter code 
is also plotted in the same figure. The solid an^ 3 borken curves 
represent the contribution with ore-equilibrium and v;ithout ore-
equilibrium respectively. Measured values follo'-'' the shaoe of 
theoretical curve but the naximas do not coincide for soecific 
reason -"hich is described in discussion. Of course, the values 
do not m.atch the theoretical curve. Moreover, both theoretical 
curves are giving almost the same values in the energy region of 
the experimental work. Therefore, no specific conclusion could be 
drawn from this particular comparison. The reason for our lower 
values has already been described. 
As the data on this excitation function ware not available, 
v/e^  therefore, could not compare, our results vvith som^ e other wor!:ers 
: 2CC 
TABLE 6.12 
Reaction cross-section fo3 113 In(a,n) Reaction 
c^ nerg 
y.7+1.7 
11.7+1.5 
13.5+1.4 
13..2+1. 3 
15.8j_1.2 
17.2+1.1 
13.2+1.1 
19.6+1.1 
21.7+C.9 
:^ -3.8+0.9 
Isomeric 
Cross-section 
(5 ( mb.) 
m 
Ground Total 
Jross-section Cross-section 
cT (mb.) a,(mb.) 
g t^  
Ratio(a^/cTg) 
2.77+1.7 
6.06+0.38 
12.4C+C .45 
J7.96+3.66 
69.13+1.78 
60.87+1.74 
74.64+10.51 
93.16+2.41 
116.54+1.95 
94.13+5.69 
l.CC+0.14 
3.36+0.36 
6.54+0.73 
26.11+2.76 
34.17+1.24 
16.78+3.CO 
50.13+3.3 
54.69+3.16 
42.19+5.79 
3.77+00.21 2.77+0.42 
9.42+0.52 1.80+0.22 
18.94+0.86 1.90+0.22 
95.24+3.28 2.65+0.29 
95.04+2.14 1.78+0.08 
91.42+10.93 4.45+1.01 
147.85+4.11 T.S5+0.13 
171.23^3.17 ^.13+0.13 
136.32+8.12 2.23+0.33 
1(f 
d 
113, In K 2 n ) 
n 
t, 
•10 
With P E 
10 
Without PE 
JlO 
6 10 20 30 
Ec^(MeV)-
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6.2.7 ^^^In(a,2n) RE/.CTICN 
The excitation functio.is for this reaction have been 
measured from threshold 16,63 MeV to the highest available 
115 
energy. The residual nuclei of this very reaction is Sb 
which has no isomeric state. Therefore, this reaction on^ble 
us to measure directly total roaction cross-section. The measured 
excitation functions are given in table 3.19 of Chapter III. 
These measured excitation functions are clotted on the gr?oh 
and shovn in the figure 6.14. The treorptical values comoutod '*'ith 
computer code are also olotted in the ssm.e figure. Th'-"- ^ : sing trend 
of measured values agrees well ' ith theoretical trend. In high 
energy region the measured values are vary h:gh at 31.3, 33.3, 35.2 
and 37.1 MeV v^ hich do not match the trend of theoretical curves. 
In the absence of other available literature vaJues "^e could 
only comment on thie orcceduro of manual estimation of ohotooeak 
counts. The pre-eguilibrium contribution seems to '"se more reliable 
in oredicting the measured excitation function at high energies 
\'hile compound theory at lower energies. Althoug' our measured 
vrluas lie belo / the theoretical curve. 
^ • 3 TH£Cii£TICAL CCiV.FMISON 
The excitation functions are calculated theoretically by 
37 
.iLI3i/LI\ iR;.0xi^ -S2 . These calcu]"tion were done using staf'stical 
model with anJ without pre-eouilibrium emission cf the oarticles. 
: 202 : 
ALICE/LIV2A:iCaE-82 code generr3fes -ost of ths inout "'parameter 
v/ithin the code by default option. The initial exciton number 
is an important input parameter for pre-eauilibrium calculations. 
The choice of exciton number indentifies the initial ccnfiquration 
of the compouno system. The initial exciton number ranging from 
38-45 
'^  tc 5 has been used for a-induced nulcear reaction . Confiqu-y' 
ration mixing for the initial state has also been considered in 
38 40 
some cases ' . The present analysis of a-induced reactions is 
done v^ith the choice of initial exciton number equal to 4 (2 proton 
, 109 
+ '2 neutron + no hole) , COST = 3 and PLD = 10 for Ag and 
PLJ = 18 for " ' In. The first door-way stage for a-induced 
nuclear reactions is formed by interaction of a-oarticle ^ -.'itn 
target nucleus ivhich results in the break-up of the a-particle 
into 4 exciton particles (2p + 2n + Oh). 
'^ •4 DISCUSSION OF HXCITATIO..' FU ICTIONS 
Small computation time and simple input data are the 
specialities of this code. Level density paramet-'^ r 'a' plays a 
dominant role in deciding t'l.^  shapes as well as the absolute values 
45 
of the excitation functions . In general, for the level density 
parameter 'a' value of a = A/K is applied I'here A denotes the 
mass number of the comipound system and K is a constant for vhich 
47-^ 
values, spread over a v.'ide region, have been given in literature 
Calculations using the- level density formula proposed by 
50 Gilbert and Cameron vere dene. No improvement in the calculated 
103 : 
values was seen. 
109 In our case vith target nuclei Ag, the value of level 
density parameter a = A/10 is found to give better agreenent 
with experimental results, while in case of target nuclei ' ' In 
nuclei a = A/I8 is the better choice, the binding energies for 
incident a-particle and for out going particles from compound nuclei 
and the various Q-values are calculated by default option using 
iMyers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula . The pairing energy is 
calculated from the backshifted model in these calculations e.g., 
( S= 0, -6 and -2o for even-even, odd-even and od I-odd nuclei 
resoectively \-'ith D= ll/'^fA) . For pre-equilibrium calculations, 
the break up of initial exciton number ( n = 4) is taken as 
2p + 2n + Ch. Free nucleon-nucleon (M-N) scattering cross-sections 
are used in t'/iis code for generating mean free oaths. For matchinc 
the calculated and experimental excitation functions, these mean 
free paths have been adjusted by varying the param.eter '3CST' in 
the code between 0 and 3. The excitation functions are calculate 
"'ith and v^ 'ithout pre-equilirbium consideration with 'COST' = 3. 
These are then compared vdth experimental excitation function in 
figures 6.4, 6.8, 6.9, 6.1C, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14. The extent of 
agreement between the measured and calculated excitation functions 
may be judged from their peak positions and widths. From figures 
we observed that the calculated excitation functions have their 
peak at lower energies in comparison to experim.ental one. This is 
52 
reasonable, sinceoVveisskopf-Hwing calculations refer to 0 lower 
: 20-1 
53 
limit for both these two parameters because of the angular 
ncmentum effects. The incident oarticles at hicjh energy give 
r3latively large angular m.oraentum to the compounfl nucleus ani"^  
if during the last stages of de-excitation, states v^ ith higher 
angular momsntum prohibits particle emission, therefore, the oeak 
of experimentrJ excitation function corresponding to particle 
emitting mode is likely to be shifted to the higher energy side 
The order of magnitude of this shift is obtained from nuclear 
54 55 
rotational energy . Blann et al have indicated that inclusion 
of anylar momentum effects broadens the excitation functions. 
37 The ALICE^ code is such that it does not differentiate 
between (a,pn) and (a,np) reactions or (a,a) and (a,2D,2n) reactions 
This code calculates only the total reaction cross-section. •'!& 
observe from the figures 6.4, 5.8, 6.9, 5.10, 6.11, 5.12, 6.13 and 
6.14 that althougn t!~iis code is caoable of giving the order of 
magnitude for excitation functions. Inclusion of ore-eguilibrium 
changes slightly the calculated excitation functions in the high 
energy tail region. Thus ve observe that the qualitative agreements 
is quite satisfactory beyond doubt but quantitative agreement '"ill 
require more sophisticated computer code for calculating the excita-
tion functions an? ore-equilibrium contribution in a-indnced reac-
tions . 
109 113 
From the stud.y of excitation function of '^ Ag, 'In and 
115 
In, it has been observed that the agreement between calculated 
: 205 
and neasurad excitation functions is not very good in the high 
energy region. In spite of all these factors, it is indicated 
that in the reactions, ve have studied the presence of ore-
equilibrium is inevitable in the high energv tail functions. 
The oresence of pre-equilibrium is also cle ar from the study of 
variation of isom?ric cross-section ratios "'ith energy. 
.206: 
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